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Foreword 
 

Manufacturing companies need to adopt and/or to introduce new business processes 
optimization concepts and IT based solutions that can quickly and economically react to 
unpredictable conditions. Changeability at all levels of organization, adaptable supply chains, 
reconfigurable products, processes and manufacturing systems, and effective co-operation among 
distributed, outsourcing-based organized enterprise networks are necessary to meet the evolving 
market requirements. The availability of new modeling concepts that go beyond adaptability and 
flexibility will thus be crucial for enhancing productivity and competitiveness in the small and 
medium manufacturing organizations market.  

The progress of computers and computing technology over the last decades ha simplified 
significantly the collecting, storage and processing of data about key processes in manufacturing, 
business and economics. Improving integration raises manufacturing quality, quickens response to 
the market, and lowers unit costs. Using computers to integrate manufacture involve planning and 
linking a variety of operating and management systems together to support decision making in 
complex systems such as extended enterprises and financial markets. So, both producers and 
customers are embracing new computational methods and tools for advanced modeling, analysis 
and decision making. In this context the special attention has to be paid to concurrent 
consideration of business processes modeling and business processes optimization problems.  

In that context this issue covers various aspects of decision support engineering while focusing 
on modeling and optimization of business processes typical for small and medium sized 
enterprises (SMEs) where products are manufactured based on make-to-order or build-to-order 
principle. The papers that appear in this issue contain the main results of many research and 
development projects carried out by the authors during last three years. The issue is thus addressed 
to readers seeking a first exposure to modern approaches to business processes evaluation as well 
as to readers interested in based on them methodologies employed in resultants decision support 
systems.  

The contributed papers fall into three groups. The first four papers deal with general issues 
concerning the modeling and optimization of business processes, in the context of different 
methodologies and evaluation measures applied to companies, and especially to small and medium 
sized enterprises. The second group of three papers deals with different frameworks standing 
behind the methods supporting the development of modern decision aiding software tools, e.g., 
including methods driven by constraint programming, fuzzy reasoning, econometric  and artificial 
neural network concepts. The last group consisting of three papers regards of real-life problems 
including real-time optimization of production processes, Yoshikawa’s General Design Theory, and 
outsourcing based inter-enterprise cooperation.  

We do hope that this issue will increase interest in the whole are of business processes 
optimization in the domain of SMEs management as well as will spurn interest in the subject 
among graduate students, junior research workers and potential users from business and industry. 
 
Zbigniew BANASZAK and Józef MATUSZEK, Editors 
Koszalin, November15, 2006. 
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productivity measurement and evaluation,  modeling, SME 
 

Martina KORTIŠOVÁ*, Milan GREGOR** 
 
 

MODEL PROPOSAL FOR TOTAL PRODUCTIVITY 
MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATIONIN A SMALL AND 

MEDIUM MANUFACTURING ORGANISATION 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 The question of total productivity measurement in SMEs is still not realised in a complex 
form. The methods of productivity measurement and performance evaluation used lie in partial 
productivity ratios or main economic indicators only. Because of that, this paper deals with the 
proposal of a methodology and a model for productivity measurement and performance 
evaluation in a manufacturing organisation of small and medium size. The main focus of the 
paper is on the core of a transformation process and analyses the individual production steps in 
detail. Except the flow of material throughout the system, the work is capable of cost analysis, 
which evaluates a manufacturing company’s performance within a present period of time or the 
comparison of individual activities over time. The essential part of this productivity 
measurement and evaluation tool is a benchmarking module that creates the conditions for the 
comparison of internal and external productivity and performance ratios with company’s 
benchmarks. 
 
 
2. MEASUREMENT APPROACHES 
 

The theoretical background of this work goes out from the basic ratios of productivity 
computations and the so called Onion model of productivity measurement and evaluation, 
developed by the Slovak Productivity Centre (see the following Fig. 1).  

Performance metrics, mainly focused on outputs, are used in order to specify as to what 
a company is doing. Next, diagnostic metrics are implemented to specify as to why a process is 
not performing up to expectations. These measures are internally focused and are associated 
with internal process steps and inputs into a system. The universal and generally used tool for 
a manufacturing company’s productivity and performance measurement was developed upon 
these methods which solves the eternal productivity dilemma. The specific features of the 
designed model will help a company to take the action plans, to see the future trend based on 
the past performance and simultaneously to realise the calculations of future customer orders, 
thus helping management with the decision-making process. 

                                                 
* Ing., PhD. Queen’s University, Kingston, Canada 
** Prof.Ing., PhD. University of Žilina, Industrial Engineering Department, Slovak Republic 
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Fig. 1. Onion Model of Productivity Measurement and Evaluation [6] 

 
The model that has caught our attention, is the Total Productivity Model (TPM) of Summanth 
[17] as well as models published by Lawlor [14], Hannula [7], and Sink [16]. Summanth´s 
model is based on the findings that the partial productivity measures have some limitations 
when considering performance of a company as a complex. These partial measures shouldn’t 
be used alone when considering a company’s productivity performance. Simply said, partial 
productivity measures are erroneous practices and provide us with non-relevant results of a 
company’s operations as a system. 
 
The proposed tool for performance and benchmarking measures and cost analysis on a micro-
assessment level of small or medium size companies’ operations are based on the algorithms 
and formulas presented below and are at the epicentre of this work. This proposal develops the 
bottom layer of the Onion model – the layer VIII: Process benchmarking, which deals with the 
comparisons of the chosen areas within a company. 
The proposed performance tool consists of two measurement blocks: 
a productivity/performance module and a benchmarking module [13], [18]. 
 
2.1 Performance Background  
   
 When measuring a company’s performance, it is necessary to look at the company as 
a complex system. From Figure 2 it is visible that the marketplace shapes the company’s 
corporate strategy and reflects the use of resources by the company to achieve a goal.  
The operations strategy specifies the employment of the company’s production capabilities to 
support corporate strategy. The decisions made within the operation function are [1]: 
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• long-term (strategic) decisions – for example, the amount of capacity needed, when 
more capacity should be added, etc.; 

• intermediate-term (tactical) decisions – for example, the efficient scheduling of 
material and labour within the constraints of strategic decisions, and 

• short-term (operational) decisions – for example, what is the production plan for this 
week, assignment of people to specific tasks, and so on. 
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Fig. 2.  Company as a Complex System 
 
The proposed tool supports the strategic decision making process required when a company 
wants to produce particular products and needs to specify the capacity for production. Once the 
final production volume is determined, the scheduling of material is also supported by the 
model. 
The primary opportunity for improving performance lies in reducing defects generating 
internally [2]. As a result of this it is necessary to measure performance on a micro level as 
well. In manufacturing these include individual operations, machines or operators. It is in this 
way that the performance module of the proposed tool calculates each process-step 
performance, based on cost performance modelling.  
From a results perspective of any company the most important performance measures occupy 
the top level. They indicate the size of a general problem or reflect positive or negative 
progress, however the existing models don’t provide the information as to the cause of 
a problem.  
 
This work deals with the heart of a manufacturing company – the transformation process 
(Fig. 3). The performance module of the proposed tool represents the manufacturing company 
with every step contained therein. Basic information about inputs and processes are needed in 
order to get desired results. The use of the performance module can reveal how a company 
operates, where the bottleneck is, and where the biggest expenses are. It overviews the process 
by modelling the production process with the associated cost. Based on this information the 
operations can be easily adjusted to be more efficient and competitive. 
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Conventional productivity measures use costs. To adequately measure a company’s 
performance, two sets of measurement must be used – one is from a financial point of view and 
the other from the operations point of view [4]. In the developed proposal both are included. 
Financial measures are associated with the cost analysis of particular process steps. Some of 
the financial indicators are taken from the PROFIN [9] analytical and evaluation tool, which 
represents one layer of the Onion model developed by the Slovak Productivity Centre [6]. 
An introduction to the proposed performance module capabilities is depicted in the algorithm 
of Fig. 3. It explains, step-by-step, the calculations this module performs and the results of 
these calculations. 
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Fig. 3.  Performance Module Algorithm of the Proposed Tool [12] 
 
The connections and logic of the algorithm are the basic principles of module process 
behaviour and one should follow this algorithm to secure that the module is working properly 
and is understood. This algorithm creates a springboard for the further evolving of other 
algorithms for obtaining different performance and productivity measures and results. 
There are different levels in this module, which serve a company to identify its performance in 
a specified time period. Usually it is a present period, but different time periods in the past can 
be chosen as well. Following the automatic built-in calculations, a company can retrieve the 
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data of how well or poorly the company performs in terms of one specified period. This feature 
is very helpful in discovering the bottlenecks and problematic issues within the processes of 
a company’s operations. When both specified periods are filled in, the company can obtain the 
above-mentioned information also for the second period.  
Next comes a more detailed step of the module, which uses internal time-benchmarking 
templates for comparing two periods of a company’s performance. This feature, though it 
doesn’t need to be used (if a company needs to know only the present state or the state in one 
time period), is very helpful in comparing two different company’s operation periods and thus 
to visualize the differences that emerge from production over time. The results of the module 
will inform the management as to which of the inputs are being utilised efficiently or 
inefficiently with regard to time periods. Ultimately, it is a tool that allows management to 
immediately see what kind of corrective action should be taken in a given problematic 
situation. 
One side of the levelling in the module considers time (as mentioned above); another side 
considers levels of performance measurement in the module. First, there is a primary audit 
(Fig. 4) that reveals the basic and most general factors in the performance of a company [3]. 
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Fig. 4.  Algorithm of Primary Productivity Audit 
 
Secondly, a detailed process-oriented audit of performance (Fig. 5) takes place and this is 
where the operation of individual steps is analyzed and summarised [3].  
 
 
3. MATHEMATICAL ITERATIONS 
 

In the building of the model, different formulas were used, necessary for making the model 
capable of sophisticated calculation iterations to be more comprehensive. Since the goal was to 
set up and to build a performance measurement tool, the general formula of total productivity is 
used (1) and modified for the purposes of model development: 

 

∑
∑
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i i
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j j
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1

1                                                             (1) 
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where:  
 TP  – total productivity, 
 O – total output (incl. finished products and partially finished goods sold), 
 I  – total input, 
 i  – type of input, 
 j  – type of output, 
 n  – total number of input groups, 
 m  – total number of output products. 
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Fig. 5.  Algorithm of Secondary Performance Audit 
 
When measuring total productivity, all the inputs must be considered. Grouping them into 
labour, material, energy, capital and other inputs differentiates among individual input groups 
that are necessary for establishing the total picture of a company. Thus, in the following, the 
mathematical explanations of the inputs used in the model are presented. 
 
Input of labour L includes all employees. Two major types of labour input are specified in the 
model: blue-collar workers (people that are directly part of the transformation process: workers 
on the shop-floor) and white-collar workers (people that don’t have a direct effect on the 
production: people working in administration, management and R&D). The remainder of the 
labour force that cannot be included in neither of the two categories creates a separate group of 
labour called other personnel.  
The basic formula for labour computation (2) used in the model is as follows: 
 

 
OPWCBCi LLL

n

i LL IIIII ++== ∑ =1
                                         (2) 

 
where:  
 IL  – total input of labour into the system, 
 i  – labour input sub-group, 
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 n  – total number of input sub-groups, 
 BC – blue-collar workers, 
 WC  – white-collar workers, 
 OP  – other personnel. 
 
Calculations of particular labour inputs into the system are basic value formulas and they are 
further detailed in the equations (3), (4), and (5).  

 

nn
n

i iL BCBCBCBCBCI
BC

++++== −=∑ 1211
...                             (3) 
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To the total labour input for the company, all the blue- and white-collar workers and other 
personnel have to be summed together. Since there are many different sub-groups of labour, 
the labour hours are weighted by an average labour cost per hour (6). 
 

( ) ( ) ( )

1 1 1 1

1 1 1

ij ij ij

BC BC WC WC OP OP

n p n p
C L L Li j i j
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h c h c h c

= = = =

= = =

= = =

= + +

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑

∑ ∑ ∑
                      (6) 

  

T

C
C H

LL
avg

=  

where:  
 LC  – labour cost in the system, 
 LCavg  – average cost per work hour. 
 HT  – total work hours (for blue-collar workers), 
 h  – hours worked by particular white-collar labour group, 
 c  – cost per hour of labour input. 
 q  – number of workers. 
 V  – value of input, 
 j  – individual process, 
 p  – number of processes. 
 

tT tH d s sh= ⋅ ⋅                                                              (7) 
where:  
 t – time period,  
 d – number of working days, 
 s  – number of shift per day, 
 sh  – number of hours per shift. 
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( )t w t td d t m v= ⋅ − −                                                    (8) 

 
where:  
 dw  – number of working days per week, 
 mt  – maintenance shutdowns, 
 vt  – vacations, holidays. 
 
For labour productivity PL, the formula is (Equation 9): 
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Material productivity is usually computed as a simplified method of input of one unit. Even if 
it is a multi-product company, all the inputs are summarized into one unit of input using value 
conversions of individual raw material and purchased products entering the system.  
The proposed approach to material input (M) deals with both continuous and batched 
processes, creating the base for material input calculations according to mass or value 
preferences. There is the priority created in including all materials entering the system into the 
calculations and thus filling in the gap in material input measurements. Obviously, there are 
cases where it is impossible to use mass parameters (e.g., the process requires hundreds of 
inputs of different units), and in such cases the module has to use the value approach that 
works in all cases. 
The basic formula for material input calculation is presented below (10), followed by the 
detailed material computation (11). 
 

∑ =
=

n

i MM i
II

1
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where:  
 IM – material input, 
 n  – total types of material input, 
 i  – material subgroup. 
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n
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                            (11) 

 
Thus, the total value of material entering the system, when considering individual processes, 
will be (12): 
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where:  
 MC  – total cost of material, 
 q  – quantity of material, 
 c  – cost of individual material. 
 
The basic formula for material productivity PM that is used in the model is as follows (13): 
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1

1                                                             (13) 

 
As mentioned above, there doesn’t exist a measure of a multi-material approach. In scientists’ 
studies, material input always figures as a unit of one. No matter how many material input 
items a company deals with, all of these items represent a value unit for a single input of 
material. 
The difference in the proposed approach is based in a multi-material database (Fig. 6). In this 
database, the material is sorted according to measurement units and based on two ways of 
entering the system: either as a value material input (if the measurement units are not the same) 
or as mass material input (if the entering material consists of the same mass). 
 

Period 1 pricePeriod 1 quantity Period 2 pricePeriod 2 quantity

 
Fig. 6.  Multi-Material Database 

 
In the case that final conclusions regarding material productivity are too low, the chart of 
importance (Fig. 7) shows the differences in important parts and those that cost a company 
a great amount of capital while not being productive. As an addition to this chart, the automatic 
ABC analysis can be used so one can easily determine the sequence, importance, values and 
percentages of materials entering the production system. Besides the above-mentioned 
capabilities, the chart of importance in the performance module is used to present the 
relationships among the numeric values of two comparable periods and to plot these groups of 
numbers as one series of xy coordinates. Depicted in this chart are visible differences in the 
values of material between two time intervals (period 1 in blue and period 2 in green). The box 
that should be paid the most attention is the one labelled as very important, since it presents 
(e.g., in our case of material input) the most expensive and the most supplied items; it 
represents the A group of the ABC analysis. The box labelled not so important represents 
a small amount of cheap material in comparison with the total variety of material. This is the C 
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Fig. 7.  Chart of Importance for Input of Material 
 
group of the analysis that does not pose a large threat to an organisation, but should be looked 
into as well, since it might hold some of the capital that can be used elsewhere if these items 
are not necessary for production. The rest of the boxes (group B of the ABC analysis) are 
somewhat important, since one of them represents a small amount of expensive material and 
the second one a large amount of cheap material. 
The data obtained from the multi-material database (Fig. 6) is processed with the use of a 3-
column approach [12]. This approach uses base and actual prices and relies on the quantity of 
the information. However, for the purpose of modelling this approach has had to be adapted 
from a single accounting method into a productivity of internal benchmarking approach. Thus, 
the adapted 3-column approach is visible in Fig. 8 and it can be used with different parameters 
of the system (material, labour, etc.). 

The total variance of the variables using a 3-column approach is mathematically depicted in 
the following. Let’s assume we have two periods: 1 and 2. There are different prices and 
quantities used within these periods. Period 1 is assigned with price p1 and quantity q1; period 2 
is represented by price p2 and quantity q2. The following iterations (14) through (19) take place 
in the above-mentioned approach of three columns: 
 

11qp                                                                   (14) 
 

12qp                                                                  (15) 
 

22qp                                                                  (16) 
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Fig. 8.   A 3-Column Productivity of Internal Benchmarking Approach 
 
 
Price variance from these equations is: 
 

)( 1211121 ppqqppq −⇒−                                              (17) 
 
and quantity variance is: 

)( 1222122 qqppqqp −⇒−                                             (18) 
 

1 2 1 2 2 1

1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1

2 2 1 1

variance ( ) ( )Total q p p p q q
q p q p p q p q
p q q p

= − + − =
= − + − =
= −

                        (19) 

 
Adding together price variance and quantity variance, the total variance of a particular item in 
the system (19) can be determined and visualized. The result can be positive or negative, but it 
doesn’t explain the cause of variance. It is for this reason that the approach was broken down 
into two parts (17) and (18) that better explains if the negative or positive variance was of 
a price or quantity nature.  
 
The next system input – energy (19) – is also one of the most important inputs. There are 
numerous ways to reduce the use of this input, but are often overlooked, since this input is 
seldom measured in companies. 
 

∑ =
=

n
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II

1
                                                       (19) 

 
Analogous to the process seen in (11), the energy input into the system is calculated by the 
(20). 
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where:  
 IE – energy input,  g  – gas, 
 i  – energy input sub-group,  o  – oil, 
 n  – number of energy sub-groups,  c  – coal, 
 e  – electricity,  oe  – other energy input. 
 w  – water, 
 
For the total energy cost of the system with individual processes in mind, the calculation 
formula is as follows (21): 
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where: EC – total cost of energy. 
 
Energy productivity (PE) is calculated according to the following (22): 
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In the following, capital will be the subject of discussion. This is the most problematic area of 
the existing models and some productivity models don’t include capital in their calculations at 
all. Capital is divided into two major groups: 

a) fixed capital – land, plant (building and structures, machinery, tools and equipment, 
others (amortized R&D, etc.), and so on); 

b) working capital – money to support inventory, cash, accounts receivable, notes 
receivable. 

Input of capital (C) and capital productivity calculations (23), (24) compute the value of this 
input analogically to the inputs mentioned before. 
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where:  
 IC  – input of capital, 
 PC  – productivity of capital. 
  
The computing of fixed capital comprises land, buildings, machinery, tools and equipment and 
is measured by the depreciation method, which is an approximation of the fixed capital 
consumed. The value of fixed capital is computed according to (25).  
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where:  
 CCF – total cost of fixed capital, 
 D  – depreciation period, 
 q  – quantity of capital assets of the same origin, 
 

ijCc   – cost of asset, 

 
ijIc   – cost of installation, 

 
ijAec – cost of additional equipment.  

 
Other expenses (26), ( 27) include everything other than the already mentioned inputs. If we 
want to measure total productivity, it is necessary to count all the important inputs; with this 
input we are sure everything is accounted for. Other expenses of the system can include travel, 
taxes, professional fees, marketing, information processing, office supplies, R&D, general 
administration expense, etc. 
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where:  
 IO  – other input, 
 PO – productivity of other input. 
 
Total input requires the consideration of all the partial inputs into the system. In the proposed 
module, total input must contain inputs of labour, material, energy, capital and other input. 
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Thus, the following equation will represent the total input (Eq. 28) placed into this system of 
measurement.  
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where: IT – total input. 
 
Calculations also include the total factor productivity formula (29) and the total productivity 
formula (30) with the consideration of all the individual processes and their individual inputs. 
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where: TFP – total factor productivity. 
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where: TP – total productivity. 
 
The difference in this approach to total input measurement is that the emphasis is on the 
individual process steps of the total manufacturing operation in detail, not on the generalized 
approach. This detailed approach states, which particular process and particular input causes 
the increase or decrease of overall input into the system and its influence on the total input of 
the whole manufacturing operation. 
 
3.1 Output 
 
Acquiring a longer-term perspective on problems is essential for setting priorities. The module 
of system measurement enables managers to quickly review the performance of the plant at 
each process step for any time period. The results provided by the module can be generated in 
any time interval, for instance, those past 1 day, 7 days, 30 days, 90 days, 180 days or a one-
year period, to provide a recapitulation of performance.  
 
When dealing with inputs moving into the system, the ABC analysis is used to decide, which 
inputs are the most consumable. It is similar when considering outputs from the system. With 
ABC analysis a company can very easily find out which 20% of all manufactured products 
leaving the system create 80% of the value of all manufactured products that includes very 
important input costs coming into the system necessary for producing this output. The 
criterions of this analysis are the values of particular items and the amount of manufactured 
products. Since there can be a couple of thousands of items in a manufacturing system, this 
analysis of micro-performance assessment depicts the most crucial parts. The sequence used, 
when auto-calculating appurtenances, follows: after fabricated goods are placed in descending 
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order from the highest value of manufacturing costs, a percentage of the particular product 
price of the total value of the finished products is calculated.  
The first step in this analysis is to define the value of examined items in the system (31), 
followed by the data sorting in descending order according to the calculated value. The 
percentage of each part from the total value (32) foregoes a cumulative sum of percentages 
(33).  
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where:  
 VT  – total value of items, 
 q  – quantity, 
 p – price of items, 
 m  – total products, 
 j  – particular product. 
 
3.2 Productivity Indexes 
   
Productivity indexes are used in different places and in different variations throughout the 
module and represent the important aspects of decision making in a company and goal 
achievement determination. A productivity index (PI) is based on a ratio of the current period 
(in this case period 2) productivity value (PV) to an earlier period (period 1) productivity value 
(34). 

1

2

PV
PVPI =                                                               (34) 

 
If the value of a productivity index is greater than 1, an increase in productivity is achieved; the 
opposite occurs when the value of a productivity index is less than 1, whereby productivity has 
decreased. The percentage change in productivity is calculated using the following formula 
(35): 
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The basic total productivity ratio (1), also used to track changes in productivity (36) for 
period 1 and (37) for period 2), represents a figure. For example, if a productivity rate of the 
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first period was 18 and the second period 20, then we know that productivity increased from 18 
to 20. However, we don’t know the monetary value of this increase. In this case, it is suitable to 
express inputs in the productivity rate (38). 
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where: t – time period. 
 
The advantage of this equation is the identification of the increase or decrease in value of 
inputs using theoretical and actual required input data. The following equation can help us to 
compare, for example, the inputs that would be required in period 2 if we had performed at the 
productivity rate of period 1 (39).  
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Table 1 shows the simple example of this case. 
 
Tab. 1.  Example of Changes in Productivity 
 
 Period 1 Period 2 
Output (O) 100,000 Sk 120,000 Sk 
Input (I) 5500 Sk 6000 Sk 
Productivity (P=O/I) 18.18 20 
Increase of productivity from 18.18 (period 1) to 20 (period 2). 
Input theoretical (It)  O2/P1 = 6600 Sk 
Savings (+)/Expense (-)  It – I2 = + 600 Sk 
Because productivity increased in period 2, the output O2 was produced with 6000 Sk rather 
than 6600 Sk. 
 
The monetary result of Equation 39 explains the savings or spending from a productivity 
increase or decrease in period 2 with the use of the period 1 productivity rate. Thus, we 
produced an output in period 2 only with 6000 Sk instead of 6600 Sk that would be required 
with the productivity of period 1. The result is that a company saved 600 Sk on inputs. 
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The part of this module, dealing with internal benchmarking productivity assessment, is 
capable of performing the following tasks. It calculates: 

a) the change in productivity between two fiscal periods (e.g., year 2005 compared to 
year 2004), 

b) the change in productivity between periods within a fiscal year – quarters, months, 
weeks or days (e.g., May 2006 compared to April 2006 or 31st day of 2006 compared 
to 20th day of 2006), 

c) the change in productivity between seasonal periods (e.g., summer 2006 and summer 
2005). 

 
3.3  Break Even Point of the Total Productivity (BEP) 
 
To obtain the minimum value of total productivity for the business to be profitable, the break-
even point analysis is used, which is based on the amount of working capital in the system. The 
more working capital a company uses, the smaller the value of the break-even point is. The 
maximum financial loss of a company can incur when total productivity of the company is 
zero.  
The break-even point is the value of the total productivity given by the formula (40) that 
Summanth [17] derived.  
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where:  
 TPBEP – break-even point of total productivity, 
 ICw – input of working capital. 
 
When using break-even analysis, the computation of minimum total productivity value 
a company should reach in order to make a profit, can be performed. So, for example, from 
Fig. 9 we can read for period 1 that the break-even point for a company should reach the 
minimum of 0.78 and 0.37 in period 2 if it wants to generate profit. From the chart it is clearly 
seen that in period 2 more working capital is used compared to period 1, since the break-even 
point is smaller than that of period 1. 
 
3.4 Cost 
 
This is a highly important part of the performance module, since costs uncover the most 
problematic areas of a system money-wise. Two worksheets dealing with costs reveal the data 
that help management to specify the most cost consumable areas in the system from the total, 
variable and fixed cost point of view. Moreover, the micro-level cost assessment of the system 
permits the cost decomposition per produced part, per period or per individual process. Thus, 
even the smallest portion of the whole system is paid attention to and cannot be overlooked. 
The cost summary of the manufacturing system might be seen from Fig. 10 and cost 
specification of individual processes from Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 9. Break-Even Point Example Chart 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. Example of Cost Tables 
  

  
 

Fig. 11. Example of Process Cost Tables 
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Equation 41 is a general representation of partial inputs variable cost calculations per part 
produced. It serves as a basic formula, into which individual inputs can be substituted.  
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where:  
 PVC – partial variable cost, 
 i  – specified input, 
 j  – specified process, 
 part – per part produced, 
 p  – total number of processes, 
 t  – time period, 
 VC – variable cost, 
 PV – production volume. 
 
By partial cost we can understand the cost of labour, material, energy and other inputs. Another 
partner of variable cost making up the total cost are fixed costs. The next formula (42) 
represents the share of fixed costs in a finished product. The total manufacturing costs (43) will 
be the sum of total fixed and variable costs. 
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where:  
 PFC – partial fixed cost, 
 FC – fixed cost. 
 

 VCFCTMC +=                                                    (43) 
 
where: TMC – total manufacturing cost. 
 
Among fixed costs belongs principal equipment cost, additional equipment cost, maintenance, 
installation and building costs, and fixed tooling cost. 
The following calculates the percentage of individual input cost into total variable cost (TVC) 
(44), respective individual input cost in a total fixed cost (TFC) ratio (45). Further, the 
individual inputs of fixed and variable costs as a percentage of total manufacturing costs are 
represented in (46) and (47). 
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3.5  Financial Performance Measures 
 
In the beginning of the proposed solution it is mentioned that two sets of measures must be 
used in order to get adequate performance results. The operations measures were discussed and 
the financial measures will be briefly dealt with in the following. Financial measures are 
represented by net profit, return on investment (ROI) and cash flow [5]. These measures should 
be used together to ascertain the complex picture of the company. For example, a net profit of 
10 million Sk has meaning only if we know how much investment it took to generate net 
profit. If the investment was 100 million Sk, there is a 10% return of investment (49). Cash 
flow is important, because a company might have high profit and high ROI, but not enough 
cash necessary for everyday operations. Cash can be tied up in inventory or invested in new 
equipment.  
 

IN
PROI =                                                         (49) 

where:  
 IN – investment (assets that are used to run a company regardless of who manages the 

investment – plant, equipment, inventories, etc.), 
 P – profit. 
 

ESP −=                                                           (50) 
where:  
 S  – sales, 
 E – expenses. 
 
Every single company or business venture has been established with the main goal in mind – to 
make money. It is for this reason that profit (50) is one of the most discussed measures aligning 
the interests and speculation of top management everywhere. Profit belongs to a whole matrix 
of performance measures and it can be used in various combinations to reveal important data 
about a company. 
Some of the above-mentioned formulas are substituted into (51) with the meaning of 
performance measures already considered.  
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Sales, in this case, include only that part of the output that represents all the finished goods sold 
to the final customer. This means not all the output produced is sold; some of it creates a part 
of finished-goods inventory to be sold in the future, the other part might be products that didn’t 
pass the quality control and need to be re-processed since the damage was not so significant. 
Or, perhaps, they can be products staying in the output inventory awaiting the liquidation since 
a product was significantly damaged and is not suitable for re-processing.  
The assets in the investment base can be valued in different approaches. Within the module is 
used the most common net book value of investment valuation, which means that gross book 
value is subtracted by accumulating any cost already depreciated. 

Equation (49) can be, with the use of pyramid decomposition, modified to reveal other 
important factors about a company’s activity that the simplest ROI formula doesn’t show. 
Thus, we arrived at the formulation of (52) with a profit margin on sales and investment 
turnover. This is stated briefly here, since it was described in detail in Knežníková’s work [8]. 

 
P P SROI PMS INT
IN S IN

= = ⋅ = ⋅                               (52) 

 
where:  
 PMS – profit margin on sales, 
 INT – investment turnover. 

The above two indicators reflect the company’s activity. Investment turnover explains how 
active a company has been and a profit margin on sales indicates how profitable the activity 
has been. 

Often, exchange rates are an issue when discussing their effect on the financial performance of 
an organisation. This work does not purport to particularly examine the circumstances and 
repercussions surrounding exchange rates. However, this topic should warrant attention in 
future endeavours examining financial performance, since companies reliant on exports are 
drastically affected by the strength and stability of their currency and the fluctuation of 
exchange rates.  

Production volume, inventory and operating expenses represent the operational level 
measurement. Production volume needs to be specified in more detail, since the figure itself 
doesn’t explain how much of the produced goods were sold and thus it distort the final results. 
Once the goods are sold we get the throughput of the system. Inventory is the value of goods in 
the product stream. It often represents tied cash in the company. Operating expenses are all the 
money needed to turn inventory into throughput. Operating expenses include production costs 
(such as direct labour, indirect labour, inventory carrying costs, equipment depreciation, and 
materials and supplies used in production) and administrative costs. The key difference here is 
that there is no need to separate direct and indirect labour. 

From an operations standpoint, the goal of the firm is to increase throughput while 
simultaneously reducing inventory and reducing operating expense. 
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4. SUMMARY 
 
Performance measurement is, amongst other things, a powerful tool for assisting all concerned 
with the improvement of productivity and efficiency within a factory setting. It accurately 
depicts where inefficiencies lie and where improvements are possible. Furthermore, it 
measures the effects of changes in equipment, processing conditions and factory organisation.  

The purpose of this paper was to clearly and effectively explain what productivity means and 
with the help of a model to show how can be conducted performance measurement. 

Because of complexity of this topic, the benchmarking and the forecasting module of the entire 
model were not described in this paper. All details completed with examples and computer 
programme were introduced in [12], [10], [11]. 

Productivity improvement is one of the key drivers of progress and it should reflect all aspects 
of production such as manufacturing more goods with less input resources, higher quality of 
goods with less input resources, and so on. The experimentation with the proposed model 
shows just that. 

Throughout researching the existing files regarding performance and productivity and trying 
out the proposed tool for performance measurement, some finalizing conclusions can be drawn. 
It is apparent that measuring the specific problems in a manufacturing company greatly 
facilitates improving its performance by explaining what factors and variables are affecting 
performance and identifying where resources can be best applied. A measurement tool must be 
used in order to identify the weak points of the system, so the following corrective actions can 
be taken, based on the proposed scenarios. The above-mentioned measurement tool should not 
be implemented in a company to deter the employees, but the opposite, to encourage them to 
provide accurate data so that changes for better operations can be applied. 
When using the tool the following must be kept in mind: the measurement tool can be only as 
good as the accuracy of the data inputted into the model. The less information provided for the 
model, the less final results and figures the system will calculate. 
Every work should be written with a goal in mind – to provide some contributions to the 
researched field. The contributions of the proposed model to the productivity and 
benchmarking field lie in the complexity of existing performance measures, and adapting these 
measures and proposed measures into one general system model that is worked out in 
Microsoft Excel. The numerous advantages of the tool possess great positive repercussions 
when applied effectively to companies. The tool provides general and detailed productivity 
indexes, pointing out which products is profit generating and which are not. It shows which 
particular input resources are being utilized inefficiently and offers forecasts for the future 
based on the past performance all in one comprehensive tool.  
 
This work was supported by the Slovak Agency for Science and Research through the Grant 
No. APVT-20-026304“. 
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INDUSTRIAL CLUSTER 
 
 
Abstract 

Entry of the Czech Republic into the European Union (EU) means an expressive 
expansion of space for European integrated logistics development and 
application. Basically logistics changes are necessary if the companies and also 
state in the Czech Republic do not want to be an outsider on the European 
market. Logistics is one of the important points of enterprise within a cluster. 
Cooperation of cluster members on the field of logistics for involved companies 
means a substantial advantage which companies will gain against their 
competitors not only on the native but also on the foreign markets. Conclusions 
of the research of mathematical model for logistic control in an industrial cluster 
are the critical points of this paper. This mathematical model shows the main 
logistic advantages for cluster members.  

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  

 
Logistics is a branch which is largely difficult for mutual and central cluster management.  It 

is a central solution of transportation, supplying and stocking processes.  
Cluster must define important activities, critical activities, for a good functioning of 

companies network. Following graphs (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) show activities, according to executed 
research, which clusters consider as the important ones. Graphs, assumed from the study of the 
European Union, illustrate the importance of logistics for European clusters.   

Logistics influences size of minimal supplies by individual cluster members as well. Other 
advantages of logistics for cluster members and for cluster itself are as follows (see Table 1). 
From the researches done in the USA in the recent years it is obvious that material handing costs 
and stocks maintenance are approximately 34 % of total circulation costs, transportation costs 
29%, packing costs 12% etc. The most expensive are then handling operations, stocking and 
transportation. It stands to reason that a slower circulation (above all material for a longer time in 
stocks and longer material transportation) is a less effectiveness circulation.   
Network enterprise creates presumptions for costs reducing and sales increasing of partners in the 
given business chain. 
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Fig. 1. Importance of activities make for companies in cluster [3] 

 
 

Fig. 2. Main and linked activities on the geographically marked area of cluster – EU [4] 
 
 

Tab. 1.  Advantages of logistics for cluster members and for cluster itself 
 

Activity description Advantages for company Advantages for cluster 

 Corporate stocking 
 

 
 
 
 

Lower material and product 
acquisition costs due to 
corporate central purchase. 

Lower costs of stock 
functioning and equipment (one 
stock for more cluster 

Central optimizing of stock 
capacities and resources of 
whole cluster. 
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 Delivery service 
 

members). 
Opportunity to use stock 

spaces and resources of central 
stock. 
 

Companies can use 
distribution cluster net. 

Lower material and product 
transportation costs due to 
corporate central distribution.  

 
 
 
 
 

Sophisticated distribution net. 
Central management and 

optimizing of transportation 
routes among cluster members. 

Opportunity to select cluster 
members on the basis of their 
product price analysis and 
material transfer. 

 
The usage of central stocking is the basic point of “supplying logistics” in the existing chain. We 
talk about location of central stock in the most convenient place not separately for each cluster 
member but for the whole cluster. Then agreement with certain suppliers is concluded and these 
suppliers carry goods not directly in companies but in given central stock. Cluster moves the 
goods in a central stock and loads the goods in its supplying cars which later hand out goods into 
the companies.   
This structure of goods supply organization from suppliers to companies through a central stock 
brings many advantages. Reducing of transportation costs is one of the advantages which is 
influenced by reducing of transportation cars importing the goods into one company in cluster. 
Theoretically speaking always one transportation car which has the goods from a central stock 
from many suppliers goes to each company.  
We give an example: we have 10 suppliers delivering into a cluster which has 5 cluster members. 
If we transport the goods from suppliers directly to each company we would need 5 
transportation cars from each supplier; that is 50 cars. Each company would have to receive 10 
cars. When we use a central stock the number of used cars will reduce to 15  10 cars would go 
from suppliers to a central cluster stock, material would be moved to the cars for individual 
customers here and thereby only five cars would go from a central stock to individual  
companies.    
Goods purchase for reducing quantity price is another advantage of stocks centralization in 
cluster. According to requirements of members cluster will buy goods into a central stock. These 
goods will be then divided among companies.  
Solution of stocking in companies of a cluster is another advantage. Thanks to a central stock we 
talk about reducing of stocks in individual companies of cluster. It is above all the reduction of 
safety stock in companies. This safety stock is concentrated in a central stock.  
Central stocking involves many advantages but disadvantages as well. Central stock functioning 
costs can be one of the disadvantages. Solution for networks can be transportation without the 
own central stock. In this case there is a place for using certain carriers, so-called mail-orders that 
dispose with own costs.  
 
 
2. PROPOSED MATHEMATICAL MODEL  
 

Following part describes a proposed and in Microsoft Office Excel solved model which 
shows an algorithm of calculations and solutions of some above mentioned areas. These areas are 
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connected with the problems of supplier selection, storage and logistics control in cluster. We 
take into account these main areas:  

 
 Supplier selection 

 
 Calculation of total material costs by individual purchase 
 Calculation of total material costs by cluster purchase  
 Calculation of total cost saving by the collective cluster purchase 

 
 Localization of central stock 

 
 Localization of a new central stock 
 Company determination in a cluster for central storage  

 
 Stocks control 

 
 Stocks control of cluster member 
 Stocks control in central stock 
 Safety stock determination for individual cluster member 
 Influence of order change on costs 

 
 Distribution variants determination 

 
 Evaluation of effectiveness of distribution variants 
 Transportation costs and safety stock according to a distribution variant 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Selection of opportunities for solution 
 

 Icons for an entry into the  
 individual model parts 
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2.1. Mathematical model of supplier selection for cluster  
 

We will consider simplified model that every company gets material directly from supplier.   
 
Input parameters are as follows:  
Qkj  required quantity of k material by customer j (gu) 
pkri acquisition price of material corresponding to the group Qd-1-Qd acquired gu from 

supplier i (€) 
kij  transportation distance between supplier i and customer j (km) 
fchk  freight charge given by supplier (€/km*gu) 
Tnij  transportation input from supplier i to customer j (gu *km) 
Tnij = Qkj * kij 
gu  general unit (e.g. m3, kg, piece) 
 
A) Calculation of total material costs by individual purchase 

 
We suppose that cooperation among customers on collective purchases does not proceed.  
 
Sequence of calculations: 
• Calculate acquisition material costs of customer (member) j at supplier i.  
• Determine transportation input between customer j and supplier i.  
• Calculate transportation material costs.  
• Calculate total material costs as a sum of acquisition material costs and transportation 

material costs. 
• Customer (member) j will acquire material from supplier i only in a case when the total 

material costs will be minimal.  
 
Solution:  
Acquisition material costs of customer (member) j at supplier i (Caij) 
 

aij kri kjC = p Q  (€)⋅          (1) 
 
Tab. 2. Calculation table 1 

 
Member\ 
Supplier 

Supplier 1 Supplier 2 … Supplier i 

Member 1 Ca11 Ca21 … Cai1 
Member 2 Ca12 Ca22 … Cai2 
… … … … … 
Member j Ca1j Ca2j … Caij 
 
Transportation material costs Qkj from supplier i to customer (member) j (Cpij) 
 

 pij nij chk kj ij chkC T f Q k f= ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅        (2) 
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Tab. 3. Calculation table 2 
 

Member\ 
Supplier 

Sm1 Sm2 … Smi 

M1 Cp11 Cp21  Cpi1 
M2 Cp12 Cp22  Cpi2 
…. … … … … 
Mj Cp1j Cp2j … Cpij 
 
 
Total material costs of customer (member) j at supplier i (Ctij) 
 

tij aij pijC = C  + C  (€)            (3) 
 

Tab. 4. Calculation table for selection of linkage between supplier and customer with the minimal 
costs for material purchase 

 
Member\ 
Supplier 

Sm1 Sm2 … Smi 

M1 Ct11 Ct21 … Cti1 
M2 Ct12 Ct22 … Cti2 
… … … … … 
Mj Ct1j Ct2j … Ctij 
 
 
Summary: 
For each customer (member) we choose just that supplier, who will have the minimal costs 

for material purchase.  
 
B) Calculation of total material costs by cluster purchase 

 
We suppose that cooperation among customers on collective purchases takes place. Cost 

saving happens in discounts when customers acquire a larger quantity of material.  
 
Sequence of calculations: 
• Calculate total acquisition material costs of customers (1-j) at supplier i. Purchase per 

price pkri corresponding to acquired quantity.  
• Determine transportation input between customer j and supplier i. 
• Calculate transportation material costs. 
• Customers (1- j) will acquire material from supplier i only in a case when the total 

material costs will be minimal.  
 
Solution:  
Acquisition material costs of customer (member) j at supplier i by price pkri  corresponds to the 

group of acquired quantity    (Cacij)  

∑  kjQ

∑  kjQ
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    acij kn kjC = p Q  (€)⋅               (4) 

 
Transportation material costs Qkj from supplier i to customer (member) j (Cpij) 
 

     pij nij chk kj ij chkC = T f = Q k f  (€)⋅ ⋅ ⋅        (5) 
 
Tab. 5. Calculation table 3 
 
Member\ 
Supplier 

Sm1 Sm2 … Smi 

M1 Cp11 Cp21  Cpi1 
M2 Cp12 Cp22  Cpi2 
…. … … … … 
Mj Cp1j Cp2j … Cpij 
 
Total material costs of customer (member) j at supplier i (Ctcij)   
 

     (€)          (6)  
 
Total material costs of all customers (members) (1-j) at supplier i (Ctci) 
 

     (€)          (7)  
 
 

Tab. 6. Calculation table for total material costs and for selection minimal total material costs of 
all customers (1-j) at supplier i 

 
Member\ 
Supplier 

Sm1 Sm2 … Smi 

M1 Ctc11 Ctc21 … Ctci1 
M2 Ctc12 Ctc22 … Ctci2 
… … … … … 
Mj Ctc1j Ctc2j … Ctcij 
Ctci Ctc1 Ctc2 … Ctcii 

 
Summary: 
Supplier with the minimal total material costs min(      ) will be chosen for cluster. 
 
C) Calculation of total cost saving by the collective cluster purchase 
In order that the cooperation in cluster will be profitable this formula must be accepted:  
 

        (8) 
 
Total cost saving in cluster is defined as: 
 

pijacijtcij CCC +=

∑= tcijtci CC

∑ tcitij CC φ)min(

∑ −= tcitij CCs )min(

tciC
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  (€)        (9) 
  

Total cost saving (or loss) by individual cluster members (customers) will be calculated as: 
 

    (€)        (10) 
 

2. 2 Localization of central stock   
 
For location of central stock in cluster we consider two possibilities.  
 
a) Locate the most suitable place in term of quality input of material units into the given 

companies for establishment and development of a new central stock.  Indeed in practice we 
must take in account environmental factors, for example the price of lots, location availability for 
supply cars, place equipment with communications resources and other. 

 
b) Determine a company in cluster, which is suitable for location of a central stock. We must 

consider if the given company is convenient for central storage from the view of availability and 
capacity and storage possibilities. 

 
For the next calculation steps of central stock localization we consider the following input 

values:  
fchk    freight charge (€/km*gu) 
                    (For cluster members fchk  is constant)  
Sj                    demand of customer for period T (gu)  
j = 1, …, n     number of cluster members 
T                     long-time period (e.g. 1-3 years) 
 
A) Localization of a new central stock  
 
In this subtask we take over these input values: 
j = 1, …, n     number of cluster members 
xj          x-line of j cluster member 
yj          y-line of j cluster member  
Sj          demand of customer for period T (gu) 
fchk    freight charge (€/km*gu) 
               (For cluster members fchk  is constant)  
wj = fchk.Sj  transportation demand for period T 
e equivalent; a very small selected value (e.g. 0,001) necessary for a good 

function of a selected iterative method  
T             long-time period (e.g. 1-3 years) 
gu    general unit (e.g. m3, kg, piece) 
 
This model enables finding the optimal lines [x,y] for location of a new central stock in 

respect of location of given companies in cluster. We go out from recognized lines of given 
companies [xj,yj] (lines can be considered e.g. in cm and 1cm on the map = 10 km in reality). 

Determination of the lines which minimize the effectiveness function is a base of this 
process:  

 

tijtijj CCs −= )min(
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We get final optimal lines from the following steps:  
 
STEP 1: 
 
We determine input lines which are a good starting point for solution of an optimal object 

location. For getting these lines we must put partial derivative of function  
 

      (12) 
 

 
according to x a y equal null: 
 
 

                                                   (13) 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            (14) 
 
 
 
STEP 2: 
 
Now we determine partial derivative of function (11) which we put again equal null: 
 
 

For x                                                         (15) 
 

 
After modification 
 
 

                             (16) 
 
 
 

 
For y                                                            (17) 
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After modification   
 

                       
    (18) 

 
 
For finding final lines it is necessary to use an iterative method. We take the most suitable 

method, according to the literature [2], for which we must define a subsidiary function:    
 

                                            
       (19)  

                                                                                                                                      
 
With the following interconnection of equations (16) and (19) and equations (18) and (19) we 

get equations for the final lines:  
 
 
 

                     and                            (20) 
 
 

 
 

                                 (21) 
 

 
If the location of a new central stock on these lines will not be convenient from the view of 

above mentioned environmental factors (e.g. the price of lots, location availability for supply 
cars, place equipment with communications resources) we take lines from the next most suitable 
(the smallest) effectiveness function. 

 
B) Company determination in a cluster for central storage  

 
We consider these input values: 
j = 1, …, n number of cluster members 
Sj                    demand by customer for period T (gu) 
fchk    freight charge (€/km*gu) 
                        (For cluster members fchk  is constant)  
wj = fchk.Sj     transportation demand for period T 
xj                     real distance between the individual companies (km) 
T                     long-time period (e.g. 1-3 years) 
gu    general unit (e.g. m3, kg, piece) 
 
This model enables to find the most suitable company for location of a central stock from the 

companies group in cluster. Optimal situation occurs in that case when we have the minimal 
effectiveness function:  
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∑ ⋅= =
n

1j jj xwzmin
          (22) 

 
Product wj.xj represents transportation input. 
In this case we found the most suitable company for central storage according to the minimal 

effectiveness function which represents the total smallest transportation input by transportation of 
material units from a central stock (central company) to other companies in cluster according to 
conditions.  

If this company will not be convenient for central storage from the view of environmental 
aspects there is the possibility to evaluate and use for central storage a company with the next 
smallest effectiveness function.  

 
2.3 Stocks control 
 

This model endeavours to reach optimum stocks control in industrial cluster. It includes 
determination quantity order of central store in dependence on cluster members, frequence of 
supplies, material stock levels, safety stock levels and others. 

In this model is thought a mutual connection in companies network (cluster), therefore 
problem is solving both in aspect of customer and in aspect of selected supplier. 

These problems are solved only for distribution of the same one material type. 
 

2.3.1 Stocks control of cluster member 
 

Base of this problem is determination of an optimum supply level and frequence of supplies 
for companies cooperation in cluster. 

 
Input parameters are as follows: 
 
For a customer: 
 
cjj    ordering costs of customer (member) j on one supplies (€) 
csj          costs of customer (member) j on stocking unit of quantity on period  T (€) 
Qmaxj    supply level by supplier j (gu)          
Qj     optimum order level by customer j (gu)          
fj                      frequence of supplies by customer j  
tcj          delivery cycle (days)             
sdj                    daily demand of customer j (gu)          
xdj               signal store level of customer j (gu)          
 
Note: Signal store is a quantity of material units in stock when it is necessary to enter a  new 

order. This value includes a quantity of material units needed on ordering and delivering time of 
a new supply and quantity of safety (minimal) stock.  

 
xave                    average stock 
Ccj                 total costs of customer (member) j for a optimum order quantity (€) 
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For a central stock: 
 
cjc                    ordering costs of a central stock on one supply (€) 
csc               costs of a central stock on stocking of one unit for period T (€) 
Qoptc         optimum order level by a central stock (for cluster) (gu)          
tvop-c            term of order fulfilment between customer j and a central stock    (days)       
    
Note: It means how much time a central stock needs to fulfil an order and deliver a supply to 

the customer (cluster member). 
 
fc                      frequence (number) of the supplies (orders) for a central stock  
 
 

Calculation values for cluster members; customer: 
 

Inventory costs  ccjTxCs jave ⋅⋅⋅=           (23) 
                                                                                                                                        

Order costs on period T jjj cj
Q

SjcjfCj ⋅=⋅=
max

         (24) 

                                                                                                                                       
 

Average stock                 (25) 
 
Minimum of total costs is required:  
 

jj cj
Q

SjccjT
Q

CjCsC
max

max

2
min +⋅⋅⋅=+=      (26) 

 
 

0=
∂
∂
Q
C

                     0
2
1

2 =−⋅⋅ jcj
Q
SjccsT      (27) 

 

cscT
cjSj

Qj j

⋅⋅

⋅⋅
=

2
                        (28) 

…..  
optimum order level by customer j 
 
Substitution Qmax = Qj  to equation (26)  we expression an equation 
 

jjj cjcscTSjCc ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅= 2              (29) 

 
minimum total costs by customer j 

2
max j

ave

Q
x =
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It is necessary to determine delivery cycles with a supplier. To get an equation for this 

delivery cycles we divide period T by optimum number of orders. 
 

ccsSj
cjT

QjSj
Ttc j

⋅⋅

⋅⋅
==

2
)/(

              (30) 

                                                                                                                                      
delivery cycles      
 
Order fulfilment  tvo > 0 practically pays for this equation. Therefore is necessary to 

determine a lower limit of the signal store xd. 
 

( )d p cxd s tvo xp−= ⋅ +         (31) 
                                                                                                                                                 
signal store level      
 

where j
d

S
s

T
=  is a daily demand.  

 
In case, when tvop-c = tc , we have to order next supply in time the last order. 
In case, when tvop-c > tc, previous process is not effective to use. We determine a new signal 

store as a salvage value from p c

j

tvo
s

Q
−⋅  [2] .  

 
2.3.2 Stocks control in central stock 
 

In this part are an optimum order level and a supplies frequence for the whole cluster  
determined. There is a problem how to optimise this problem for a central stock (as a main 
customer) and for a selected supplier. 

 
Input parameters are as follows: 
 
For a central stock: 
cjc           ordering costs of a central stock on one supply (€) 
csc    costs of a central stock on stocking of one unit for period T (€) 
Qoptc   optimum order level by a central stock (for cluster) (gu)          
fc           frequence (number) of the supplies (orders) for a central stock  
 
For a selected supplier: 
cjd    supplier costs on despatch one supply (€)                   
csd   supplier costs on stocking of one unit on period T (€)                   
Qoptd   optimum supply level by a supplier (gu)          
tvop-d    term of order fulfilment between customer j and a supplier (days)    
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Note: It means how much time a supplier needs to fulfil an order and deliver a supply to the 
customer  (cluster member). 

 
c           price per piece (€) 
Sj     demand by customer j for period T (gu)                   
SC    total demand by all customers for period T (gu)                   
T     long-time period (e.g. 1-3 years) (days)               
gu         general unit (e.g.m3, kg, piece) 
 
Values calculation for a central store; cluster: 
 
We can calculate the total required quantity of material by a central stock as a central 

customer. As we mentioned above there is a mutual cooperation between a supplier and a 
customer (central stock), generation of a cluster. In this term it is necessary to take into account  
the advantages of cooperation for obtaining the total minimal costs both for a supplier and for a 
customer (a cluster). 

 
Total costs for a cluster (for a central stock) 
 

kkk CjCsCc +=           (32) 
 
Csk   … Stocking costs  
 

cdk CsCsCs +=           (33)  
 
Cjk   … Ordering and supplying costs 
 

cdk CjCjCj +=           (34) 
  

Optimum order level Qoptk by a cluster (central stock): 
 

Tcs
Qopt

Tcs
Qopt

Cs c
c

d
d

k ⋅⋅+⋅⋅=
22

      (35)  

 

c
c

C
d

d

C
k cj

Qopt
S

cj
Qopt

S
Cj ⋅+⋅=         (36)  

 
By the conditions  
 

d c kQopt Qopt Qopt= =         (37)  
 
T = 1 (one time unit) 
then we get the equation: 
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Optimum supplies frequence fk for a cluster (central stock): 
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ccddk cjfcjfCj ⋅+⋅=          (42)  
 
By the conditions 

kcd fff ==            (43)  
T = 1 (unit time unit) 
we get the equation: 
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The main customer (central stock) is here under consideration as the critical member. 

According to requirements of a central stock we determine optimal supply levels and frequence 
supplies depending on requirements of individual cluster members. This solution is optimal both 
for a supplier and for a customer (for a cluster). 

 
2.3.3 Safety stocks 
 
 This part of the proposed model solves a problem of safety stock level (minimum stock level), 
which is necessary to maintain in individual companies (members) of cluster and in a central 
stock. It is necessary in case of problems with a supply period or a production. 
Safety stock level is a very sensitive part of business. If  this stock is uselessly high there are a lot 
of financial resources in. But if this stock level is low there could be a problem with material 
shortage for a production in case of problems with a supply period or a production. In this case it 
can cause production delays and financial losses as well.   
User can compare in this model safety stock level according to exploited distribution variant - with 
usage of a central stock, or without a central stocking (see 2.4). 
This method of determination of safety (minimal) stock level is based on a term order fulfilment 
and material usage of individual cluster members. 
  
Calculation for individual cluster members 
 
A) Without using a central stock 

 
For determination of safety stock level(minimum stock level) for cluster members (companies) 
we calculate with the term of order fulfilment between customer j and a supplier tvop-d (tvohp-d) 
and material usage of an individual cluster member. In this equation we calculate with a  number of 
working shifts used in individual companies (members) as well. 

 
Input parameters are as follows: 

xp    insurance stock level (minimum stock levels) (gu)                  
hxp    number of hours for keeping safety stock level (hours) 
koxp    input value for correction of safety stock level of members  (gu)               
 
Note: Value koxp is selected base on experience of an individual company with a supplier or 
for increasing of safety stock, e.g. stone reserve. 
 
tvop-d    term of order fulfilment between customer j and a supplier (days)          
tvohp-d   term of order fulfilment between customer j and a supplier (hours); 
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p-d
p-d

tvo
tvoh =

24
 

 
Ps          number of working shifts for one day 
hPs    number of working hours for one day (hours)           
For single-shift operation → hPs = 8hours 
For two-shift operation     → hPs = 16hours 
For three-shift operation  → hPs = 24hours 
sdj    daily required quantity of material by company (member) j (gu)                   
shj    hourly required quantity of material by company (member) j (gu/hours)        

 
dj

hj
Ps

S
S =

h
 

 
sph    average hourly required quantity of material by all companies      

    (members) (gu/hours); 
 

hj
h

S
sp =

j
∑  

 
ksi   shift working coefficient:  
For single-shift operation → ks1 = 1/3 
For two-shift operation     → ks2 = 2/3 
For three-shift operation  → ks3 = 3/3 
 
Calculation: 

idpxp kstvohh ⋅= −  (hours)           … number of hours for keeping safety stock level 
 

( )xp hj xpxp h s ko= ⋅ +   (gu)        (47) 

                                                                                                                                              
Safety stock level (minimum stock level) for members 

 
B) With using a central stock 

 
In this calculation variant becomes a change in a calculate value hxp, when we substitute a value 
tvop-d (tvohp-d) by term of order fulfilment between customer j and a central stock tvop-c (tvohp-c). 

 
Calculation: 

icpxp kstvohh ⋅= −  (hours)            … number of hours for keeping safety stock level 
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Another change in calculation by this distribution variant is that a value for correction of safety 
stock level koxp is not maintained in stocks of individual cluster members but it is „transferred“ 
to a central stock. 

 
 xp hjxp h s= ⋅     (gu)           (48) 

                                                                                                                                                
Safety stock level (minimum stock level) for members 
 

Calculation for a cluster central stock  
 

Input parameters are as follows: 
 
tvoc-d   term of order fulfilment between central stock and a selected supplier    (days) 
 
Note: It means how much time a selected supplier needs to fulfil an order and deliver a supply 
to the customer (central stock). 

 
 
tvohc-d   term of order fulfilment between central stock and a selected supplier    (hours) 

 
c-d

c-d
tvotvoh =

24
 

 
koxp   input value for correction of safety stock level of members  (gu)               
 
Note: Value koxp is selected base on experience of an individual company with a supplier or 
for increasing of safety stock, e.g. stone reserve. 
 

 
sph    average hourly required quantity of material by all companies (members) 
(gu/hours); 
 

hj
h

S
sp =

j
∑  

 
Safety stock level (minimum stock level) of a central stock is calculated for the variant with a 
central stock. Safety stock level is determined on the term of order fulfilment tvoc-d  and value 
for correction of safety stock level koxp, which are transferred from companies (members) to a 
central stock. This value is subsequently reduced to 1/3. 

 
Calculation: 

  ( ) 1
3c d h xpxp tvoh sp ko−= ⋅ + ∑    (gu)                     (49)  
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Safety stock level (minimum stock level) for a central stock 
 

2. 4 Distribution variants determination  
 

In this part of the model effectiveness of a calculated distribution variant is compared and 
evaluated: 
 

A) Without using a central stock 
In this distribution variant it is not calculated with a central stock. Material distribution is realized 
from a supplier directly to individual customers, cluster members. 
 

B) With using a central stock 
In this distribution variant is calculated with a central stock as a „halfway house“ between a 
selected supplier and individual customers, cluster members.   
 
Accounting basis for the comparing and resulting evaluation of these variants are calculated 
minimum distribution costs and calculated the fixed costs on insurance stock. 
 
Input parameters are as follows: 

c     price per piece (€) 
rent    profitability ratios 
csj    costs of customer (member) j on stocking unit of quantity on period T (€) 
Sj          material demand by customer j for period T (gu) 
xp    safety stock level (minimum stock level) according to distribution variant (gu)         
xpkč     fixed costs on calculated safety stock level (€)        
ctj   transportation costs to an individual customer (members) j for period T (€)          
ctc   transportation costs to a cluster central stock for period T (€)          
xp-d    transportation distance between customer j and a supplier (km)         
xp-c   transportation distance between customer j and a central stock (km)         
xc-d    transportation distance between a supplier and a central stock (km)         
cpd-p    freight charge for transportation between a supplier and customer j  (€/gu*km)     
cpd-c   freight charge for transportation between a supplier and a central stock  (€/gu*km)     
cpc-p   freight charge for transportation between a central stock and customer j  (€/gu*km)     
 
Calculation: 
A) Without using  a central stock 
 

jkč cscxpxp ⋅⋅=    (€)                      (50) 
                                                                                                                                                 
fixed costs on calculated safety stock level 
  

pddpj cpxSjct −− ⋅⋅=    (€)                (51) 
                                                                                                                                                 
transportation costs to an individual customer (members) j for period T 
 
 
B) With using a central stock 
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jkč cscxpxp ⋅⋅=    (€)                 (52) 
                                                                                                                                                    
fixed costs on calculated safety stock level 
 

pccpj cpxSjct −− ⋅⋅=   (€)                (53) 
                                                                                                                                                    
transportation costs to an individual customer (members) j for period T 
 

∑ −− ⋅⋅= cddcc cpxSjct  (€)               (54) 
                                                                                                                                                    
transportation costs to a cluster central stock for period T 
 

Effectiveness of distribution variants is determined by values of minimizing function f: 
 

∑ ∑ ++⋅= )()(min cjkč ctctrentxpf       (55) 
 

 
3. PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF A PROPOSED MODEL  

 
This model, with some modifications (according to the specific requirements of customer), 

was used within project in company ČEZ Měření s.r.o. (Ltd.) 
There are logistics solutions of gauges for five regions in the Czech Republic, exactly for 57 

customer places (customer centres). According to a regional map of given areas this problem was 
solved individually for regions – West, Centre, North, East, Moravia.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Regions and centres in solution 
 

Skuteč – central stock 
which introduces the 
main (selected) supplier.   
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Every region has few centres which must be supplied. Model described in this article can be 
(with some modifications) used because solutions of individual regions can represent a structure 
of cooperative companies in network which use the mutual supplier (in this case Skuteč).  

The basic problem of this project is a way of gauges distribution from a central stock in 
Skuteč (a possible supplier in network) to the individual customer places. Customer places are in 
this model solution certain regional central stocks (a possible central stock in companies network) 
and all centres (possible cooperative companies in network) which are able to quantify a plan of 
their consumption. This project determines the ways of instruments distribution and defines 
necessary minimal stocks in order to ensure needed quantity of required goods and instruments 
quantity in the time.   

Stocks minimization in combination with amount of transportation costs was used there as 
evaluative criterion.    

 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
This research paper shows that handling operations, storage and transportation represent the 

maximal costs in the logistics area. These material flow costs can be reduce when companies 
enter in a cluster and cooperate with each other.  

Material purchase for reducing quantity discount for cluster members is one of the main 
advantages of cluster building for companies from the view of logistics. Reducing material 
flow costs among individual participants, suppliers and customers represents another 
advantage.  We talk about reduction of transportation costs (see above mentioned Supplier 
selection). Another costs reduction is in financial resources – stocks. The central storage is 
used for cooperative companies. These advantages lead to the biggest one - increasing of 
competitiveness and maintenance on present global market above all for small and medium-
sized companies.   
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THE IMPORTANCE OF THE INFORMATION SYSTEM´S 
QUALITY IN THE CONCEPT OF THE KNOWLEDGE 

ORGANIZATION AND THE RELATION TO THE PROCESS 
ANALYSIS 

(THEORETICAL BASIS AND PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE) 
 
 
Abstract 
This contribution concerns the problems of information system in the broadest meaning of the 
word and the approaches and methods used to analyse it. This work examines how they are 
percepted in present days and what is their mutual relationship. It outlines the possibilities and 
problems of analysis, defines the relationship of information system and processes. Anyway, 
many analytic instruments and methods´ results give the similar output as our motto. 
This contribution emphasizes the importance of the holistic comprehension of the term 
“information system” and the importance of its general quality in relation to principles of 
modern management. 
 
Motto: 
  „We are drowning in the oceans of data, missing the information we need“  
 
       E.M.Goldratt 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The very majority of our ancestors could trust that tomorrow will basically look like the 
same as today. At the dawn of mankind the stone industry lasting unchangeable for hundreds of 
thousands of years. Even later the technological progress was gradual and only from time to 
time appeared a radical change (agriculture, metal industry, book printing, electricity..), which 
moved the whole civilization to a qualitatively higher level. But such „ jumps“ come more and 
more often as the history goes on – and they also come more quickly in practise1. That’s why 
today the extrapolation of the future from the present trends becomes even more difficult. 

                                                 
* Ing. David Melichar, University of West Bohemia in Pilsen, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, 
Department of Industrial Engineering and Management, Univerzitni 8, 306 14 Plzen (Pilsen), Czech 
Republic, e-mail: david.melichar@cortis.cz  
** Prof. Ing., Josef Basl, CSc., University of Economics, Faculty of Informatics and Statistics, Department 
of Information Technologies, nam. W. Churchilla 4, 130 67 Praha (Prague) 3, Czech Republic, e-
mail:basl@vse.cz 
1 Šrámek D. – Descendants of the Moore’s Law  http://www.scienceworld.cz/; 2004 
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According to the modified Moore´s Law the acceleration will continue in the future – 
mathematician Vernon Vigne and inventor Raymond Kurzweil stand for a hypothesis that 
present society is close to the point of „Technological singularity“ which would mean the 
change of the paradigm in the area of technology. It is “technooptimistic“ theory. (Kurzweil´s 
presumption is the year 2023) 

The hypothesis of „technological singularity“says, among others, that the exponential 
growth of technologies, artificial intelligence and therefore the growth of changes will 
continue. 

But the acceleration is not just a matter of technologies, it shows a common effect. 
It is also reflected by the trends of management styles – P.F. Drucker defined at the end of 

eighties the turbulence within the company management, which according to some authors 
deepens today even to chaos. These approaches create the philosophy of management in 
variable environment and management becomes the managing of changes2. Simply said the 
reorganization is permanent. The new way of management is described as a „knowledge 
organization“. Is defined the paradigm of the knowledge organization. 

Today’s methods of management and methods of analysis must count in the accelerating 
transformation of their environment and be able to react on that. It also brings the necessity of 
flexible methods of analysis and their presentation, which will reflect the dynamic reality. 

The „knowledge organization“ is understood as a complex exercise of all principles of 
management. The management of knowledge and the principles of self-educating enterprise 
penetrate all activities of the enterprise. 

Knowledge is the top of the information pyramid – the quality of the information system in 
its broadest meaning 3 (its „hard“ and „soft“ parts)  is therefore essential for the successful 
concept of the „knowledge organization“. As well as effective processes.  
Information flow must be therefore considered as well as work flow. 
 
 
2. OVERVIEW OF THE PRESENT STATE OF PROBLEMS 
 
2. 1 Resources overview 

 
There are several possibilities how to analyse information systems. One of them are „ICT 

World“ approaches which are more focused on hard component – data and  ICT (Information 
and communication technology) architecture (Fig. 1). The second view is „the management 
world“ where are emphasized the approaches of the knowledge organization (emphasize soft 
components). The process analysis is somewhere in the middle – some approaches to it are 
harder, some support soft techniques. 

It is necessary during the searching of approaches, not mentioning many publications, to 
proceed from a many kinds of other sources. There are standards, frameworks and 
methodologies. They are listed at the end of this contribution. There is no simple approach how 
to divide different kinds of publications and it is not often sure which publication belongs to 

                                                 
2 Truneček J. – Knowledge organization in the knowledge society 
3 „Information system is defined as complex of people, technical infrastructure and methods, which 
ensures collection, storage and  processing of data in order to creation and presentation of information for 
management purposes.Prof. Ing. Zdeněk Molnár, CSc 
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which category. We can use different ways of their separation. In this contribution they are 
divided into these three main groups: 
 

• Standards: Rules or standards recognized on national or international level. 
To this category we can put also „de-facto standards” recognizes 
in interest groups. 

• Frameworks: Unofficial, commonly recognized frameworks, which usually 
aren’t detailed like methodologies, but define the meaning space. 

• Methodology: Unofficial, commonly recognized documents on common level 
often connected with particular instrument. Methodology opposite 
to Frameworks, includes also the description of solution and 
notation. Some of them (like ARIS) contain the framework as 
well. 

 
Despite this given division it is very difficult to classify some of the publications to one 

category. Many of them show characteristics of more categories and - what is more - they are 
nearly all in permanent evolution, so the information included changes or getting older very 
quickly.  

Not as the last we have to mention important producers of some information and 
communication technologies, which thanks to their widespread and included „best practises” 
become not world and could be generalized as best of breed methods (for example SAP). 
 

Publications, 
books

Frameworks

StandardsMethodologies

ICT 
as etalon 

How to describe 
Processes and 

Information system?

 
 

Fig. 1. How to describe reality? 
 
2.2 Enterprise Architecture 

 
Enterprise Architecture (EA) is a discipline, which should cover in the area of modelling 

and methodology both the worlds – ICT as well as the theory of management. Unfortunately 
they are getting closer only very slowly in present days. 

In the following text the ways and possibilities of enterprise architecture descriptions in 
whole are developed. Firstly, it is necessary to describe the space, in which the particular 
approaches and instruments work. As a basic scheme I choose the Zachman Framework, 
because it is an accepted framework despite some imperfections for specific purposes (e.g. 
description of IS). 
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Zachman Framework describes the entire space of enterprise from seven describing 
perspectives (points of view) and five levels of abstraction (see Fig. 2). It is disadvantage is 
that it originates from the world of IT and therefore it is more focused on the development and 
architecture of applications. Despite this it has according to me one essential imperfection – it 
doesn’t distinguish between technologies and processes. 

Anyway, it solves one important, often omitted theme: description levels – abstractions and 
perspectives. By using them we can entitled particular „layers“ and cuts in any given analysis. 
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Fig. 2. Zachman Framework 
 

In rising level of details in description rises the necessity of higher formalisation of 
description as it is shown in the Fig. 3. Formalisation is usually connected with „hard“ parts of 
description. In conformity with today’s turbulent environment it is one of the fundamental 
problems in creating the model of reality. Formally extensive description is demanding on time 
and money. Often happens that at the time it is completed it does not correspond with reality 
any more. 

Tools and methods can be divided according to their substantial focus into two areas - tools 
for Business Process Analysis and Enterprise architecture and tools for Software Development 
(see Fig. 3). 
 
2.3 Possibilities and ways of the enterprise architecture analysis 
 

It is necessary to describe each of the enterprise architecture perspectives in some way. We 
can deduce that with the growing amount of details must also grow the amount of description 
formalism. Basically we can use 2 ways of description : 
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Fig. 3.  Levels of abstraction 
 

Graphical form – the advantage of the graphical form is the visualisation of problems, it is 
supported by software tools. It requires demanding service in a long time horizon and the risk 
of inconsistent description in broader extent of the work. The advantage of graphical form is 
more precise interpretation of the matter, removing the communication barriers 
(misunderstandings) among the enterprise community and towards external subjects (e.g. 
consulting firm). On the other hand the formalism of expressions could be a barrier 
(complicated or even not understandable expressions), e.g. in describing complicated processes 
with many branches and backflows , the expression is often very rigid. 

Text form – usually formally structured text – in the form of tables or free structured text. 
It is often a suitable form for detailed description , usually it is used as an addition to the 
graphical form (suitable e.g. for ad-hoc processes). But structured text can’t be fully 
condemned face to face the graphical form. Especially for small firms or target-driven teams is 
this form absolutely admissible.  
 
2.3.1 Costs and attributes of the description form 
 

The description form has a fundamental influence on the costs connected with its 
acquisition. Costs are not ignorable part for decision which form of analysis to choose (or if to 
execute the analysis at all). The total costs are influenced by several attributes of the way of 
description, which can be summarized into the following table 1: 

 
Tab. 1. Cost components 
 

Choosing of the form 

Needs to consider the form of expression, which is connected with the 
aim of description and the time horizon, during which the description 
must be kept updated(service) 
The form of expression is also important for acceptation by the staff and 
for the total costs. 

Choosing of approach, standard and 
methodology 

The choosing of complex approach is closely related to the form, 
standard, framework, methodology or notations. Except the objective 
consequences is also important the cost consequence – a sophisticated 
methodology needs broad education of the team, or the entire staff 
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Choosing of tools 

Next, closely connected attribute is the tool. The tool for description can 
be a text editor, general tool supporting graphical expression (Business 
diagramming) or a specialised tool. It also influences the costs, when 
more sophisticated tools causes the rise of costs. 

The price of analysis 

Creating of models and descriptions is activity requiring a lot of time, 
which depends on extent and depth of given matter. Important element 
is the aim of the analysis, which radically influences the depth and 
extent. 
Is important to balance costs between internal (personal and other fixed 
costs] and external costs. 

Total price Total price is given by the sum of particular element‘s costs. The 
relation between profit and all related costs must be considered. 

 
2.3.2 Formal description tools 
 

Tools for creating the graphical presentation of models (some tools are able to combine 
graphical and text forms) can be roughly divided into following groups according to their 
functions and a focus (see table 2): 
 
Tab. 2. Models of graphical presentation 
 

Diagramming tools 
 

ototype a kind of a system’s „flow chart“ model, e.g.:  Visio, 
Micrografx, 

ols of the type „flow chart“ for creating miscellaneous diagrams, 
models 

demanding, amiable, intuitive for user 
eap (about 1 000 $),  
ample: Visio, Micrografx, 

Software development tools cused on software development, usually founded on UML 
me of them have their own database – object depository 
ually strongly tied to notation (i.e. UML) 
me support multi – user environment, server client 
ually includes a level for generating the code 
ually expensive (3 000 – 15 000 $) 
lization usually available for professionals – necessity of education 
cs usually don’t understand the results 
ample: Rational Rose, Select Enterprise 

Enterprise Architecture tools 
 
(Business Process Analysis tools) 

tensive functionality, suitable for Enterprise modelling 
ave their own databases – object repository 
ually strongly tied to notation 
pport multi – user environment, server client 
clude reporting, quantity techniques, simulations, ABC analysis 
ually expensive (3 000 – 15 000 $ and more) 
lization usually available for professionals – necessity of education 
cs usually don’t understand the results 
n’t support the generating of code 
ample: ARIS, MEGA, System Architect, Troux 

 
 
2.3.3 Ways and reasons for creating a model 
 

Ways and reasons for creating a model may be from a certain point of view considered as 
one of the attributes influencing the costs connected with creating a model, because there is an 
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important relation between the creation and maintaining costs of the enterprise architecture 
description in real time (Fig. 4). 

 

Recency
of model

Time

Costs

One-shot model

Continuous model

 
Fig. 4. Costs and recency of models 

 
One-shot model – creation and using has a project character – model is usually created 

because of the transformation project realisation (changing of processes, organisation or 
implementation of ICT). Typical life cycle of such a project is fast creation, utilization, moral 
fall out of use without service (usually together with loss of model source data). 

Continual model of „corporate, all-over-enterprise model“ – creation of this model is 
usually initiated by the quality or IT (ICT) departments to obtain a description of all processes 
within the enterprise. Creation of such model usually requires a lot of time, often is „clued 
together“ by using several particular one-use models from different transformation projects. 
Typical life cycle of this model is gradual creation, demanding „cluing together“ and 
coordination of its creation, demanding service and actualisation, gradual moral fall out of use. 

Approaches differ from each other by extents (complexity). The used tool has a 
fundamental influence on model’s integrity and continuity. Only a utilization (and correct 
utilization) of suitable tool gives a chance for integral-continual existence of a corporate model. 

In praxis the majority of models represent the one-shot models despite their original 
„continual ambitions“. This is given in the first time by existence of a turbulent environment – 
continual model can paradoxically work on higher levels of abstraction (contextual, 
conceptual) as a basic framework and on the lowest levels as a keystone. More detailed 
description of this topic unfortunately exceeds the facility of this contribution. 
 
2.3.4 Tools 
 

Tools for Enterprise Architecture (EA) are usually focused on conceptual level and in 
particular on conceptual quality of abstraction. Even if some of their parts may reach up to the 
level of logical description (e.g. ERD diagrams)  

Business Process Modelling tools don’t posses this approach, because using object-oriented 
techniques on higher levels of abstraction is connected with problems – in particular on 
contextual and conceptual levels.  

Software development (e.g. UML) is based on strictly object-oriented approach which 
serves for detailed, strictly structured description  in particular on the logical and physical 
models´ levels. 

It is clear that the tool worlds for “Software development“ and “Enterprise Architecture” 
are thanks to different reasons still divided and solve different layers. 
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Some exceptions appeared in the close past – e.g. ARIS tools family is spread up to the 
UML level and probably is the first which combines these two worlds. But some differences in 
approach, perception and in description of reality are still lasting. This partly reflects the 
different perception on different levels of abstraction of the description (see table 3). 

Another thing to realize is what the tools can provide and how they can be (even the most 
sophisticated tools) helpful for the analysis. The functionality of tools perfectly corresponds to 
their name – they are just „tools“. Considering the absence of AI, the role of an analyst is 
necessary – tools are not (now) able to consider the objective correctness of reality and they 
can’t propose the future state of things.  (Extrapolation of Kurzweil´s hypothesis says that it 
won’t  be possible until 2023). 

 
Tab. 3. Tools functionality 
 

What (more sophisticated) tools can do:  What no tools can do: 
• Object management 
• Validation of methodical correctness 
• Time and finance simulation 

• Modelling without analyst  
• Generate optimised processes 
• Validation of objective correctness 

 
 
3. RELATION BETWEEN INFORMATION SYSTEM AND 
PROCESSES 
 
Back to the real subject of this description: What the IS really is? 
 
3.1. Levels if information system 
 
We can distinguish three levels of IS 4: 

I. ICT supported Information System 
II. Formalized Information System, saved also on paper carriers 

III. General Information System – socio-technical information system 
General information system is in fact a native part o organisation – it can’t be entirely removed 
(e.g. outsourcing). Only some parts of ICT-supported IS can be solved in this way (see Fig. 5). 
 
By the term „IS“ is in praxis often (and to say wrongly) percepted the level I (ICT supported 
IS) And, so to say, in many cases just the software. This is a shortage of the problem only to 
one of its aspects. 
Narrow perception of the term “IS“ has its historical justification in the way the IT supported 
the enterprise activities. The first evolution stage was to process the accounting data 
(automation). The next development of IT brought widening of possibilities and gradual 
growing of „information system supported by ICT“ area. (MRP → ERP → e-ERP) 
Information flows are formed by many circumstances. All these circumstances in some way 
influence the whole and that’s why they must be percepted like a inseparable, native part of the 
whole system of information. 
Level III (General IS) can be recognized as a information – communicative system of the 
organization. 
 

                                                 
4 Basl J. – Podnikové informační systemy, Podnik v informační společnosti 
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Fig. 5. Different levels of understanding the Information system 
 
Note: More accurate term would be subsystem, because it is not a system with limits in the 
strict sense of meaning – the system is the organization itself. They are de facto different cuts 
in this system. But such philosophical concept complicates the whole topic too much, so we will 
rather stay at the original terminology. 
 
3.2. Definition of the IS within the Zachman Framework 
 

Zachman Framework (see above) defines the space of the entire enterprise architecture – 
perspectives and abstractions. From the ZF point of view is interesting to define what the IS in 
fact is. As was already said IS is a native part of reality. According to ZF it is a cut which 
consist the important IS elements. 

• Data  (What) 
• Function (How) 
• Network (Where) 
• People  (Who) 
• Time  (When) 
• Motivation (Why) 

 
Because of this reason we can say that IS is influenced by all perspectives, but crucial are Data,  
Functions, People and Network. However, in the same way we can define the space for 
business processes. What is therefore the difference? In the IS case it is their cut which is 
important for information architecture and information flows. In the case of business processes 
it is on the first place the workflow. 
ZF perspectives have one basic deficit from the IS point of view – it doesn’t explicitly 
distinguish functions and technologies (in the infrastructure meaning) – which both influence 
the perspective HOW (how). 
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3.2.1. Business processes 
 

The common definition of process as a flow of activities is described by many publications. 
Interesting and relatively self-contained overview is included in the book „Modelling and 
optimisation of enterprise processes. 5 
Business process is commonly defined as a sequence of activities which demands one or more 
inputs and produces output, i.e. it brings a value to the customer. 6 
However, there are more types of processes existing in the real world and not all of them work 
with the flow of activities. 
 
3.2.2. Types of processes – according to the flows 
 

There are several possibilities how to distinguish processes, for purposes of this work is 
basic to divide them according to the flows they describe.  

• Work flow (business process) 
• Information Flow  (data process) 
• Material flow  
• Financial flow  

 
If we talk about process analysis we mean those processes which describe work flow (so called 
Business process). 
Except that there are other processes which are concerned on description of other flow. This 
contribution concerns the description of information process which is focused on the flow of 
information. Information process can be focused on the flow of information (data) within the 
frame of technological infrastructure (UML defines this process by using sequential diagrams). 
 
3.2.3. Process interface 
 

Process interface is closely connected with the problems of information process. The 
information process, information flow is a part of dynamic view, anyway. 

There exist relations among particular business processes, by which they influence each 
other. 

• Workflow interface  (activity, business, work flow) – mutual relationship of two or 
more processes. The workflow interface is in control of activities among business 
processes. 

• Information interface (information flow) – relationship between a business process, 
where some data or information originates, and a business process utilizing the data or 
information. It is an important relation and it is not usually solved. 

• Technological (application) interface – it is a specific modification of information 
interface – it is not a flow between two business processes, but an information flow 
between a business process and an application (data file). It is not just „filling 
information“, but qualitatively higher activity where information may be obtained 
from originally filled data. It is a kind of application activity (i.e. expert systems) 

 

                                                 
5 Basl J., Tůma M, Glasl V., - Modelování a optimalizace podnikových procesů 
6 Basl J., Tůma M, Glasl V., - Modelování a optimalizace podnikových procesů 
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3.2.4. Time succession – dynamics of information flow 
 

There exists an weakly described problem of time succession of information and data in 
processes connected with the problems of information edge. Time succession and event 
context, where data or information entity originates and where it is spent is very important. 
That’s caused by more reasons – it may concern the existence of the entity itself (e.g. the 
existence of master record) or its validity (e.g. updating of master record, list or report). 
Methodologies a priori demands homogenous, synchronic environment of the IS which, as was 
already stated, is more an exception in praxis. A very important criterion is the event of IT as a 
media – which has a big influence to time succession and which radically influences the 
process. 
 
3.2.5. Information flow – interaction of business processes and information 
 

We will use the following two examples to show the different utilization of information in 
the process and the possibilities how to express these differences. The method (better say 
notation) ARIS 7 is used for the demonstration. 

First example shows the utilization of data from an order or more orders and creation of its 
overview. It is not essential if the overview is created manually or automatically in some 
system. Important is that this is direct utilization of data from an order and their aggregation 
into the orders overview (Fig. 6). 

Creating 
order overview Order SAP R/3

Order 
overview

 
 

Fig. 6. Example of direct data utilization 
 

Second example shows the utilization of information of an order (filed in application) to inform 
the customer about the state of his order. In this case we see intermediated utilization of 
information which is later orally transmitted or manually written down. Other example may be 
the utilization of information from some rule or statute to finish the process (Fig. 7).  
 

Setting of 
delivery date

Inform 
customer about 

Delivery date

Order SAP R/3

Email message:
Delivery date

 
 

Fig. 7. Example of intermediated information usage 
 
                                                 
7 ARIS Methods 
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Meanwhile the first example operated with data or information in electronic form which 
were directly used for another information contained in overview report, in the second example 
were used information vicariously. It is important to distinguish both ways of using the 
information. 

1. Direct, often automated use or receiving of data 
o Data reception (e.g. master record, transaction data) 
o Synchronization of master data between two systems 
o One-time usage (e.g. creating a report) 

2. intermediated using – man as an intermediator 
o Check against the list (i.e. blacklist) or master data (check the address)  
o Considering, decision on the basis f given information r data 

 
These two basic ways of using information in business process represents the information 
flows. They have curtail impact on the information processes because they radically influence 
the transmission of information (or data) and the way of the business process realisation. The 
search of available methodology show that the description of information processes is not 
admissibly encouraged and is often underrated. The system failures are the consequences of 
this. 
 
3.3 Information management 
 

Information management can be defined in different ways. As any other management 
discipline the IM went through several stages of development. Leo Vodáček in his book 8 
presents 3 stages of evolution: 
 
1st stage  
 
the IM was probably firstly used in 1966 by R.S. Taylor. In this time the perception of 
information management orientated to effective solution of mostly hard technical tasks, 
respective economical affectivity of managing the technical tasks. 
 
2nd stage 
 
At the break of seventies and eighties the IM became the measure of expression of the IT 
Professional. Mostly the ways of economical effectiveness of information system project’s 
realization, based on the possibilities of modern information technology, were emphasized. 
 
3rd stage 
 
Third and up to now last stage dates back to the beginning of nineties where the diffusion of 
information management with management literature. The utilization of ICT for providing 
good management (effective reaching of aims) is emphasized. 
 
Interesting, but not surprising is the relation of the three stages of IT evolution and the 
perception of three levels of IS. It proves and deepens the close relation on the line IS – 
processes – methods of management. 

                                                 
8 Vodáček L., Rosický A. – Informační management , pojetí, poslání a aplikace 
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The IM is today understood in the way the ICT is not in the meaning of infrastructure the aim, 
but effective measure, which has to help facilitate, make more efficient and improve the quality 
activities and satisfy their individually based information needs. 
Rauch 9 defines the IT as a sum of all activities, which leads to reaching the enterprise aims by 
managing the enterprise data and by their creating. 
To the IM belongs not only the tasks related to infrastructure (hardware, software) but also the 
conceptual and organising tasks but the personal planning and the law matters too. 
The structure of IM doesn’t explicitly rely to communication despite information and 
communication make two aspects of not separable activity: there is no communication without 
information and vice versa. 
 
The terms „complexity of information and management“ 
The term of enterprise IS is usually defined as a kind of IS which provides all the information 
needs of the managing person. Anyway, it includes also the verbal communication. 
From the economical informatics point of view it is systematically organised information flows 
in enterprise. These are given by basic characteristics, which are described on the following 
Fig. 8 10: 
 

Objective 
information 

need

Subjective
information 

need

Information 
offer

Information demand

Real state of
information 
in the future

 
Fig. 8. Complexity of information and management 

 
To be able to administer the enterprise IS the information management must be able to describe 
the information flows in the enterprise. The description must evolved from the structure and 
must be able to decompose and classify the reality. 
In relation to the process analysis it is for example the interception of information flows with 
relationship to their classification and the way of processing (technology, process). 
Such point of view is provided e.g. the ARIS methodology, such e.g. by using so called EPC 
diagrams defines the function and assign ICT, organization or data object to it. The problem 
unsolved by methodology is the explicit distinction of data, information and then utilization in 
processes. 
IM faces today with many problems which have to be solved. The orientation of this 
contribution perceives first of all the following data and information problems in the enterprise 
IS. 

                                                 
9 Rauch E. Anforderungen an Kuftige Informationssysteme 
10 Sokolowsky P. – Informační management 1 
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• Data and information are not stored on the right place 
• The data and information needed don’t exist 
• Data vend information are not available at the given moment 
• Data vend information are not up-to-date 
• Data and information are not use data all 
• The mutual relations are not clear 

 
3.4. Quality of the information system 
 

The complex quality of general information system is influenced by all of its aspects. One 
way how to define these aspects is offered by QUICT model, which is able to define and 
measure the complex quality of the IS. QUICT model is a part of the CorSet Framework. 11 

IS according to QUICT consists of four basic components (see picture 9). These 
components can be defined and their partial and complex quality can be measured. 
 
Technology (information and communication technology) 

Technology plays a basic role as an enabler which provides the operation of IS. Their parts 
play the particular components – hardware and software. Classical media like papers and 
binders undoubtedly belongs among the technologies too. Technology represents, from the IS 
point of view, the way how information and data will be shared, stored and transmitted. 
Technology has a Fundamental impact on availability, way of use and handling with data and 
information. 

Quality on the technological level depends on the way the information and communication 
technologies enables the working of the whole IS. That must be considered firstly from the 
point of view how it fulfils the requirements of functional demands on ICT. More detailed 
description is above the frame of this contribution. 
 
Information 

Each of the information pyramid levels (information aspect) plays its role in the enterprise 
IS. Different levels of engagement for different levels of information pyramid can be derived.  

A common problem in enterprise work which originates from the general heterogeneity of 
the environment is the unaministered redundancy. It means that particular subsystems are not 
technically as well as process-based integrated. The problem is significant on the level of raw 
data (master records and transaction data).Typical expression is reporting which highlights bad 
quality of IS. The examples are many reports in companies about the same thing with different 
results. 

Redundancy within the enterprise IS is not just a negative phenomenon – there are lot of 
cases where administered and driven redundancy (on technological or process-base level  
makes systematic part of enterprise architecture). 

Several scientific organizations are interested by quality of information. Probably the most 
active is MIT12. The difference between the terms quality of the data and quality of information 
is not absolutely clear. That’s why only the term quality of information is commonly used. 

                                                 
11 Source:  CorSet © Framework, CORTIS Consulting, s.r.o., 12/2005  
12 MIT – MITIQ,  http://mitiq.mit.edu/ 
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Metrics of information quality are not fixed yet13. In spite of this the quality of information is a 
significant parameter of an overall information system quality. 

Quality of each piece of information is one of the most important characteristics of its 
affectivity and utilization. According to some authors14 the quality of information environment 
in the enterprise is the bigger the better the system reflects or expresses the real processes in 
organization and its environment and also it fit perfectly serves to the management (see Fig. 9). 
It means the usage of information. 
 
Utilization 

Processes are the connecting element which brings the dynamics. 
People as individuals are structured within the organization structure. Organization 

structure influences the processes, but individuals have fundamental influence on IS, because 
every individual by his iterations with data - by his knowledge co-operates on creating the 
general IS in a common sense. The organizational structure and the human aspect itself (of 
each individual) have not ignorable influence on the general IS. 

With growing extent of the enterprise grows the need to manage the information basis and 
information changes within the organization – communication on all levels becomes more 
complicated. Particularly in decentralized organizational structures which behave 
autonomously and creates a heterogeneous environment in enterprise. The necessity of IS 
knowledge grows. 
 
Communication 

Communication represents the connective element of IS which gives to it the dynamics. It 
is the flows of data and information between different element of the IS. We can distinguish 
the communication on the technological level (data communication) or on human factor level 
(interpersonal communication). 

Quality on the communication level has its specific attributes. Because of its character 
communication is a dynamic element of the general information system at all levels. Simply 
said it represents the quality of information flows. 

The quality must be observed at the level of the III. level of the IS in accordance with the 
third stage of information management. Such understood quality of the IS goes hand in hand 
with the quality of process affectivity in organization. 

 
• How to provide .the quality of information/data in the world of dynamic processes? 

That means how to provide (and describe) the important succession of information 
interface among processes. 

• How to describe the level of generality of the information? Specific (a message) vs. 
abstract (a template) 

• How to define and describe the level of necessity of information? 
• What are the parameters of IS quality? 
 

                                                 
13  Král V., Atributy a metriky kvality dat, MFF UK, Praha, 2005 
14 Vysušil, Macík 1986 
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Fig. 9. QUICT model and information system quality 
 

 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS  
  

Finally we can say that the description of enterprise IS is a big issue because existing 
approaches can not provide sufficient transparent and flexible form of description and what is 
more – they usually come from the ICT world which is not fully “compatible” with the 
management theories world. 

Simply said informatics can usually see only their own world. Their methods, their tools. 
Managers have their own methods of management, their approaches. But both worlds are 
united together in one reality, so it can not be distinguished between US and THEM. The future 
approaches must reflect this fact. 

We can say that despite all trends mentioned at the preview the existing and utilized 
standards, methodologies and approaches for process modelling, respectively for enterprise 
architecture description, are more or less rigid, they are based on formal way of description. 
Their common characteristic is their creation by using so called “cerebral model“ – they 
emphasize the procedures, well prepared plan. It may be caused by the fact they often originate 
from the ICT world. This approach leads to a rigid description of reality which s in contrast 
with above mentioned management of the knowledge organization in turbulent environment. 

From analysis of approaches, standards and methodologies we can see that they are mainly 
focused on the notation or semantics of the description as itself. They solve how to formalize 
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the description of reality. Does not matter if we as reality understand processes, information or 
organizational structure. 

Methodology on the other hand do not solve how to decompose, systemize and classify the 
reality (information, data, and software). Systemization is solved e.g. at the organizational 
point of view where are more or less given the basic elements – bricks from which the 
organization can be completed. There are different organizational units, positions, functional 
places, roles. Despite particular differences among the approaches it is relatively settled view. 
But it does not stand at the data, process or technological view. 

Of course, there exist complete instruments and methods, but their disadvantage is the 
complicatedness, often fabrication and rigidity. They are not even commonly widespread and 
accepted, not mentioning the financial aspect. (Their costs) 
 

The approaches, methods and standards must become closer - existing approaches have 
fundamentals deficiency in the fact they solve their own worlds ignoring the wider context. 
Modern philosophy of information management must emphasize the convergent ion of 
different approaches. The mainstreams which should converge in the future are: 

• Paradigm of the knowledge organization 
• Enterprise architecture 
• Metadata and metainformation systems 
• Process analysis 
• Software development 

 
4.1. Summary  

 
• Enterprise IS are very heterogeneous, there is not any system – application covering 

the whole space of General Information System. 
• Unrestrainedness of the development, heterogeneity and “grafting” of ICT bring the 

appearance of proprietary applications, which complement the functionality of the 
main, usually ERP systems 

• Methodologies, analysis and publications are focused on the area of structured data, 
i.e. eERP (Extended  ERP including ERP, CRM, SCM, BI), other ICT systems are 
removed backwards or totally ignored. The whole space of enterprise information 
architecture is not covered. Despite the important part of general information system is 
situated out of the space of eERP. 

• Methodology are focused on notation of the description, they don’t solve the ways of 
analysis, classification of the reality. 

• Implementation of ICT (applications) as a typical example of transformation project – 
it usually does not solve in praxis the complex impacts into all dimensions (processes, 
organizational structure, etc.) Technological aspects are emphasized which causes the 
total imbalance of the IS quality.  

• There exists bigger or lesser separation of the ICT world from the rest of the 
enterprise. 

• An inconceptional development of ICT exists in companies – separated from other 
dimensions, in contradiction with the principles of IM. 

• Methodologies and publications about EA do not distinguish the important levels in 
each point of view (abstraction and perspectives of Zachman Framework) 
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• The terminology is not clearly defined. There exist different ways of the term IS 
interpretation. There is not comprehensible dictionary of informatics, international 
standard, framework or methodologies, which would systemize and classify the terms 
used. This cause a significant, momentous subjective influence of the analyst. 

• The results of analysis are often not-understandable, excerpt for a small group of the 
project team. It is paradoxically cause by using of sophisticated and formalized 
instruments, methodologies and approaches. 

• There are big costs for creating and service of highly formalized models comparing t 
its utility value and real contribution. Formalization often unreasonably ties. 

• There is a contradiction between formal description (formal expression leads to a rigid 
description) and approaches to the modern ways of management (paradigm of the 
knowledge organization). 

• It is necessary to solve the creation and utilization of information through theory 
organizational structure and connection to the process approach. 
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CQT METHODOLOGY FOR 

BUSINESS PROCESS OPTIMIZATION 
 
 
Abstract 

This contribution deals with business process optimization and management. The 
aim of this paper is to introduce new CQT methodology for process management 
and optimization. This new methodology combines known principles and 
methods for the process management and optimization. The CQT (Cost-Quality-
Time) methodology target is the quality improvement, process time and cost 
reduction as principal process management objectives. The contribution presents 
also a practical application of the CQT methodology  for printed circuit board 
manufacturing.  
 
  

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

“The oft-quoted “If I can not measure it, I cannot optimize it” applies equally to processes. 
It is therefore essential for companies to formulate their process objective related to  time, 
cost, and quality in terms of specific measurable performance indicators. The  latent synergies 
in the company can be exploited to the full with benchmarking and process comparisons and 
best practices can be identified.” 

(Prof. A. W. Scheer – Corporate Performance Management, Preface)  
This shared vision emphasizes aim and issue of this paper, focused on description of the 

new methodology leading to business process optimization. Business process optimization 
(BPO) represents significant part of the process management application. Business process 
management (BPM) is a method of production and non-production activities management in 
manufacturing and services in present time. This approach is an effective way of organizing 
and managing how work activities create value for the customer and other interested parties. 
Prof. August – Wilhelm Scheer mentioned in his book, that process management has become 
an important control instrument in many companies, because its practitioners realized that 
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optimizing a company’s capacity to create value in the form of processes has a direct and 
immediate effect on the bottom line [1]. 

The process approach became the centre of interest in the 1990s, with the publication of 
Michael Hammer’s book entitled ¨Reengineering the Corporation“. Central to Hammer’s 
version of the BPR approach was the idea that companies can increase their competitiveness by 
radical restructuring and optimizing the organization of core business process. This approach 
was greeted with enthusiasm in Europe, absent from Michael Hammer’s approach – based on 
support of the business process reengineering concept.  

Nowadays, the issue focused on BPM is an integrated and continuous approach, which 
deals equally with organizational and technological considerations. It is important to 
understand that BPM itself represents a process. It is a process consisting of the phases of 
process strategy, process definition, process implementation and process control [1, 2].  

The main purpose of the process approach is to enhance an organization’s effectiveness and 
efficiency in achieving its defined objectives. And we can analyze which management methods 
and tools can be useful for the process optimization for the BPM application. The focus of this 
paper will be to address this question for the BPM application in industry. We would like to 
introduce new methodology, entitled CQT (Cost-Quality-Time) methodology, which can be 
suggested for process optimization as well.  The new CQT methodology will be described in 
the first part of the paper focused on the literature review and CQT methodology description.  
The practical examples of CQT application then will be presented in a case study.  
 
1.1. Literature review 
 

At first we summarized the number of articles and papers in the selected world electronics 
sources [3, 4, 5] published since the end of 1990 until July 2006. Presumably, the high number 
of citations on BPM seems to prove that BPM is a significant field of the recent research. 
Secondly, we concentrated on methods and tools for BPM in research, necessary for problem 
solution. It includes methods and tools such as mathematical methods of graph theory and 
discrete optimizing for planning and decision tasks, TOC method for optimizing the process 
time and cost and identification of key manufacturing processes, process analysis and fishbone 
diagrams for quality improvement, risk analysis for process management, the BSC method for 
diagnostic processes establishment and performance measurement and ITIL library (see 
table 1).  

 
Tab.1. Number of articles in the science databases 

 
Keyword Database 

IEEE 
Database 

Sciencedirect Database Proquest  

Business Process 
Management 86 48 34764 

Business Process 
Reengineering 161 116 7074 

Knowledge 
management 1218 680 8103 

Information 
Management 4734 866 22251 

Theory of Constraints 62 93 173 
Balanced Scorecard 59 102 1218 
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1.2. Analysis of core problem 
 
The core problem visualization of the process management could be effectively applied by 

means of the Current Reality Tree (CRT), Fig 1. It is one of the powerful tools of the Theory of 
Constraint (TOC) methodology for process optimization. This chart shows causality of relevant 
undesirable effects of the analyzed situation. The practical example is shown in Figure 1. To 
solve the main problem – the lack of continuous process improvement – the suitable methods 
and tools were selected. The description of their exploited features and the common concept of 
the CQT methodology is main objective of this article. 

This chart was obtained on the basis of research of contemporary literature and observation 
of recent situation in Czech and world companies active in the Czech Republic. The other chart 
of Future Reality Tree (FRT) shows an expected state and goals of process management 
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Fig.1. Current problem causality (CRT) 
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application. Figure 2 presents significant steps leading to efficient and successful process 

management application.   
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Fig.2. Future reality tree (FRT) 
 
 
2. CQT METHODOLOGY DESIGN 
 

CQT methodology was designed for support of process management application. The CQT 
methodology was developed as one result of our research. This methodology combines known 
principles and methods of business process management. The aim of this methodology is the 
solution of presented core problem in previously part and provides framework for process 
management application. The main contribution of undertaken analysis and the selection 
process of suitable methods and tools is proposal of the new methodology where the methods 
and tools are applied in defined steps. The methodology is named CQT according to main goal 
criteria, eg. C – cost, Q – quality and T – time (see table 2). The CQT methodology target 
(Cost-Quality-Time) is the quality improvement, processing time and cost reduction as process 
management targets. Needless to say that the methodology respects present trends of 
management presented in introduction.  
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Tab.2. CQT methodology framework 
 

 
The used methods were divided into two groups according to dynamic and static view (see 

Fig. 3). It represents the relation between process, information and knowledge. This view can 
be used for description of processes (modelling, definition of process attributes, identification 

Process Input Output Methods and Tools 

Current state and 
problem identification 

Strategy and 
targets 

Current Tree Reality, Future 
Tree Reality, Conflicts 
Diagrams and key problems 
identification 

Thinking Process -  
Current Tree Reality, Future 
Tree Reality, Conflict 
Diagram (Evaporating Cloud)   

Process mapping Key 
problem 

Process map, terminology 
list 

Forms for process map 
construction and process 
attribute identification 

Process modelling Process 
map, 
terminology 
list 

Object process model and 
process attribute description 

Methodology for process 
modelling e.g. ARIS 

Identification of key 
process making 
constraint system 

Object 
model  

The constraint is 
determined  

TOC (Theory of Constraint) 
method, mathematical tools 
e.g. graph theory 

Detailed key process 
analysis 

Information 
about key 
process  

The process was analyzed 
and information was 
recorded 

Brainstorming, Causes and 
events diagram, detailed 
model of process. 

Cost and time analysis Attributes 
description, 
accounting, 
data  

Cost and process time 
analysis 

Cost and time analyzing 
methods, controlling, process 
measurement 

Proposal for 
improvement and 
optimizing process 
according to quality 
requirements 

Process, 
cost and 
time 
analysis 

The problem was solved TOC, real experiment or 
process testing, mathematical 
optimizing (application graph 
algorithm)  

Information and 
knowledge 
management system 
and establishment 

Optimizing 
processes 

Application of methods and 
tools 

ITIL ( Information 
Technology Infrastructure 
Library) 

Information management and 
knowledge method (e.g. BS 
7799) 

Risk analysis Process and 
situation 
description 

Risk evaluating a risk 
treatment plan 

Risk analysis method 

Process diagnostic 
system design 

Process goal 
and strategy  

Performance measurement 
system and diagnostic 
process establishment  

Balanced Scorecard method 

ITIL 
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knowledge and information). Second view called dynamic view shows relation between 
process parameters – quality, process time and cost. The dynamic view can be used for 
proposal of optimizing method and for performance measurement.  
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Fig.3. Static (left) and dynamic (right) view 
 
The CQT methodology using mathematical methods of graph theory and discrete 

optimizing for planning and decision tasks, TOC method for optimizing of process time and 
cost and identification of key manufacturing processes, process analysis and fishbone diagram 
for quality improvement, risk analysis for process risk management, BSC method and ITIL 
library as method for diagnostic processes establishment and performance measurement. Table 
2 shows the important activities leading to the methodology implementation. 
 
 
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODS AND TOOLS USED 

 
In this part we would like to introduce significant methods and tools for business process 

modelling, optimization and performance measurement, which were used for CQT methodology 
design  
 
3.1. Methods and tools for process modelling 

 
Methods of company modelling offer support for mastering comprehensive tasks in the 

organization. Business process modelling is a useful tool to capture, formalize and structure the 
knowledge of business process. The models can be deterministic, stochastic, uncertain but 
structured, uncertain but imperfectly structured. Business process modelling tools can be 
categorized into business process chain-based type such as IDEFO, IDEF3, ARIS-eEPC, Petri 
net, etc., object-oriented type such as UML and IDEF4, and formal description type such as 
WPDL, XML, predicative logic, process algebra, etc. The overall model is analyzed on the 
individual models. Models would have to contain all process attributes, static and dynamic 
parameters such as process time, process threats, cost etc. The methods for process modelling 
and analysis are e.g. described in [2, 6, 7, 8].    

 
3.2 Process optimization and Theory of Constraint (TOC) 

 
The TOC is one of the three major management concepts of the eighties and nineties:  
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 Just in Time (JIT).  
 Total Quality Management (TQM). 
 Theory of Constraints (TOC). 

Each of these three approaches is used to answer the existing urgent management problems. 
But in fact all three concepts are different facets of the similar management philosophy. The 
TQM management philosophy by W. Edwards Deming covers system thinking, process 
measurement and a never ending cycle of process improvement. The TOC is also methodology 
for performing systems thinking using the concept of throughput on the business entity as a 
whole to focus on changes to be made on constraints that are directly limiting better total-system 
profitability. JIT and MRP emphasise inventory reduction and resource scheduling can be then 
understood as just a specific application of TOC to one area of the business. Thus, JIT and MRP 
are subsets or consequences of TOC that is a part of TQM.  
 
Tab.3. Examples of application of “5 TOC steps” in the enterprise  

 

 
When TOC defines its goal, when it is looking for the constraints and finally is dealing with 

their elimination then the following principles and techniques are used:  
 The Socratic Method.  
 The Effect-Cause-Effect methodology. 
 Five focusing steps. 

The all applications of TOC including the production, project management and even the 
thinking process are based on the very simple five steps: 

1. IDENTIFY the system's constraint. 
2. Decide how to EXPLOIT the system's constraint. 
3. SUBORDINATE everything else to the above decisions. 
4. ELEVATE the system's constraint. If in any of the previous steps, the constraint has        

been broken. 
5. RETURN to step 1.This means do not let INERTIA become the system's constraint.  
These five steps must be repeated, perhaps many times. Therefore TOC has the similar 

philosophy like CPI (Continuous Process Improvement), but on the other hand the elevation (step 
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4) of the systems´ constraint might be common with the BPR (Business Process Reengineering). 
[10] 

Business Process Optimization via TOC paradigm. The logistics processes are core part 
of the business process as a whole. Therefore their optimization is very important and more 
attention is given to its analysis. The acronym of BPO is based on three key words: Business, 
Process, and Optimization. For each of them one can find the equivalent in the TOC (Table 4).  

 
Tab. 4. Equivalent in the TOC 

 
BPO TOC 

Business Goal – making money 

Process Constraint – of global chain 

Optimisation Throughput – maximisation 

 
The TOC understands the process like a chain using the proper metrics to be implemented. 

Instead the effort in searching for the local optimum, it is necessary to consider all aspects and 
look for the global optimum. It is generally true but on the other there are so many decisions 
done in firms in favour of local optimisation (TOC mentioned example “cost world”). When 
we are looking for throughput it is similar like to find the strength of the chain. Then it is not a 
sum of strength of each element but it depends on the weakest part of the chain. This approach 
is called like “throughput world”. The weakest part of the chain (process) prevents from the 
higher strength (throughput). It is called constraint. 

The metrics used for measurement of process by method TOC, are defined by accounting 
system called Throughput Accounting. Throughput Accounting is a system based on the 
Theory of Constraints (TOC). The basic metrics are: 

 Throughput (T): the rate at which the system generates money through sales.  
 Investment (I): all the money the system invests in purchasing things the system 

intends to sell.  
 Operating Expense (OE): all the money the system spends in turning investment into 

throughput. 
 

3.3. Risk control and risk analysis 
 
New phenomenon risk management and risk analysis is one of the tasks for management 

nowadays. Risk management can be defined as a process, purpose of which is prevention and 
elimination of existing or probable risks. In the enterprise we can identify risks in the area of 
production technology, labour protection, investment to the production and development, 
implementation of information system, etc.  

Many of these risks are to be found in operative events, arising from business processes, 
organizational structure, IT systems and external factors. Such risks can only be identified and 
managed efficiently if the company has a functioning risk management system implemented. 
Only then can risk awareness be developed and mission-critical processes maintained even in 
crisis situation (Business Continuity Planning). 

Practically for establishment it means systematic application of policy, procedures and 
practices on the exercises that determine contexts, identify, analyze, rate risk and apply the risk 
monitoring. Today risk management is related to building-up of information security system. 
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The building up of these systems results either from entrepreneurs decision or from legislation. 
For risk management and risk analysis we can use sophisticated quantitative and qualitative 
methods for example FMEA, HAZOP, ETA etc., in manufacturing area and standards BS 7799 
and ISO/IEC TR 13335 for information security management system.  

 
3.4. Process performance management and Balanced Scorecard 
 

Performance measurement should be used for the realization of effective management 
system in enterprises. Measurement can be the key to prosperity. If you can’t measure of 
processes, you can’t control it, you can’t manage it. If you can’t manage it, you can’t improve 
it. The performance can be defined as a n-dimensioned metrics set. These metrics characterize 
system behaviour in a determinate period and are responses (outputs) of the system on the 
input signal and control signal.  

The performance measurement system has to be determined for effective and objective 
control of all the processes. This system is a one of part of feedback.  We have to determine 
available tools for global and local level of control to measure is regular. The methods: 
Balanced Scorecard, European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM), Value Based 
Management, and Throughput Accounting (TA) can be used for global level. Six Sigma 
method or regulation diagrams can be used for local measurement of performance. 

Performance measurement is important part of process management and diagnostic of 
processes. Determination of diagnostics goals is the first step of performance measurement 
processes.  Therefore all strategy goals should be determined by measurable metrics or 
indicators. The strategy goals and metrics should be transferred on all level to all processes 
(local level) from strategy to global level. One effective of the tools for performance 
management is Balanced Scorecard (BSC) method. The Balanced Scorecard (BSC) 
supplements traditional financial measures with three additional perspectives: the customers, 
the internal business process and the learning and growth perspective.   

The Balanced Scorecard (BSC) supplements traditional financial measures with three 
additional perspectives: the customers, the internal business process and the learning and 
growth perspective. It is supposed to be a tool describing an organization’s overall performance 
across a number of measures on a regular basis [2, 9].  

The BSC method gives a definition of strategy as hypothesis summary about causes and 
results. It can be declared as a sequence of “if – then”. For example the chain of causation 
between improving of training of staff and upper profit, can be formulated following 
hypothesis sequence: 

“If you improve quality of training on problems of a manufacturing printed circuit board 
(PCB), then the staff will be able to understand more about the problems in the process 
manufacturing. If they understand more about the problems of manufacturing, then the 
quantity of correct PCB’s will be higher. If the quantity of correct PCB’s is higher, then the 
customers will be satisfied. If the customers are satisfied, then the profit of sale will be higher. 
If the profit of sale is higher, then the performance will be higher”. An example of causes and 
results chain is illustrated by Figure 4. The process strategic goals were determined by 
management of the organization according to strategy and quality policy. The goals of process 
are linked to one chain of causes and results between all perspectives (Fig. 4).  
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Fig. 4. Example of causes and results chain of a manufacturing process 
 

 
3.5. Information management and ITIL 

 
The next stream of research was focused on a selection of a useful method information 

management for BPM application. One of these methods described in contemporary literature 
is ITIL. What does ITIL mean? The ITIL is short for Information Technology Infrastructure 
Library and it is the documentation of best practice for Information Technology Service 
Management. ITIL consists of a series of books giving guidance on the provision of quality IT 
services, and on the accommodation and environmental facilities needed to support IT [11].  

ITIL has been developed in recognition of organizations' growing dependency on IT and 
embodies best practices for Information Technology Service Management. The problem and 
incident management is part of service support disciplines. The goal of incident management is 
to restore normal service operation as quickly as possible and minimise the adverse impact of 
incidents on business operations, thus ensuring that the best possible level of service quality 
and availability is maintained. “Normal service operation” is defined here as service operation 
within Service Level Agreement (SLA) limits. Incident management must be quick as possible. 
An incident is any event which is not part of the standard operation a service and which causes, 
or may cause an interruption to, or a reduction in, the quality of the service.  

The main goals of problem management are: to minimise the adverse impact of incidents 
and problems on the business; to prevent recurrence of incidents related to these errors. The 
Problem management process requires the accurate and comprehensive recording of incidents 
in order to identify effectively and efficiently the cause of the incident trends. 

The relationship between ITIL and BPM is described in paper [12]. This paper addresses 
basic issues of supporting ITIL with process-oriented tools such as workflow management 
systems. It discusses the need for workflow management support of service management 
processes to achieve service level compliance, and presents criteria for determining which IT 
Service Management processes can and should be supported by workflow management 
systems. The IT Service Management processes defined by ITIL are evaluated and divided into 
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four basic process classes according to their suitability for workflow management, thereby 
laying a foundation to future top-down approaches for comprehensive ITIL tool support. 

The main advantage of ITIL application should be complexity and depth of solution. The 
main processes and important management areas are described in 8 books. For example the 
books provide these management areas: security management, software asset management, 
financial planning, strategic management etc. The solution which is included in the ITIL 
standard is based on “best practice” recommendation. Best practice in management means tried 
solution which was applied in the past time and gives very good result for an organization. The 
well-developed relationship with standards ISO 9000 and 15000 is next ITIL significant 
benefit.  

The diagnostics can be a good example of ITIL application in the manufacturing area. 
Diagnostics can be explained as testing and measurement of components and processes in the 
manufacturing and provides evaluation of result. The result of a diagnostics process is 
prognosis of the system or processes behavior in the future. The information obtained from a 
diagnostic should be processing in an information system. This idea leads to use of the ITIL as 
a diagnostic of process in the manufacturing area. 

On the other hand the disadvantages of ITIL should be presented. The first important 
argument concerns knowledge. The ITIL is used by manufacturing mangers who do not know 
this standard, because the ITIL describes processes and management process for informatics 
system but not for manufacturing system. Manufacturing managers know standards from the 
Quality Management Standards ISO 9000 and understanding ITIL can be a problem. The 
definition of scope application and translation ITIL requirements for manufacturing can be a 
very difficult problem too. An other point of view is the application. The application of the 
ITIL supposes training of all responsible managers, but the training courses are very expensive. 
The long time and financial demands can be restricted for ITIL application in the 
manufacturing area, especially at small and medium enterprises (SME).          

The next view of research is the focus on information security management. I would like 
to emphasize that information and process management should include information security 
nowadays. Information security has been, is, and will continue to be a hot topic for discussion. 
Information security is same ways like confidentiality. That means information is accessible 
only to those authorized to have access. But that is just only part of information security. 
Integrity and availability are also important parts of information security. Integrity means 
safeguarding of the accuracy and completeness of information and processing methods. 
Availability is ensuring that authorized users have access to information and associated assets 
when required.  

In practice there are a lot of standards for the establishment of information security 
management system (ISMS), for example: Trusted computer system evaluation criteria 
(TCSEC), Information technology security evaluation criteria (ITSEC), Canadian trusted 
computer product evaluation criteria (CTCPEC), and especially ISO 15408 - Common Criteria, 
British Standard BS 7799 and ISO/IEC TR 13335. The implementation of standard BS 7799 is 
described in one issue of ITIL and can be recommended for information security management 
as one part of the ITIL application. If the information security management system is applied, 
then the BPM and Information Security Management policy, documentation and processes 
should be established as part of ITIL.  
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4. CASE STUDY 
 

This case study shows example of CQT methodology application for business process 
optimization. The study is focused on printed circuit board manufacturing. The manufacture is 
one part of our department and its customers are other universities departments and small 
companies from the Pilsen region. The main goal of this application was to optimize 
production quality and process time. Definition of core problem of manufacturing was first 
task.  

 
3.5. Definition of core problem 
 

The core problem of visualization was effectively solved by the Current Reality Tree 
(CRT). This chart shows causality of relevant undesirable effects of the analyzed situation. The 
practical example is shown in Fig. 5. The main problem is fall of profit related to production 
time, capacity and quality of process. On the other hand this situation might be described by a 
conflict diagram (Fig. 6). The diagram describes decision and optimizing problem of 
manufacturing - determination of optimum batch size.  

The conflict exists between increasing and decreasing of the batch size. The increasing of 
production run (D) makes to cost reduction (B) and decreasing (D) of the batch size makes to 
high quality of products (C). Both described situations have negative effect on the production 
plan and profit. These problems and conflict were solved by designing methodology 
effectively. So cost reduction, quality improvement and time reduction were the main 
optimizing criteria according to methodology. 
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Fig. 5. Current problem of causality  
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Fig. 6. Conflict diagram of company 
 
3.2 Process description and process analysis 

 
Process description should be a result of process analysis and mapping. Process analysis is 

the first step for design of the process measurement system. The processes can be divided into 
serial, parallel, hard, soft. The hard process means process, where the steps of process can not 
be exchanged. The soft process means process, where the steps of process can be exchanged. 
The results of process are recorded in form represented by process map (see Fig. 7).  The 
process map should be used for process model construction. We used object modelling by 
ARIS method. The Fig. 8 represents model value – added chain diagram.  This model type - 
specifies the functions in an organization which directly influence the real added value of the 
organization. These functions can be linked together in the form of a sequence of functions and 
thus form a value-added chain.    
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Fig. 7. Table for process mapping 
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Fig. 8. Process value - added chain diagram 
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3.3. Key process identification and analysis 
 

The key process was identified by TOC method. The parameter for identification of the 
system's constraint was process time and capacity of process. The drilling process had the 
worst process time and capacity of all manufacturing processes in this case. So according to 
CQT methodology the drilling process was analyzed and optimized.  

Key process analysis consists of these steps: 
• Technological process analysis 
• Process description and process modelling 
• Time and cost analysis 
• Identification of constraint and process optimizing 
• Information and knowledge control 
• Process risk analysis 
• Diagnostic of process 
A fishbone diagram was used for technological analysis and optimizing of the drilling 

process. The fishbone diagram (see Fig. 9) was developed by Professor Kaoru Ishikawa and is 
often referred to as an Ishikawa diagram. It can help to structure the process of identifying 
possible causes of a problem. The diagram describes the relationship between process 
attributes (knowledge, control methods, condition which can lead to a problem). The 
brainstorming technique can be used for diagram construction.  
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Fig. 9. Fishbone diagram of process drilling 
 

The optimizing problem was identified through a fishbone diagram (Figure 9). It optimized 
the tool life and determined the cycle of drill repair and time to its change. The problem relates 
to materials, conditions and methods of drilling. Especially the change of drill bit geometry and 
tool life influence the quality of process [13]. Tool life is an economic factor which is generally 
small relative to other costs of production, because machining parameters giving ultra long life 
tend to reduce productivity. Therefore, it is high productivity that determines the operating 
parameters, while the operating environment determines the tool life. It is the knowledge of the 
relationship between actual tool life and the operating parameters which permits the definition 
of drill change criteria. This example of knowledge description is necessary for ITIL 
application.  
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The problem was solved by experiment. We observed the change of holes structure during 
drilling of 10000 holes on boards. We used 3 boards in stacks and we observed the differences 
between qualities of drilled holes depending on position of boards in stack. The result is 
prediction tool life (5000 hits for used drill bit size) and it is recommendation for production. 
This result leads to solution of the conflict and core problem in the manufacturing. 
 
3.4. Cost and Time Analysis 

 
Simple table (see Table 5) we used for time and other type of table for cost analysis. We 

recorded the data on used material and process time according to drill hits.  Results of records 
were used for process optimization proposal. 

 
Tab. 5. Form for machine time record 
 

Table A Machine Time

Drill bit size 
[mm]

No. of 
holes per 

panel

Number of 
drilled 
panels

Total 
number of 

drilled 
holes

Panels 
per drilled 

stack

Totla No. 
of drilled 

hits

Total No. 
of drilled 

stack

Stacks per 
machine 
loads

Number of 
machine 

loads

Drill time 
per load 

[h]

Total 
machine 
time [h]

0,8 60 18 1080 3 360 6 1 6 0,3 1,8
0,9 150 18 2700 3 900 6 1 6 0,75 4,5
0,7 30 18 540 3 180 6 1 6 0,15 0,9

1 50 18 900 3 300 6 1 6 0,6 3,6
1,5 10 18 180 3 60 6 1 6 0,1 0,6

Total 300 90 5400 1,9 11,4 
 
3.5. Mathematical process optimization 

 
The TOC method or mathematical methods were used for process optimization on the basis 

of process, cost and time analysis. Determination of optimum time for tool change (drill) is an 
example in case of drilling process. The solution should be obtained by real testing or research. 
The minimization of constraint and reduction of the cost and processes time are main 
optimizing criteria.  A simple example of the use of mathematical graph method is presented 
below. 

Task: The operator of a drilling process has to make 5 processes p1, p2, p3, p4, p5. The 
processes p1, p3, p5 can be start at the same time (parallel processes) and the processes p2, p4 
can not to be start at the same time with other processes (because he has to operate separately 
each process). The task for planning is the determination of minimum time for implementation 
of all processes. All processes have same process time – 10 mins. For solution of this task we 
can use method of graph colouring and determination of maximum independent set (use of 
backtracking algorithm).  

The vertex colouring and finding the maximum independent set is used for solution of our 
task.  The vertex colouring is dividing the processes on parallel (sub)processes. The vertex is 
linked, if the process can’t be run in parallel (see Fig. 10).  The colour number of graph in this 
case is three – it means we need 30 minutes process for diagnostic test.   

The processes p1, p3, p5 are of the same colour, while of different colour are p2 and p4 . The 
parallel processes make to maximum independent set (3). In the case of complicated structure 
and tasks we can use algorithms for determination of colour number of graph and maximum 
independent set. 
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Fig. 10. Graph model 
 

3.6. Detailed model of key process 
 

The detailed process model is the result of process modelling, and it is present way of 
describing the process. The eEPC (Extended Event-driven Process Chain) process model ARIS 
is used for modelling the process of drilling (Fig. 11). The left side of the model presents 
elementary procedures of process (function driven by event). The sub-process is linked with 
important attributes (risk factor, requirement knowledge, and data for process, process input 
and output). The ITIL library can be used for diagnostic process control.  The right side is the 
example of diagnostic process model for process drilling. The Incident and Problem 
management defined by ITIL can be used for diagnostic process control as well.    
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Fig. 11. ARIS eEPC model of drilling process with diagnostics part 
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3.7. Process diagnostic system design 
 
The diagnostic system for process management contains these activities:  
- performance measurement system establishment, 
- diagnostic process design. 
 
Performance measurement system. The application of BSC method is demonstrated on 

the drilling process. Table 6 contains the planned and the real values and their evaluation. The 
performance is also presented in Fig. 12. The metrics and indicators use different weight for 
calculation or estimation of the total process performance.  Conditions and parameters for the 
measurement should be comparable all the time. The results of the process measurement 
should be compared with planned value and the difference of tolerance area should be 
indicated and analyzed by a responsible person - and this person is expected to correct the 
failure (incident) or process according the plan.  
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Fig. 12. Graph of process performance 
 

Diagnostic process establishment. The ITIL library can be used for diagnostic process 
control. The examples of ITIL application were described in previous part. Figure 13 shows 
processes in the formation of knowledge databases. The inputs are incident report and problem 
report (outputs from problem and incident management processes). These records are stored in 
the knowledge database supported by IT application. The output of the knowledge database is a 
model of causes and events (see Fig. 14). Service team use this model as a support for the 
incident or problem classification and diagnosis decision-making. 
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Tab. 6. Process performance measurement - data 
 

Process Performance Measurement by BSC
Measurement Interval: Quarter
Financial Perspective

Metrics Abs. value M Abs. value C O v % kv kv x O
Overall Performance [-] 1,30           1,50        0,9    10,00   8,67      
Weighted mean deviation 0,845

Customer Perspective
Internal customer satisfaction [-] 2,30           1,20        1,9    1,00     1,92      
Repair number [piece] 23,00         10,00      0,4    2,00     0,87      
Weighted mean deviation 0,928

Internal Process Perspective
Delay time  [h] 15,00         15,00      1,0    2,00     2,00      
Process cost [EUR] 13,00         20,00      1,5    5,00     7,69      
Incident number [piece] 23,00         15,00      0,7    1,00     0,65      
Risk factor [-] 120,00       50,00      0,4    4,00     1,67      
Weighted mean deviation 0,883

Learning and Growth Perspective
Operators satisfaction [-] 1,20           1,50        1,3    5,00     6,25      
Training number [-] 4,00           2,00        2,0    6,00     12,00    
Operators Productivity [-] 0,30           0,40        0,8    7,00     5,25      
Absence from work [h] 18,00         10,00      0,6    4,00     2,22      
Weighted mean deviation 0,607

Use abbreviation list
Total Process Performance M Real value
Perspective weighted mean deviation average C Target value
Financial perspective 0,85    O Deviation - division C/M or M/C
Customer Perspectives 0,93    kv Weight coefficient of target value
Internal Perspective 0,88    
Learning and Growth perspective 0,61    
Average 0,82   
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Fig. 13. Process model of knowledge database formation 
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Fig. 14. Model of causes and events 

 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The purpose of this paper was to present the new CQT methodology for business process 

optimization. This methodology integrates the selected methods and tools for BPM. This 
methodology was presented and described above part. The benefits were: 

 support of business process management systems, 
 quality improvement, 
 cost and process time reduction, 
 focus on diagnostics of processes.  

The real application and verification was described in the case study. As we can see the 
increasing trend of the process performance in Fig. 12 is the evidence that CQT methodology 
leads to improve the process and achieve the main objectives of BPM application (cost and 
time reduction, quality). 

The CQT methodology reflects new point of view, called Corporate Performance 
Management (CPM), in business process management area. The concept of Corporate 
Performance Management was introduced by Gartner Group to describe the combination of 
“process, methodologies, metrics and technologies to measure, monitor and manage the 
performance of the business”. CPM is thus directed at continuous monitoring of the 
effectiveness of the results of all company processes and constant optimization thereof, i.e. its 
objective is a monitoring system that continuously monitors the business performance of all 
relevant business processes, detects and reports weaknesses and problem situations, ideally 
even suggests optimization options, and evaluates the success of improvement measure. And 
process performance itself might be regarded as the heart of CPM [1] 

A comprehensive development of CQT methodology for business process optimization on 
base of CPM would be one possible direction for further work. 
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FUZZINESS AND PROBABILITY FOR PORTFOLIO 
MANAGEMENT  

 
 
Abstract 

In the paper the portfolio of financial assets has been formulated using the fuzzy 
numbers idea and the statistical information concerning assets. The optimization 
task of the  portfolio structure has been formulated  for two types of fuzzy 
numbers.  The data from Polish market have been used for exemplary 
calculations.  

¶  
¶  
1. INTRODUCTION – PROBABILISTIC TOOLS IN FINANCIAL 

MARKET ANALYSIS 
 

Financial markets have been investigated in probabilistic and stochastic categories by 
economists, mathematicians and researchers of natural sciences for over a hundred years. It is 
justified to mention French mathematician, Bachelier,  who presented his doctoral thesis in 
1900 at the Academy of Paris. His pioneering work dealt with the pricing of options and he 
formulated, the random walk process as a model of price changes. After years, this process has 
been  more mathematically formalized and developed by Einstein and then by Wiener.  
Problems of the price changing  have been  modelling  using many classes of models. The 
Black and Scholes option – pricing model (1973) provided a very important instrument for 
building a strategy for market investors [4].  

Let X(t) be the price of a chosen financial asset at time t. There are variables derived from 
prices of financial goods which are commonly considered by market researchers: 

• price changes as differences 
 

)()()( tXttXtY −∆+= ,                                          (1) 
 

• discounted price changes  
 

[ ] )()()()( tDtXttXtYD −∆+= ,                                     (2) 
where D(t) means a discounting factor, 
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• returns 

)(
)()()(

tX
tXttXtR −∆+

= ,                                          (3) 

 
• differences of the natural logarithm of prices 

 

)(
)(ln)(ln)(ln)(

tX
ttXtXttXtZ ∆+

=−∆+= .                             (4) 

In this paper, returns of assets are expressed by (3). 
Changes  of  assets depend on:  
• macroeconomic and political situation of the country, 
• fluctuations of the global market, 
• situation of the company. 
Stochastic modelling  has been developed by many authors, for the price process X(t) and 

also for its indicators, under different assumptions, market hypotheses.  The problem of the 
distribution of price changes was connected with the stochastic models of stock prices.  
Authors proposed Gaussian distribution, log-normal distribution, power-low distribution or 
Levy distribution for understanding or to predict the behaviour of real price changes and for the 
risk prediction.  

The portfolio theory proposed models which tried to find a riskless portfolio, or  an 
optimum portfolio,  characterized by  the high portfolio return at a relatively low risk [1]. The 
portfolio return is a weighted sum of returns of  component assets. In many approaches of  
portfolio creating, risk as a probabilistic category, is measured e.g. by a variance of the 
portfolio return. In such approach, the  mean value of the portfolio return is a weighted sum of 
the expected values of component returns.  The variance of the portfolio return is a variance of 
the random variable which is the weighted sum of component random variables (assets).  

In this paper we discuss the methods of portfolio management which are based on the fuzzy 
set theory and the statistical analysis. The formal description uses also  perception-based 
experts’ information. 
¶  
¶  
2. FUZZY PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT  
¶ 

The idea of a fuzzy model of portfolio management has been formulated in [7]. The future 
values of returns, according to the market uncertainty, are estimated by financial investors 
rather as certain intervals than numbers. This is the justification that fuzzy numbers could 
represent an uncertainty of asset returns. 

We define a fuzzy return R in a space of real numbers R, by means of a membership 
function )(rRµ that assigns the level of affiliation of any value r∈R to the fuzzy set R, as 
follows: 

 
]1,0[:)( →RrRµ                                                     (5) 

 
1)(: 00 =∈∃ rr RµR                                                    (6) 
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and its α -cut αR   
 

]1,0[},)(:{: ∈∀≥∈= ααµα rrR RR                                       (7) 
 

is a closed interval in a space of real numbers R (according to [2, 3, 8, 9]). 
In the classic portfolio analysis, the return RP of the portfolio is a weighted sum of 

particular returns:  
 

∑
=

=
I

i
iiP RcR

1

                                                                (8) 

 
where {Ri}, i=1,2,…,I is a return set of component assets, and   c is a real vector, such that 
 

[ ]Ii
T cccc ......1= ,          10 ≤≤ ic ,   i=1,2,…,I;    1

1

=∑
=

I

i
ic .                         (9) 

 
• Then the portfolio return (8)  fulfills the relationship 

 
),...,...(),...,...( 11 IiPIi RRRMaxRRRRMin ≤≤ .                                (10) 

 
The proposed in this paper fuzzy portfolio analysis is based on fuzzy numbers. The shape 

of a membership function and a spread representing the risk of the asset are very important 
parameters and should be accepted by experts of market studies. The parameters of the 
membership function one can choose based on the empirical mean value mR and the variance 

2
Rs  of the historical data of returns, observed in a time period t∈T.  

Let now {Ri}, i=1,2,…,I is a set of fuzzy numbers representing returns of component assets, 
and c is a real vector fulfilling (9).  

We consider an exemplary membership function, in a form of the triangular symmetrical 
function with parameters r0  and s: 

 







+≤≤−
−

−=
otherwise

srrsrwhen
s

rr
rR

0

1)( 00
0

µ                              (11) 

 
where  

Rmr =0   
s - parameter representing risk of the asset, 

Rss =       or minmax2
1 RRs −≤                                         (12) 

 
Rmin, Rmax – the observed  lowest an highest values of the return. 
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When membership functions Iir
iR ,...,2,1),( =µ of the particular returns of the portfolio 

components are triangular as (11), then the membership function of the portfolio return as a 
linear function of fuzzy numbers is also triangular and has a form: 
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otherwise
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µ               (13) 

 

where  
[ ]Ii

T rrrr 0,01,00 ......= ,       [ ]Ii
T ssss ......1=                                   (14) 

and  
scsrcr T

P
T

P == ,0                                                      (15) 
 

are parameters of the membership functions of the portfolio returns. 
Investors are looking for such assets from the market data, which are characterized by high 

returns at a relatively low risk. It means that the preliminary  criterion of the choice is:   

.0min; ,0
,0

>→ i
i

i r
r
s                                           (16) 

 
 The optimization task of the portfolio defined by (11) – (16), can be formulated in a 

category of real numbers, as follows:  
- choose the set of real numbers ci≥0, i=1,2,…,I  which maximizes the return rP or (and) 

minimizes the risk sP of the portfolio 

max
1

,0 →= ∑
=

I

i
iip rcr                                               (17) 

 

min
1

→= ∑
=

I

i
iiP scs                                               (18) 

- under the condition 

1
1

=∑
=

I

i
ic .                                                       (19)   

 
More generally, for the any type of membership functions Iir

iR ,...,2,1),( =µ  of the 
particular assets, the return of the portfolio can be calculated using the extension principle, and 
the decomposition rule as follows: 

∑
=

=
I

i
iiP RcR

1

)()( αα                                            (20) 
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Υ
]1,0[

)(
∈

=
α

αα PP RR                                            (21) 

 
where Υ denotes the standard fuzzy union [3] and Rα  means α -cut of a fuzzy number. 

¶  
¶  
3. EXEMPLARY OPTIMIZATION TASKS 
¶  
3.1. Portfolio with triangular fuzzy numbers 
¶  

Assume that the portfolio is composed of two assets A and B. Return R is a fuzzy number 
with the membership function of a triangular type, for the asset A, as follows: 
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where minAR , maxAR , mAR are the lowest, highest and middle values of the return, 

observed in the historical data set or estimated according to the expert opinion. 
Let c is a real number, 10 ≤≤ c , which represents the share of the asset A in the portfolio.   

The portfolio return is a fuzzy number  
 

BAP RccRR )1( −+=                                           (23) 
 

where RB is the return of the B asset, characterized by the membership function (22) with 
parameters minBR , maxBR , mBR , respectively.  

Portfolio return (23) as a linear combination of fuzzy components with triangular 
membership functions, has a form: 
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where parameters of the membership function (24) of the portfolio return can be express by 
parameters of the particular membership functions of assets: 

 
mBmAmP RccRR )1( −+=                                   (25a) 

 
minminmin )1( BAP RccRR −+=                              (25b) 

 
maxmaxmax )1( BAP RccRR −+=                              (25c) 

 
It is very important for market investors to predict the reduction threat to expected value 

of returns. Denote the α -cut of the portfolio return as a closed interval of real numbers: 
 

],[)( )()( +−= PPP RRR α                                      (26) 
 

Denote also the crisp interval α∆  as a measure of the reduction threat (risk) to expected 
value of portfolio return with the level of the truth equal to ]1,0[∈α . It can be calculated 
usingα -cut of the membership function of the portfolio return, as follows: 

 

[ ]minmin

)(

)(1()()1( BmBAmA

PmP

RRcRRc

RR

−−+−−=

=−=∆ −

α
α

                   (27) 

 
Now, the task of the portfolio optimization has been formulated in the category of real 

numbers, not fuzzy numbers:  
choose the value of a share c, 10 ≤≤ c which fulfills:  
 

max)1( →−+= mBmAmP RccRR                                   (28) 
under the condition 
 

crcf ∆≤=∆ ),( αα                                                   (29) 
 

where cr∆  is the critical value of risk, accepted by investors, ]1,0[∈α , for the set of tested 
assets. 
 
Example 1. 

Let values of six shares of Polish stock exchange are given, observed daily in the period: 
May 2005 – June 2005. The parameters of the shares have been calculated and presented in 
Table 1.  

The calculated parameters concerning these six shares have been used for the simulation 
test of potential portfolios, which are composed of pairs of assets taken from Table 1.  

The crisp interval 
),( αα cf=∆  
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representing  risk of the reduction of the mean values of portfolio returns can be calculated 
according to (27),  in a form of the equation depended on parameters:  

c   - share of the first asset in the portfolio,  
α - assumed level of the truth (possibility) of the occurrence  the interval α∆ .  

 
Tab. 1. The parameters of the returns for six chosen shares of Polish stock exchange ( [5]) 
 

 AMC BPH DUD PKN TPS WWL 
Rmin -2.90 -3.28 -3.29 -3.46 -2.26 -2.75 
Rmax 0.13 0.47 0.23 0.24 0.31 0.23 
Rm 3.64 7.75 4.90 3.49 3.76 3.14 
Rm - Rmin 3.03 3.75 3.52 3.70 2.57 2.98 

 
Tab. 2. The equations of the risk of portfolio returns for pairs of assets of Polish stock 
exchange (according to [5]) 
 

PAIRS OF ASSETS 
 

),( αα cf=∆  

AMC/BPH 
 

)1(75.3)1(71.0 αα −+−− c  

AMC/ DUD 
 

)1(52.3)1(49.0 αα −+−− c  

AMC/ PKN 
 

)1(70.3)1(67.0 αα −+−− c  

AMC/ TPS 
 

)1(57.2)1(46.0 αα −+−c  

AMC/ WWL 
 

)1(98.2)1(06.0 αα −+−c  

BPH/ DUD 
 

)1(52.3)1(22.0 αα −+−c  

BPH/ PKN )1(70.3)1(04.0 αα −+−c  
 

BPH/ TPS )1(57.2)1(18.1 αα −+−c  
 

BPH/ WWL )1(98.2)1(77.0 αα −+−c  
 

DUD/ PKN )1(70.3)1(18.0 αα −+−− c  
 

DUD/ TPS )1(57.2)1(95.0 αα −+−c  
 

DUD/ WWL )1(98.2)1(55.0 αα −+−c  
 

PKN/ TPS )1(57.2)1(13.1 αα −+−c  
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PKN/ WWL )1(98.2)1(73.0 αα −+−c  
 

TPS  / WWL )1(98.2)1(41.0 αα −+−− c  
 

 
Assuming 75.0=α , 7.0=∆cr  and using data and equations from  Table 2. we derive only 

five values of c, fulfilling 10 ≤≤ c . Table 3 shows the calculated shares c and mean values of 
portfolios RPm .  

For the new value 8.0=∆cr  and 75.0=α  we derive as results of calculations nine 
portfolios, fulfilling conditions of c, 10 ≤≤ c  (Table 4).  

 
Tab. 3. The values of shares c and mean values of portfolios RPm calculated on the base of data 
from Table 2. and assumed values 75.0=α , 7.0=∆cr (according to [5]) 
 

PAIRS OF ASSETS 
 

mPRccf ,7.0),( ⇒==∆ αα  

AMC/ TPS 
 

22.0,50.0 == mPRc  

BPH/ TPS 34.0,20.0 == mPRc  
 

DUD/ TPS 29.0,24.0 == mPRc  
 

PKN/ TPS 30.0,20.0 == mPRc  
 

TPS  / WWL 26.0,43.0 == mPRc  
 

 
The optimal portfolio is composed of 20%  BPH assets and 80% TPS assets. The mean 

return is 0.34. 
 

Tab. 4. The values of shares c and mean values of portfolios RPm calculated on the base of data 
from Table 2. and assumed values 75.0=α , 8.0=∆cr (according to [5]) 

 
PAIRS OF ASSETS 
 

mPRccf ,8.0),( ⇒==∆ αα  

AMC/BPH 
 

16.0,77.0 == mPRc  

AMC/ DUD 
 

17.0,66.0 == mPRc  

AMC/ PKN 
 

16.0,75.0 == mPRc  

BPH/ TPS 39.0,54.0 == mPRc  
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BPH/ WWL 3.0,29.0 == mPRc  
 

DUD/ TPS 26.0,66.0 == mPRc  
 

DUD/ WWL 23.0,41.0 == mPRc  
 

PKN/ TPS 27.0,56.0 == mPRc  
 

PKN/ WWL 23.0,31.0 == mPRc  
 

 
When the critical risk interval increases, then the set of  portfolios  increases too. We have 

the set of nine portfolios, the optimal portfolio is characterized by the mean value of return 
equal to  0.39,  54%  BPH assets and 46% TPS assets. 

 
Similarly we can calculate the interval of the chance of increasing the mean value of 

portfolio returns 

[ ]mBBmAA

mPP

RRcRRc
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−−+−−=

=−=∆ +
+

maxmax

)(

)(1()()1( α
α                         (30) 

for the assumed level of possibility α . 
 
3.2. Portfolio optimization task with exponential fuzzy numbers 
 

Assume, like in paragraph 3.1,  that the portfolio is composed of two assets A and B. We 
define returns R of the particular components,   using fuzzy number of the L-R type, in the  
exponential form: 
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where sL and sR mean the standard deviation, calculated for left (Rm-Rmin) and right (Rmax-

Rm) intervals of observed fuzzy data.  
Generally, if  fuzzy returns of assets A and B are characterized by membership functions 

with parameters (33), noted  according to [2]: 
 

),,( ARALAm ssRA = , ),,( BRBLBm ssRB =                            (33) 
 

then the portfolio return has parameters of the membership function 
 

BmAmPm RccRR )1( −+=                                          (34a) 
 

BLALPL sccss )1( −+=                                           (34b) 
 

BRARPR sccss )1( −+=                                           (34c) 
 

We are interested in calculating a measure of the reduction threat (risk) to expected value of 
portfolio return, for the assumed  level of possibility ]1,0[∈α . Taking into account relations 
(32) - (34c), we received the real interval as a function of  α and c: 

 
])1([)ln( 2/1

BLAL sccs −+−=∆ αα                                     (35) 
 

The task of the portfolio optimization can be again  formulated,  in the meaning written by 
(28), (29) and  using (34a) and (35).  

 
Example2. 
 
The set of assets presented in Table 1. has been  considered as a set of potential components 

of  portfolios. Parameters sL  of particular returns have been calculated according to daily 
observation in the period May 2005 – June 2005. Assuming the level of truth 75.0=α , the 
critical value of risk 7.0=∆cr  and using equation (35) we can calculate share values  c of 
particular pairs of assets.  Table 5. shows the calculated shares c, fulfilling 10 ≤≤ c  and mean 
values of portfolio returns RPm . 

 
Tab. 5. The values of shares c and mean values of portfolios RPm calculated on the base of 
exponential membership functions; 75.0=α , 7.0=∆cr (according to [5]) 
 

PAIRS OF ASSETS 
 

mPRccf ,7.0),( ⇒==∆ αα  

AMC/ TPS 
 

17.0,79.0 == mPRc  

AMC/ WWL 
 

18.0,54.0 == mPRc  

BPH/ TPS 35.0,28.0 == mPRc  
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BPH/ WWL 25.0,11.0 == mPRc  

 
DUD/ TPS 26.0,62.0 == mPRc  

 
DUD/ WWL 23.0,33.0 == mPRc  

 
PKN/ TPS 29.0,34.0 == mPRc  

 
PKN/ WWL 23.0,14.0 == mPRc  

 
 
The structure of the optimal portfolio calculated on the base of the exponential fuzzy 

numbers (28% BPH assets, 72% TPS assets, the mean return  0.35) is similar to the structure of 
the optimal portfolio calculated for the triangular fuzzy numbers, shown in Table 3. (20% 
BPH, 80% TPS, the mean return  0.34). The set of portfolios from Table 5. consists of eight 
pairs of assets but in the case of triangular membership functions the set of portfolios  - only 
five pairs. 

 
 Both  portfolios have been calculated for the critical risk interval 7.0=∆cr and the level of 

possibility 75.0=α . 
 
 
4. CONCLUSION  
 

This paper discusses possibilities of utilising fuzzy set theory for making decision in market 
investigations. Fuzzy numbers represent the uncertainty of future values of returns. The type of 
fuzzy numbers and the shape of membership functions are very important elements of the 
optimization task of the portfolio.  Experiences and knowledge of market experts are very 
helpful in such tasks. 
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AN EFFECTS EVALUATION OF ERP APS SYSTEM 
IMPLEMENTATION IN THE UNCERTAIN TERMS WITH 

USING FUZZY MODELING AND INFERENCE 
 
 

Abstract 
In the paper the approach to forecasting of selected manufacturing company 
indexes from ERP APS system implementation that makes the element of 
efficiency evaluation procedure of planned ERP APS system implementation 
undertaking in a SME is presented. The approach proposed takes into account 
the present state of enterprise preparation for implementation with existing 
implementation constraints and uses data from the earlier implementation of the 
given system with adoption of fuzzy modeling and inference. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 Offered on the market the Advanced Planning and Scheduling (APS) as applications 
combined with Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP) systems using the most of data with ERP 
system enable planning and scheduling in the on-line mode (Gunther, Tempelmeier 2003, 
Kluge, Kużdowicz, Andracki 2005, Kluge, Kużdowicz, Orzeszko 2005, Maciejec 2005, 
Rutkowski 2002). The main difference between classic MRP planning in the ERP system and 
APS concept is a change of successive planning of materials demand and usage of resources 
into one integrated simultaneous planning of many various resources with optimization of 
using of the resources according to the operational goals of the manufacturing company. 
Simultaneous consideration of all the crucial resources makes possible achieving of real 
planning outcomes (Gunther, Tempelmeier 2003, Kluge, Kużdowicz, Andracki 2005, Kluge, 
Kużdowicz, Orzeszko 2005). Producers who offer ERP APS systems for medium-sized 
manufacturing companies search for methods that make possible to evaluate the efficiency of 
planned implementation of a given application. The process of implementation of ERP APS 
system is long and expensive, so it requires a lot of preparations of the enterprise, without that 
it becomes a very risky investment (Adamczewski 2000, Grudzewski, Hejduk 2004, Kluge, 
Kużdowicz, Orzeszko 2005). Therefore, there is a need of elaboration of such a method of an 
efficiency evaluation of the planned implementation undertaking that takes into account the 
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present state of enterprise preparation for implementation of system with implementation 
constraints. 

 
 The purpose of this work is the presentation of the concept of forecasting of selected 
manufacturing company indexes from ERP APS system implementation that makes the 
element of efficiency evaluation procedure of planned ERP APS system implementation 
undertaking in a medium-sized manufacturing company. Proposed approach takes into account 
the present state of enterprise preparation for implementation with existing implementation 
constraints and uses data from the earlier implementation of the given system with adoption of 
fuzzy modeling and inference.  
 
 
2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION  
  
 Proposed in this work the conception makes the element of the performed research that 
regard the following decision problem. Given a medium-sized manufacturing company 
specified by quantitative and qualitative indexes as well as the known state of preparation for 
implementation of ERP APS system. Given ERP APS system with the functional capability 
and technical requirements. The answer to the following question is searched: Does the given 
enterprise preparation for implementation, realizing of implementation and exploitation of 
given ERP APS system allow to obtain selected company indexes in the required time and the 
required budget with known implementation constraints? In particular: Given a state of 
enterprise preparation for ERP APS system implementation and its indexes in the moment T_0 
as well as a planned state of preparation and implementation in the next moments T_1, T_2, 
…, T_n (see the table 1). The forecasting of enterprise indexes in these moments is searched.  
 
Tab. 1. Data determined a state of a company 
 

Time T_0 T_1 T_2 T_3 

Preparing of data Sp1_0 Sp1_1 Sp1_2 Sp1_3 

Documents flow Sp2_0 Sp2_1 Sp2_2 Sp2_3 

Purchase of the 
server 

Sp3_0 Sp3_1 Sp3_2 Sp3_3 

Present 
and planed state 
of preparation and 
implementation 

…     
Number of orders 
realized in the 
time  

W1_0 W1_1=? W1_2=? W1_3=? 

Using of 
resources 

W2_0 W2_1=? W2_2=? W2_3=? 

Number of 
overtime  

W3_0 W3_1=? W3_2=? W3_3=? 

Enterprise indexes 
 
 

…     
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 To estimate the searched forecasting, using this kind of indexes data from the earlier 
implementation of the given system in companies the same kind is proposed. The indexes data 
can be the basis for establishing the rules existing between the data from the previous and the 
next period in order to build up the model of the input/ output mapping that is realized by a real 
system and not know in mathematical form. The obtained model approximating the modeled 
real system can be used for finding output values for new input values.  
 The exemplary data making the basis for the searched forecasting of indexes W1 and W2 
are presented in the table 2. The data were then prepared for establishing existing rules of the 
modeled system (with inputs x and outputs y), what is presented in the table 3. The modeled 
system is in the analyzed case a system with five inputs (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) and two outputs (y1, 
y2). 
 
Tab. 2. Data from ERP APS system implementation – an example 
 

 Enterprise A Enterprise B 
  T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 
T 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Sp1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
W1 2 5 8 4 6 12 2 4 7 18 35 61 
W2 3 2 2 3 4 8 9 5 5 7 13 31 
W3 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 3 

 
Tab. 3. The data from the table 2 prepared for modeling of the system 

 
 Enterprise A Enterprise B 

 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 
x1 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
x2 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
x3 2 5 8 4 6 12 2 4 7 18 35 61 
x4 3 2 2 3 4 8 9 5 5 7 13 31 
x5 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 5 5 6 6 3 
y1 5 8 4 6 12 2 4 7 18 35 61  
y2 2 2 3 4 8 9 5 5 7 13 31  

 
 
3. FORECASTING OF ENTERPRISE SELECTED INDEXES FROM 
ERP APS SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION WITH THE AID OF 
ECONOMETRIC MODELING 
 
 The indexes data from the earlier implementation of the given system in companies the 
same kind can be the basis for establishing the econometric model of the input/ output mapping 
that is realized by a real system and not know in mathematical form. The stages of the 
econometric model building are following: 

- designation of the dependent and explanatory/ endogenous and exogenous variables; 
- definition of the econometric model (linear); 
- estimation of parameters of the defined model; 
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- estimate and verification of the established model; 
- modifications and repeated verifications up to acceptance. 

 The obtained model can be used for simulation and forecasting purposes. The example of 
using the econometric modeling for modeling of a system with two inputs and single output as 
well as using the obtained model for simulation of forecasted values was presented below. 
 
3.1 The example of using the econometric modeling in the case of a system with two 
inputs and single output  
 
 The exemplary measurement samples of a real system after determination of significant and 
insignificant inputs of the modeled system are presented in the table 4.  
 
Tab. 4. The exemplary measurement data of the real system y1=-x12-x22 
 

x1 -1 0 1 -1 -1 -0,5 -0,5 0 0 0,5 0,5 1 1 
x2 0 0 0 1 -1 0,5 -0,5 1 -1 0,5 -0,5 -1 1 
y1 -1 0 -1 -2 -2 -0,5 -0,5 -1 -1 -0,5 -0,5 -2 -2 

 
The approximating model was defined as the Ivakhnienko’s polynomial function by the 

formula (1). 
 

y1=A+Bx1+Cx2+Dx1
2+Ex2

2+Fx1x2        (1) 
 

 The defined model was transformed to the linear form by substitution: x1
2=z1, x2

2=z2, 
x1x2=z3. The parameters of the model were estimated with the aid of the method of least 
squares. As results the model of the analyzed mapping was obtained in mathematical form. The 
established function by the formula (2) describes very well the searched dependence. 

 
y1=-2,2*10-16-1x1

2-1x2
2         (2) 

 
 However in the case of the problem analyzed in this work and formulated in the chapter 2, a 
modeled system is the multi-input and multi-output system and searches of the system model 
with econometric modeling can be complicated, long and not ended with a success. The 
alternative can be the conception of using of fuzzy modeling and inference that is presented in 
the chapter 4.  
 
 
4. THE CONCEPTION OF FORECASTING OF ENTERPRISE 
SELECTED INDEXES FROM ERP APS SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
WITH THE AID OF FUZZY MODELING AND INFERENCE 

 
 The indexes measurement data can be the basis for build up the fuzzy model of the 
input/output mapping that is realized by a real system and not know in mathematical form. The 
obtained fuzzy model approximating the modeled real system can be used for finding output 
values for new input values. The founded output values of the fuzzy model and the output 
values of the real system are more or less similar, depending on the accuracy of the fuzzy 
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model. The in this way established output values are obtained by carry out of the fuzzy 
inference. 
 The first step of creation of fuzzy model based on input/ output measurement data is 
determination of significant and insignificant inputs of the modeled system. The mean fuzzy 
curve method developed by Lin and Cunningham can be used for this purpose (Piegat 1999, 
Piegat 2001). Then, the fundamental elements of a fuzzy model structure are searched - the rule 
base and the number of fuzzy sets assigned to the particular inputs and the output of the model. 
One of the existing methods of self-organization and tuning of fuzzy model parameters is for 
determining these elements proposed. It is the geometric method of the maximum absolute 
error point (Piegat 1999, Piegat 2001) that was presented in the next part of this work. 
 
4.1. The self-organization and tuning of fuzzy model parameters with the geometric 
method of the maximum absolute error point  
 
 The geometric method of the maximum absolute error point is one of the method for 
determination of fundamental elements of a fuzzy model structure on the basis of a real system 
measurement data (Piegat 1999, Piegat 2001). It is assumed in this method that the significant 
inputs of the model are known. A simplified version of a modeling algorithm with the 
geometric method of the maximum absolute error point (MAEP) can be presented the 
following (Piegat 1999, Piegat 2001): 
 A) Definition of a hyper-tetrahedral base model M0 of the system with the method of 
extension of the universe of discourse of the model beyond the universe of discourse of the 
modeled system.  
 B) Tuning of the base model based on the measurement samples of the system using of 
neuro-fuzzy network.  
 C) Determination of the base model error E0 and checking the precision of the base model. 
If its precision is adequate – termination the modeling, otherwise – continuation the modeling 
(step D).  
 D) Positioning 2 rules in the points of the maximum and minimum error of the base model 
E0 – the error model E0M.  
 E) Tuning the membership function parameters of the error model E0M on the basis of 
error samples of the base model E0.  
 F) Creating a new model M1 with addition of the base model and the error model E0M and 
checking the model precision. If it is adequate – termination the modeling, otherwise – 
calculation an error residuum E1 and continuation the modeling until satisfactory precision is 
reached.  

The MAEP modeling method is based on locating the rules in points of model error 
extreme. It is the method of positioning of the fuzzy model rules in “important” points of the 
surface of system mapping that are the extreme in contradistinction to clustering-based 
methods that can be called frequency methods and consider the points of maximum density of 
measurement samples as the “important” points of the system.  

In the MAEP method, a global model is partitioned into a base model and error residuum 
models, so it is a set of parallel fuzzy models where each model has a simple structure and 
contains a small number of rules and fuzzy sets. The base model is the most approximate 
generalization of the modeled system and covers the entire universe of discourse. The rules of 
the base model describe the general tendencies encountered in the system. For determination a 
base model of a multi-inputs system, application of the method of the expansion beyond 
universe of discourse of the system allows us to reduce a rapidly increase in the number of 
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rules that is specific to locating the base model rules in the corners of the output universe of 
discourse. Error residuum models are local models modeling exclusively the individual 
extreme of error residua. This method of modeling allows us to avoid an extensive increase in 
the number of rules too. 

A neuro-fuzzy network representing a model created with the MAEP method is trained in 
small fragments, one by one. The base model is trained first. Then, depending on the results the 
individual error models is trained. Since only a fragment of the network is trained at a time, the 
training is simpler and easier than in the case of entire network training. The latter situation 
may cause individual neurons to complete with one another and restrain the adaptation process. 

The MAEP method can be applied mainly for modeling the system represented by noise-
free or slightly noise- affected measurement data. To increase effectiveness of the method in 
conditions of stronger noise, filtration should be performed. The weighted mean method can be 
applied for that purpose. 

The example of using the MAEP method for modeling of a single input and single output 
system was presented in the work (Ważna, Kużdowicz 2006). The run and the results of 
determination of the rule base and the number of fuzzy sets assigned to the particular inputs 
and the output of the model with the MAEP method is presented below for a system with two 
inputs and single output. 

 
4.1.1 The example of using the MAEP method in the case of a system with two inputs and 
single output  

 
The exemplary measurement samples of a real system after determination of significant and 

insignificant inputs of the modeled system are presented in the table 4 in the example 3.1. The 
run of modeling can be in the following way presented: 

A) In the case of a system with two inputs it is presumed, that the universe of discourse for 
the model is triangular. Three first rules are located in the triangle corners with the coordinates 
P1(a11, a21, b1), P2(a12, a21, b2), P3(a11, a23, b3) with this way, that the universe of 
discourse for the model includes the measurement samples of the modeled real system. For 
analyzed example the rules were placed in the points P1 = (2, -1, 8),   P2 = (-1, 8, 8), P3 = (-1, -
1, 8). The points determine simultaneous the parameters a11, a12, a21, a22, b1, b2, b3 of 
membership functions, that present the Fig. 1a), b), c).  

 
Fig. 1. Membership functions of fuzzy model (based on Piegat 1999) 
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Fig. 2.The base model M0 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. The precision of the base model M0 (the model M0 and the values of the real system) 
Source: search performed by authors 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. The base model errorE0 
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B) The in the step A) determined base model M0 is optimized. For that purpose the model 
is converted into a neuro-fuzzy network and tuned on the basis of measurement samples of the 
modeled system. A subject to tuning is the parameters b1, b2, b3. The parameter tuning is 
performed following the principle of the method of error back-propagation and using the 
gradient methods. After tuning, the following results were obtained: b1=-0,96 b2=0,1 b3=-
1,37. The surface of the obtained base model M0 is presented by the Fig. 2. 

C) The precision of the base model M0 is checked by comparing of the output values of the 
fuzzy model and the outputs values of the measurement samples of the modeled system. The 
surface of the base model M0 before tuning and the surface of the base model after tuning are 
presented by the Fig. 3. The base model error E0 surface is presented by the Fig. 4. The mean 
value of the absolute error of the base model M0 after tuning equals 0,592. 

D) Points of the maximum and minimum error of the base model E0 are the points: P4=(0; 
0; 1,13077) and P5=(1; 1; -1,0074). New rules are located in the points for the purpose 
determination of a model of the error E0 that is called the error model E0M. 

E) For modeling of the error surface E0 the following membership functions were used: 
the functions from the Fig. 5 with the parameters adequate to the points P4 and P5 from the 
step D) then m1=0,  m2=0 and m3=1, m4=1 as well as the functions from the figure 1c) with 
parameters b12e=1,13077 and b34e=-1,0074 that are too adequate to the values of the points 
P4 and P5. The membership functions from the Fig. 5 constitute the projection of multi-
dimensional membership functions fAij(x1,x2)=fAi(x1)*fAj(x2) on the planes (m, x1) and (m, 
x2). The in this way determined multi-dimensional membership functions were applied to 
modeling of the error surface E0. The membership function parameters of the error surface 
model after tuning equal: d1=0,72, l1=3,4, d2=0,74, l2=2,5 and d3=0,37, l3=3, d4=0,45, 
l4=1,9. The obtained model of the error surface E0 is presented by the Fig. 6 and is the tuned 
model E0M. 

 
Fig. 5. Membership function for modeling of the error surface E0 (based on Piegat 1999) 

 
F) The mean value of the absolute error of the model M1=M=E0M after tuning equals 

0,268. The error residuum E1 is presented by the Fig. 7. Modeling was continued three times 
obtaining the model M with the mean value of the absolute error 0,0043.  
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Fig. 6. The model of the error surface E0 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. The error residuum E1 
 

4.2. The fuzzy inference 
  
 The fuzzy model of the input/ output mapping that is realized by a real system and not 
know in mathematical form can be used for establishing of similar output values of the real 
system for input data with unknown output values. The searched output values obtained in this 
way are estimated by carry out of fuzzy inference. The results of the fuzzy inference for the 
system analyzed in the example 4.1.1 are presented below. 
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4.2.1 The example of fuzzy inference effects  
 

The fuzzy model established in the example 4.1.1 on the basis of the measurement data was 
used to fuzzy inference for the purpose of obtaining of the forecasted values y1 based on the 
exemplary selected elements x1 from the interval [-1, 1] and x2 from the interval [-1, 1]. The 
results of the fuzzy inference are presented by the Fig. 8. The Fig. 9 presents the values of the 
real system for the purpose of comparison. 
The comparison of the obtained results shows that the established fuzzy model allow to 
identify the analyzed dependence though the input/ output mapping is not know in 
mathematical form. The smaller precision of approximation for some regions of the universe of 
discourse is caused by the lack of possibilities of formulating any rules for the regions not 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Results of the fuzzy inference with the model M 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. The values of the by the model M modeled real system 
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covered with samples. However in the case of real systems, if the system never operates in the 
neighborhood of the mentioned regions, the model surface should be sufficient for practical 
purpose. In addition with weighted mean method artificial measurement “samples” in the 
regions of the universe where no measurements are provided can be generated (remembering 
however, that the significance and reliability of artificial samples is lower than of real samples) 
([8], [9]). In practice the obtained estimates can be sufficient for make good decision relating a 
forecasted future that never guarantees precise decisions. Therefore, using of the proposed 
regular procedure PMBB can be alternative for searches of the input/ output real mapping in 
mathematical form with the aid of econometric modeling.  

 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS  
 
The presented in this work conception is the proposition of using of fuzzy modeling and 

inference for the efficiency evaluation of planned implementation undertaking in the scope of 
forecasting of selected manufacture company indexes with ERP APS system implementation. 
The experiences from the earlier implementation of the ERP APS system in companies the 
same kind are the basis of the searched forecast.  

The presented fuzzy modeling of the input/ output real mapping with the aid of the existing 
geometric method of the maximum absolute error point (the MAEP method) makes the regular 
procedure that does not depend on the kind of the modeled system. In addition, the fuzzy 
approach that serves to description of imprecise designated phenomena enables modeling of 
uncertainty in the natural way and gives results allowing to make good decision by the lack of 
precise estimates in the forecasting of a future. The proposed in this work approach is the 
subject of the continued research.  
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THE ASSURANCE OF LIQUIDITY IN A SMALL 
ENTERPRISE BY THE APPLICATION OF REVERSE 

APPROACH  
 
 
Abstract  

This paper presents how to assure the desirable liquidity level in a small 
enterprise with the application of the reverse approach. It is an alternative 
approach as compared to the ones that have been applied so far and which were 
based on the setting conditions required to obtain the desirable financial 
liquidity level. The example analysed in this paper led to the comparison of the 
conventional approach results with the reverse approach results.  

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Liquidity management is critically important to small businesses. Even though a small 
business can survive an amazingly long time without a high level of profitability, it will fail as 
soon as it cannot meet its cash obligations. For the small firm, cash flow is more important then 
profit or return on investment. Liquidity means survival and should be the top priority. 
According to the above, there is a need to determine and sustain the liquidity level. 

In the conventional approach, at the beginning the sales forecast must be determined for the 
purpose a defining of liquidity level. Then the current assets with current liabilities were 
compared. In case of the lack of cash, the enterprise should gain loans for temporary financing 
otherwise to invest the money surplus. In this paper the reverse approach is considered, which 
is an alternative to the conventional approach. In this approach, the conditions are defined, 
which will enable an assurance the optimal liquidity level by occurring constrains in the 
enterprise. 

At present the economic-financial problems are usually solved by dedicate tools, in the 
shape of the decision-aided systems. The estimated variables in the firm require the processing 
a large quantity of data and the selecting appropriate methods, too in small enterprises. The 
more intensive flow of information in the enterprises causes an expansion of the databases. By 
a largeness of data, the biggest problem is the searching of the relationships among the dataset. 
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Those relationships may be showed e.g. by a modelling, forecasting or classification of a 
research object. One of the techniques that has been used successfully in data mining are 
artificial neural networks. The application of the neural networks is caused their abilities to a 
learning, a generalization of obtainable knowledge and a parallel processing of information [5]. 

The enterprise acts by the various constraints e.g on the site of finances, technology or 
environment. So by the forecasting of the firm activity arise a necessity to take into 
consideration those constraints. 

To search for solution that satisfies all defined constraints CLP (Constraint Logic 
Programming) techniques might be applied. Those techniques secure fast search of admissible 
solutions meeting qualitative and quantitative constraints [11]. Constraint programming is 
based on fundamental mechanisms of constraint propagation and distribution of variables. 
Constraint propagation is an effective concluding mechanism based on parallel operation of 
propagators, which exchange and collect information in so called constraint exchange set. 
Distribution of variables divides the problem to complementary elements according to assumed 
searching strategy [3]. Problem solution, if any, is found in successive steps of propagation and 
distribution. In general, distribution of variables leads to potential combinatorial explosion of 
the number of subproblems considered. Its size can be restrained by means of strong rules of 
constraint propagation and by appropriately selected heuristics [11, 12]. In general, application 
of the CLP techniques minimises the searching time of the set of potential solutions.  

The task of searching for conditions which guarantee achieves determine output value of 
given system (i.e. financial results, profits, liquidity etc.) is similar to mechanisms of input 
parameters reversing for existing products or machines in purpose of getting information about 
how was it made, in what cost, etc. Described methods are based on reverse engineering. They 
find a wide application to all technical sciences (all sort different problems). In this context it 
appear as an interesting idea to apply reverse techniques in to the financial-economical class of 
problems. 

Next sections present a determination of the conditions, which guarantee the assurance the 
desirable liquidity value. A use of the techniques based on reverse engineering was performed 
thanks to CLP techniques and neural networks. 
 
 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
 

It is take into consideration a class of small commercial enterprises. Small business is 
defined as single-site firms with fewer then 50 employees and 10 million euro in annual sales. 

Within the business environment, small size results in a special condition that distinguishes 
those firms from their larger counterparts. This condition, referred to as resource poverty, 
requires an entirely different set of management strategies on the part of the owners. The small 
firm must make the most efficient use of available resources. Anything short of this will result 
in failure. 

The five distinguishing characteristics of small firms that necessitate a special set of 
operating strategies for the owner/manager are as follows [1]: 

1. A small firm is disproportionately located in local markets. Fragmented and highly 
competitive, these markets are often characterized by price competition in the face of 
falling profits. 

2. Owner’s compensation tends to be a proportionately larger share of total revenues. 
3. Services commonly used by large firms, such as accounting, legal, and planning, are 

unavailable or unaffordable for small firms. 
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4. Employee training programs are underused, resulting in labour inefficiencies. 
5. Small firms are more sensitive to the external operating environment. Regulation, 

changes in the tax codes, and business interruption have proportionately greater 
impact. 

 
The firms belong in this class decide to meet the market on long-term trade credit. 

Moreover small enterprises have problem with receiving the foreign capital and the late 
payment. Above-mentioned problems may cause the lack of liquidity and in long-term even 
bankruptcy of the firm. 

The conditions relative to the enterprise activity with the quantitative and qualitative 
constraints make the knowledge base. All forecasts of the firm activity are based on the 
knowledge base. The quality of knowledge base depends on the amount and the quality of data. 
Data derive from business operations, balance sheets, income-expense statements or from 
experts opinion. Therefore the information saved in knowledge base might have precision 
(measured data), fuzzy (interval of value variables) or uncertain (values are assumed without 
information of variables) character. 

The liquidity depends on many factors e.g. the sales volume, the structure of accounts 
receivable or current liabilities. So the search of the optimal liquidity level is related with the 
solution of polioptimal problem. 

In the conventional approach, it is necessary compare the forecast of accounts receivable 
with current liabilities to determine the liquidity level. If in the firm is the lack of the liquidity, 
then it is necessary gain a new capital. In this approach obtained results indicate the level of 
liquidity in the fixed period by the conditions of the firm activity. This proceeding does not 
give the answer to question: what do in the case the lack of the liquidity. 

To solve this type of problem was proposed the reverse approach based on reverse 
engineering techniques. In this approach are determined conditions, which must be met to 
maintain the liquidity on optimal level. 

So the problem relies on the search an answer to following question: are conditions in the 
firm to assure the optimal liquidity level by the present knowledge and the arbitrary estimation 
of parameters? 

Another variant of the problem may be the search an answer to question: which values must 
have arbitrary criteria of estimation to assure the liquidity on the optimal level? 

 
 

3. LIQUIDITY: DEFINING AND INDICES 
 

The term liquidity brings to mind the relationship of current assets to current liabilities. But 
liquidity encompasses much more then these two balance sheet accounts. The overall financial 
structure of a firm has an impact on liquidity, as do a firm’s product line, the expertise of its 
management, and the industry’s vitality, among other aspects [2]. 

The concept of liquidity can be viewed from two perspectives. The traditional view of 
liquidity is the time an asset takes to be converted into cash or the time it takes to pay a current 
liability; in other words, the ability of a firm to pay its bills on time. This approach to liquidity 
analysis is very short-run and relates to a firm’s operating or cash cycle. 

A broader concept of liquidity addresses a firm’s degree of financial flexibility. More 
specifically, liquidity may be seen as the ability of a firm to augment its future cash flows to 
cover any unforeseen needs or to take advantage of any unforeseen opportunities. This 
viewpoint considers things such as a firm’s stability of earnings, relative debt to equity 
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position, which can affect its access to external financing sources, and availability of credit 
lines. 

A traditional monitoring of accounts receivable and inventory as well as short-term cash 
flow projections and good bank relations are seen as extremely valuable tools in the 
management and planning of corporate liquidity. A traditional method of analysing financial 
statements – ratio analysis – is a basic tool for monitoring liquidity. The new methods that are 
effective at measuring the liquidity aspect of a business operation must include the following 
[4]: 

• Amount and trend of internal cash flow,  
• Aggregate lines or credit and degree of line usage,  
• Attractiveness to investors of the firm’s commercial paper, long-term bonds, and 

common equity,  
• Overall expertise of management. 

Liquidity ratios taking above-mentioned approaches include [4, 7, 8]: 
• Current ratio, 
• Quick ratio, 
• Net working capital, 
• Liquidity flow index, 
• Net liquid balance, 
• Comprehensive liquidity index. 

 
 

4. EXAMPLE 
 
The small commercial business imports and sales the goods in majority for the 

supermarkets. The long-term accounts receivable and the late payments cause the problem with 
the assurance the liquidity. To increase the safety of the firm activity, the optimal liquidity 
level was fixed on a value greater or equal than 1.05. The liquidity level is measured by quick 
ratio. 
 
The solution of the above-mentioned problem in following stages was done: 

1. The creating of the knowledge base. 
2. The application of artificial neural networks in the completion of the knowledge base. 
3. The application of the conventional approach in the determination of the liquidity. 
4. The application of the reverse approach in the determination the conditions that 

guaranteed the desirable liquidity level. 
 

4.1. The knowledge base 
 
The knowledge base should include the information about the enterprise, its environment 

and relationship between them. The information contain in the knowledge base it is possible 
divide in the parametric information and the information derived from the relationships. As 
part of the parametric information may include e.g. the sales volume, payroll liability, income 
tax rate. The information derived from the relationships contain: 

 
- the quick ratio (acid ratio) indicates liquid assets available to cover current debt and it is 
calculated using:  
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(cash + accounts receivable) / current liabilities 
The accounts receivable contain a short-term asset, usually representing a credit for a 
completed sale. The current liabilities include measurable debt owed within one year, 
including accounts payable, accrued liabilities, taxes due and short-term notes due.  
 

- the structure of the accounts receivable is following:  
• 10% cash sale (3% cash discount), 
• 10% sales with terms of payment – 14 day net (1% discount),  
• 60% sales with terms of payment – 30 day net,  
• 10% sales with terms of payment – 60 day net, 
• 7% sales with terms of payment – 90 day net,  
• 3% irrecoverable debts. 
 

Assumed following notation: 
St  – Sale in time t, 
Rt  – Receivables, 
TCt  – Trade Creditors, 
PL  – Payroll Liability, 
BL  – Bank Liability, 
TLt  – Tax Liability, 
Lt  – the sum of Liability, 
ITR  – Income Tax Rate, 
NWCt  – Net Working Capital, 
QRt  – Quick Ratio. 

 
- the amounts from customers is following: 

 
Rt = 0,07*St+0,09*St +0,6*St +0,10*St-1+0,07*St-2      (1) 

 
- trade creditors equal half of sales in time t:  

 
TCt = 0,5*St            (2) 

 
- payroll liability and bank liability equal 0.4 million zloty and 0.07 million zloty respectivly.  
- the tax liability is described as follow:  

 
TLt = (St – TCt – PL – BLt)*ITR         (3) 

 
- net working capital is difference between current assets and current liabilities: 

 
NWCt=Rt – Lt            (4) 

 
- on the base above-descriptive the relationship, the quick ratio has following form:  
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- constraints: 
C1: (1,05≤ QR1) ∧ (1,05≤ QR2) ∧ (1,05≤ QR3) ∧  

          (1,05≤ QR4) ∧ (1,05≤ QR5) ∧ (1,05≤ QR6) ∧  
          (1,05≤ QR7) ∧ (1,05≤ QR8) ∧ (1,05≤ QR9) ∧  
          (1,05≤ QR10) ∧ (1,05≤ QR11) ∧ (1,05≤ QR12) 

C2:  0 ≤ St, Rt, Lt  ≤ 10.000.000 
 

4.2. The application of neural networks in completion of the knowledge base 
 
The supplement of knowledge base took place by addition the sales forecast and the 

seasonal rates of sales.. The comparison the neural network with econometric models was 
presented in [9]. In this work was showed that by the sales prediction the neural networks 
generate less errors than nonlinear econometric models.  

Figure 1 presents the sales volume from 2001 to 2005 year. May note in the enterprise is 
the seasonal character of sales. Sales growth is particularly visible in fourth quarter of the year.  

 

 
Fig.1. Sales volume in 2001-2005 years 

 
The results of forecast and the seasonal rate of sales are showed on Fig. 2 and in table 1.  
May note the biggest sale of goods will take place in fourth quarter and the lowest in first 

quarter of 2006 year. The seasonal rates of sales are defined by the division forecast of sales by 
the lowest value in the year (04.2006).  

Above defined the values come into the knowledge base. The forecast of the sales is a base 
to determination a liquidity level in the conventional approach. However the seasonal rates of 
sales will be used in reverse approach. 
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Fig. 2. Sales forecast in 2006 year 

 
Tab. 1. Forecast and seasonal rate of sales in 2006 year 
 

Month Forecast (million 
zloty) 

Seasonal rate 

01.2006 1.369 1.27 
02.2006 1.158 1.08 
03.2006 1.336 1.24 
04.2006 1.074 1.00 
05.2006 1.094 1.02 
06.2006 1.196 1.11 
07.2006 1.202 1.12 
08.2006 1.298 1.21 
09.2006 1.310 1.22 
10.2006 2.493 2.32 
11.2006 2.219 2.07 
12.2006 1.655 1.54 

 
 

4.3. The application of the conventional approach in the determination of the 
liquidity 

 
In the conventional approach the obtainment of liquidity may based on [6]:  
1. Making a sales forecast. 
2. Obtain a cash payments schedule to analyse accounts receivable collection. 
3. Estimate total cash inflows (cash sales, accounts receivable payment pattern, and sale 

of other assets). 
4. Test the reasonableness of the inflows by comparing them to the appropriate industry 

data. 
5. Make a budget for all operating and capital expenditures to develop a cash outflow 

schedule. 
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6. Establish a priority schedule for cash outflows listing the order in which payments are 
made, for example: fixed costs, payrolls, operating expenses, and capital items. 

7. If there is no cash available, try the possibilities of using float, accounts payable, or 
loans for temporary financing. 

8. If credit is needed, go through steps 1 to 6 to see if more cash can be generated by 
adjusting operating policies (reducing costs or increasing sales). Otherwise the firm 
may experience a severe cash shortage that could lead to financial failure. 

 
On the base above defined the relationships was estimated the liquidity in the firm. Table 2 

shows the results.  
 

In the conventional approach it is necessary answer the questions:  
Which is the liquidity level in 2006 year?  
Is the level of liquidity just the same like required by the management (1.05 ≤ QRt)?  
 

Tab. 2. Estimation of liquidity by the conventional approach (thousands zloty)  
 

Month S TC PL TL BL L R NWC QR 
01.2006 1369 684 400 64 70 1219 1386 168 1.14 
02.2006 1158 579 400 33 70 1082 1169 87 1.08 
03.2006 1336 668 400 59 70 1197 1227 30 1.02 
04.2006 1074 537 400 20 70 1027 1031 4 1.00 
05.2006 1094 547 400 23 70 1040 1032 -8 0.99 
06.2006 1196 598 400 38 70 1107 1094 -13 0.99 
07.2006 1202 601 400 39 70 1110 1109 -1 1.00 
08.2006 1298 649 400 54 70 1173 1191 18 1.02 
09.2006 1310 655 400 55 70 1180 1209 29 1.02 
10.2006 2493 1247 400 233 70 1950 2117 167 1.09 
11.2006 2219 1110 400 192 70 1772 2028 256 1.14 
12.2006 1655 827 400 107 70 1405 1654 250 1.18 

 
Example of calculation: 
 
S–1  (11.2005) = 1849 t. zł 
S0 (12.2005) = 2166 t. zł 
S1 = 1369 t. zł 
PL = 400 t. zł 
BL1 = 70 t. zł 
ITR = 0,3 
TC1 = 0,5*S1 = 684 t. zł 
TL1 = (S1 – 0,5*S1 – PL – BL1)*ITR = 64 t. zł 
L1 = TC1 + PL + TL1 + BL1 = 1219 t. zł 
R1 = 0,07*S1 + 0,09*S1 + 0,6*S1 + 0,10*S0+ 0,07*S-1 = 1386 t. zł 
NWC1 = R1 – L1 = 168 t. zł 
QR1 = R1 / L1 = 4794/4735 = 1,14 
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The results include in table 2 indicate it is not possible obtain the desirable liquidity level. 
Only in the latest quarter of the year, growth of sales will cause growth of liquidity. May 
include that in conventional approach is not the properly formulated question: in which means 
assure the liquidity?  

In the context of problem formulation seem correct the following question: are such 
conditions to guarantee the assurance the desirable liquidity level? The answer to above 
question indicates the possibility of the necessary changes to assure a desirable liquidity value. 
The seeking the reply to an above question is presented in the next subsection. 
 
4.4. The application of the reverse approach in the determination the conditions 
that guaranteed the desirable liquidity level 

 
In this section, the computations were done for the same knowledge base like by 

conventional approach. In the order to use CLP technique, the liquidity was presented as PSO 
problem: 
PSO = ((X,D) C ) 
where:  
 X = {x1, x2,...,xn}, set of decision variables; 
 D = {Di | Di = {di1, di2, ..., dij, ..., dim}, i = 1..n} set of domains of decision variables;  
 C  = {Ci | i = 1..L} finite set of constrains;  
 
decision variables X: 
 QR  = (qr1, qr2, ...., qr12) 
 R  = (r1,r2,....,r12) 
 L  = (l1,l2, .....,l12) 
 TL  = (tl1,tl2,....,tl12) 
 TC  = (tc1,tc2,.....,tc12) 
 ST  = (st1,st2,.......,st12) 
 BL 
 PL 
 ITR 
 
domains of variables D: 
 D = {DQR, DR, DL, DTL, DTC, DST} 
 DQR  = {0,......,200} 
 DR  = {0,..........,10.000.000} 
 DL  = {0,..........,10.000.000} 
 DTL  = {0,...........,10.000.000} 
 DTC  = {0,............,10.000.000} 
 DST  = {0,.............,10.000.000} 
 
constrains C: 
 C  =  {C1,.....,C71} 
 C1 – 12:  QRi = Ri/Li     dla i = 1,...,12 
 C13 – 24:  Li = BL + PL + TCi + TLi    dla i = 1,...,12 
 C25 – 36: Ri = 0,76 STi + 0,1STi-1 + 0,07 STi – 2  dla i = 1,...,12 
 C37 – 48: TCi = 0,5 STi     dla i = 1,...,12 
 C49 – 60: TLi = (STi – TCi – PL – BL) * ITR  dla i = 1,...,12 
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 C61: TC1 = 1.26 * TC4       
 C62: TC2 = 1.07 * TC4 
 C63: TC3 = 1.23 * TC4 
 C64: TC5 = 1.02 * TC4 
 C65: TC6 = 1.11 * TC4 
 C66: TC7 = 1.11 * TC4 
 C67: TC8 = 1.19 * TC4 
 C68: TC9 = 1.20 * TC4 
 C69: TC10 = 2.23 * TC4 
 C70: TC11 = 1.99 * TC4 
 C71: TC12 = 1.50 * TC4 
 

Constraint logic programming techniques, apart from constraint propagation, allow using 
different procedures that minimise the searching time of the set of potential solutions [10, 12]. 
The implementation of CLP technique was applied in the Oz Mozart environment [13]. The 
code of program is attached to appendix 1. 
 
In the reverse approach following question describes a problem:: 
Are the conditions in the firm that guarantee the desirable liquidity level? The level measured 
by quick ratio should be greater or equal than 1.05 in all the year.  

 
In table 3 was presented one of the obtained solves.  
 

Tab. 3. The example estimation of liquidity by reverse approach (thousands zloty)  
 

Month S TC PL TL BL L R NWC QR 
01.2006 1750 875 400 135 70 1480 1676 196 1.13 
02.2006 1488 744 400 91 70 1305 1457 152 1.11 
03.2006 1708 854 400 128 70 1452 1569 117 1.08 
04.2006 1378 689 400 73 70 1232 1322 90 1.07 
05.2006 1405 702 400 77 70 1249 1325 76 1.06 
06.2006 1529 764 400 98 70 1332 1399 67 1.05 
07.2006 1543 771 400 100 70 1341 1424 83 1.06 
08.2006 1667 833 400 121 70 1424 1528 104 1.07 
09.2006 1681 840 400 123 70 1433 1552 119 1.08 
10.2006 3196 1598 400 376 70 2444 2714 270 1.11 
11.2006 2852 1426 400 318 70 2214 2605 391 1.17 
12.2006 2122 1061 400 197 70 1728 2122 394 1.22 

 
By the considered case the program generated 2933 potential solves.  
By comparison the two above descripted approaches may come to the following 

conclusions: 
- in conventional approach the answer to question is obtained by trial-and-error method  
- in reverse approach the all solves are obtained by the state of the knowledge. 
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4.5. The case with the higher level of liquidity 
 
On the base of the market analysis turn out the present level of liquidity is too low to assure 

a competitiveness and a safety of the firm activity. A new liquidity was fixed on greater than 
1.15. This information was added to knowledge base. 

The question is following: 
Are the conditions in the firm that guarantee the fixed level of liquidity? The level 

measured by quick ratio should be greater than 1.15 in all the year. 
Table 4 contains issues after addition new information to knowledge base. 
 

Tab. 4. Results generated by new information (thousands zloty) 
 

Month S TC PL TL BL L R NWC QR 
01.2006 5473 2736 400 755 70 3961 4506 545 1.13 
02.2006 4654 2327 400 619 70 3416 4236 820 1.24 
03.2006 5344 2672 400 734 70 3876 4910 1034 1.26 
04.2006 4310 2155 400 561 70 3186 4136 950 1.29 
05.2006 4396 2198 400 576 70 3244 4146 902 1.27 
06.2006 4784 2392 400 640 70 3502 4377 875 1.24 
07.2006 4827 2413 400 648 70 3531 4455 924 1.26 
08.2006 5215 2607 400 712 70 3789 4781 992 1.26 
09.2006 5258 2629 400 719 70 3818 4855 1037 1.27 
10.2006 9999 4999 400 1510 70 6979 8490 1511 1.21 
11.2006 8921 4460 400 1330 70 6260 8148 1888 1.30 
12.2006 6637 3318 400 949 70 4737 6636 1899 1.40 
 
As can be seen from table 4, the assurance a new level of liquidity is not possible. In this 

case it is necessary change another factor that may flow on the assurance of liquidity. The 
conclusion of this may be the statement, the quality and precision of the results depends on a 
level of assembled knowledge.  

  
 
5. CONCLUSION 
 

The presented examples have been showed the application of reverse approach that allows 
verifying the possibility of the liquidity’s assurance. Moreover it lets to define the conditions, 
which be quarantee the obtainment of liquidity. 

The empirical example contains three cases. In conventional approach, the desirable 
liquidity level is obtained by a trial-and-error method. In reverse approach all of solves were 
found. In third case, added information caused the lack of the possibility for the assurance of 
the desirable liquidity. It indicates that a precision of solves depends on quality and exactitude 
of information. 

It seems the reverse approach is the attractive means from the businesslike viewpoint.  
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Appendix: 
 
1. The code of program to the obtainment of the conditions guaranteed assurance of liquidity level. 
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The code of program. 
declare P 
 
proc {P W} 
 
   WSPF = {List.make 12} 
   N = {List.make 12} 
   Z = {List.make 12} 
   ZWBU = {List.make 12} 
   ZWBUp = {List.make 12} 
   ZWD = {List.make 12} 
   ST = {List.make 12} 
   STp = {List.make 12} 
   ZWB = 70 
   ZWP = 400 
   SPD = 3 
    
in 
    
   WSPF:::0#200 
   ST:::0#10000 
   STP:::0#10000*100 
   N:::0#1000000 
   Z:::0#10000 
   ZWBU:::0#10000 
   ZWBUp:::0#10000 
   ZWD:::0#10000 
 
    
   {List.nth STp 1} =: 127*{List.nth ST 4} 
   {List.nth ST 1} =: {FD.divI {List.nth STp 1} 100} 
   {List.nth STp 2} =: 108*{List.nth ST 4} 
   {List.nth ST 2} =: {FD.divI {List.nth STp 2} 100} 
   {List.nth STp 3} =: 124*{List.nth ST 4} 
   {List.nth ST 3} =: {FD.divI {List.nth STp 3} 100} 
   {List.nth STp 5} =: 102*{List.nth ST 4} 
   {List.nth ST 5} =: {FD.divI {List.nth STp 5} 100} 
   {List.nth STp 6} =: 111*{List.nth ST 4} 
   {List.nth ST 6} =: {FD.divI {List.nth STp 6} 100} 
   {List.nth STp 7} =: 112*{List.nth ST 4} 
   {List.nth ST 7} =: {FD.divI {List.nth STp 7} 100} 
   {List.nth STp 8} =: 121*{List.nth ST 4} 
   {List.nth ST 8} =: {FD.divI {List.nth STp 8} 100} 
   {List.nth STp 9} =: 122*{List.nth ST 4} 
   {List.nth ST 9} =: {FD.divI {List.nth STp 9} 100} 
   {List.nth STp 10} =: 232*{List.nth ST 4} 
   {List.nth ST 10} =: {FD.divI {List.nth STp 10} 100} 
   {List.nth STp 11} =: 207*{List.nth ST 4} 
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   {List.nth ST 11} =: {FD.divI {List.nth STp 11} 100} 
   {List.nth STp 12} =: 154*{List.nth ST 4} 
   {List.nth ST 12} =: {FD.divI {List.nth STp 12} 100} 
 
    
  {For 1 12 1 
    proc {$I} 
       thread 
   {List.nth WSPF I} =:{FD.divI {List.nth N I}  {List.nth Z I}} 
       end 
    end 
   } 
    
  {For 1 12 1 
    proc {$I} 
       {List.nth Z I}=: ZWB + ZWP + {List.nth ZWBU I}+{List.nth ZWD I} 
    end 
   } 
    
  {List.nth N 1}=: 76* {List.nth ST 1}+ 10 * 2166 + 7*1849 
    
  {List.nth N 2}=: 76* {List.nth ST 2}+ 10 * {List.nth ST 1}+ 7 * 2166 
    
  {For 3 12 1 
    proc {$I} 
       {List.nth N I}=: 76* {List.nth ST I}+ 10 * {List.nth ST (I-1)}+ 7 *{List.nth ST (I-2)} 
    end 
   } 
   
  {For 1 12 1 
    proc {$I} 
       {List.nth ZWD I}=:{FD.divI {List.nth ST I} 2} 
      %2* {List.nth ZWD I}=: {List.nth ST I} 
 
    end 
   } 
    
   {For 1 12 1 
    proc {$I} 
       {List.nth ZWBUp I}=: {List.nth ST I}-{List.nth ZWD I}-ZWP - ZWB 
       {List.nth ZWBU I} =: {FD.divI {List.nth ZWBUp I} SPD}   
    end 
    } 
     
   {For 1 12 1 
     proc {$I} 
 {List.nth N I} >=: 105* {List.nth Z I} 
    end 
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   } 
    
   {FD.distribute ff ST} 
    
   W =[WSPF ST ZWBU ZWD Z N] 
 
end 
 
{ExploreOne P} 
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PRODUCTION PROCESS REAL-TIME OPTIMIZATION 
BASED ON PROALPHA® APS SOLUTION 

 
 
Abstract  

The issues regarding systems providing an overall view of the work orders to be 
manufactured and their demand-oriented and on-schedule finishing are 
considered. As an example the proALPHA® system that provides an overview for 
the work orders as well as for the available resource and capacities is presented. 
The system gives the planner all the options for the control. The presented 
solution shows the user where corresponding bottlenecks occur and puts the 
planner in a position to counteract accordingly. 

 
 
1. INTRODUCION 
 

Advanced Planning and Scheduling (APS) has been a buzz word in the ERP scene for 
about five years. Production planning departments have worked according to the same MRP 
philosophies for the past thirty years. Everyone agrees these are no longer adequate for today’s 
business environment. Increased demand for customization and shorter lead times are 
conflicting goals to reducing inventory and optimizing capacity utilization. Systemic restraints 
prevent optimal planning. Almost all production manufacturers see the problems of production 
planning. There are cures available for some individual symptoms, but existing approaches can 
not offer a comprehensive solution [1]. 
Most of ERP systems available on the market at present fulfil their basic task of   optimization 
of resources utilization in the company (only) within scope. The task of APS module 
(Advanced Planning & Scheduling) of proALPHA system, owing to its functionality, is 
filling this space and brings about conditions for real optimization of resources utilization. This 
is the next example of change the paradigm in planning for production in the company [7]. 
The traditional ERP systems base on MRP planning philosophy – in some cases enriched with 
so-called dispatch stand (Germ. Leitstand). Figure 1 illustrates comparison classic approach to 
the planning according to MRP used by most of ERP systems and APS conception realized in 
proALPHA system. The main difference consists in resigning from time-consuming 
sequential planning for material requirement and also manufacture resources load in favor of 
simultaneous planning for many resources and optimization of their utilization according to 
company economic goals. 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of MRP and proALPHA® APS (based on [4]) 
 
 
2. THE SYNCHRONIZATION OF RESOURCES AVAILABILITY  
 

One of the conditions to achieve realistic results of planning is simultaneously taking into 
consideration all essential resources. Only when all resources availability is guarantied, it is 
possible to start to carry out definite operation. This means necessity of synchronization of 
terms of supply with materials with rest of resources availability, e.g. workers, machines, tools 
and instrumentation of the machines or assembly area. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the example the synchronization of two resources availability: of the 
machine and the tool in the context of settlement of material requirement. Part a) presents 
classic approach to the planning for material demand, that provides the of delivery time (RLT) 
settled 
 

 
 

Fig.2. The synchronization of resources availability (based on [7]) 
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only on the base of one resource availability – in this case it is the machine. The resource in the 
form of the tool unavailability is not taken into consideration. Therefore the delivery of the 
material in fixed time does not allow starting the manufacturing process, because the tool 
resource is unavailable. Part b) presents the determination the material requirement procedure, 
which takes into consideration rest of resources availability. Therefore the synchronization of 
all resources availability causes determination more real term of starting realization of 
manufacturing process. In this case, considering appropriately later machine and tool 
availability, the delivery date of the material will be late, what will cause limitation of 
excessive warehouse stocks. 
The additional advantage of resources synchronization in planning is shortening so-called lead 
time of manufacturing process. Figure 3 illustrates example of three alternative realization of 
work order composed of three operations realized suitably on resources 1, 2 and 3. The classic 
approach (variant 0) considering lack of resource synchronization, assumes forming fixed 
queue times among particular operations. This example presents situation that even the 
application of above mentioned fixed queue time does not guarantee order realization on time. 
This refers in particular to the operation 2, that in terms of considering unavailability of 
resource 2 in expected time - will really undergo displacement. It can cause possible extend of 
the lead time. 

 
 

Fig. 3. Lead time as planning result (based on [7]) 
 

The multi-resource planning connected with synchronization of resources does not require 
forming above mentioned fixed queue times. It allows consider possibility of realization of 
many variants in particular. The example illustrates two variants (1 and 2) and each of them 
characterizes shorter lead time in comparison with initial variant (0). 
In proALPHA solution many resources can be theoretically assigned to the given operation, 
what allows to see the manufacturing process conformable to the reality. During defining the 
process can be consider [7]: attendance many machines, superposition of working operation 
and also forming and partial batches transfer. 
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3. PRODUCTION PROCESS REAL-TIME OPTIMIZATION 
 

The optimization of resources utilization proceeds considering minimization of delays in 
realizations of order, minimization of accelerations, minimization of order lead time an also 
minimization of resources standing time. Importance with reference to particular goals can be 
bestowed individually, for example depending on line or considering individual requirements 
of particular parts of company (in case of multi-factory companies, for example – of given 
factory). Except for general goals whole company keeping the terms of deliveries of particular 
orders or resources utilization can have different importance. It is possible by the bestowing 
individual importance on concrete order or resource. 
The following example illustrates the function of optimization in proALPHA in a simple way 
[5]: A work order is planned for the parts A, B and C each. Each work order has three 
operations that are processed at different work stations (machines). Each work station 
(machine) has a capacity of 8 hours per day. Each operation, on the other hand, requires 8 
hours. Planning the work orders in the sequence "Part A", "Part B" and "Part C" results in the 
following resource utilization. Hence, part A ends on day 3, part B and part C on day 4 (see 
table 1). 

 
Tab. 1. Planning the work orders without optimizing 
 

 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 
Machine 1 Part A Part B    
Machine 2  Part C    
Machine 3  Part A Part B   
Machine 4   Part C   
Machine 5    Part A Part C  
Machine 6    Part B  

 
Optimizing the three work orders results in the table 2. Now, part B and part C end on day 3, 
while part A ends on day 4. What happened? Since the work orders have the same priorities 
and requested dates, two work orders end on the requested date (day 3). With optimization, two 
instead of one work order can be delivered on schedule. The priority for "Part A" can 
subsequently be increased. The higher priority in the delay results once again in the 
representation shown in the first image, i.e. the work order is complete again on day 3. 
 
Tab. 2. Planning the work orders with optimizing 
 

 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 
Machine 1 Part B Part A    
Machine 2 Part C     
Machine 3  Part B Part A   
Machine 4  Part C    
Machine 5    Part C Part A  
Machine 6   Part B   
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APS is much more than just elaborate planning. APS influences other functions within the 
business, like material management and order entry and how purchasing acquires parts. It is not 
possible to see APS as a separate module. Planning algorithms have consequences for other 
modules and, in the end, affect the goals of the entire company. Goals and objectives may be 
defined that restrict use of resources. Depending on the specific conditions, run times and 
delivery schedules can be planned to optimize the downtimes of individual machines. All of 
these improvements are made possible by the loose linkage of product to process structure. It is 
not optimization of single process steps but the optimum cooperation of the entire production 
process including all resources and all production steps [1]. 
 
 
4. CTP REQUEST 
 

More often in companies exists necessity of quick confirmation order’s date realization. In 
particular in production for client’s order, where there are not margins of safety of finished 
goods and there are complex structures of products, there is a need of confirmation of delivery 
date in real time considering actual resources accessible. This kind of feasibility checking is 
defining like a date demand (capable to promise, CTP). Classic ERP systems do not offer 
within this range of function possible to the practical use. The process of CTP demand is 
presented on Fig. 4. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. CTP request based on proALPHA® APS(based on [4]) 
 

If the first request does not give satisfactory result, there is a possibility of planning using 
resources overload or/and shorter time of new material purchase. The resources overload is 
leveled by adaptation of production capacity (for example, by overtime). The shorter time of 
new material purchase means for example using alternative suppliers. 
APS plans completely. Existing systems, including Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES), 
define routings to manufacture a component as a pre-defined sequence of operations. With 
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APS we will be looking at order networks. The process of manufacturing a component does not 
have to be a sequence. APS uses the concept of multi-resource planning. That is, all the 
resources needed for the production of all orders over the entire planning horizon are taken into 
account. The different planning phases of MRP and MES are performed in one single planning 
step. 
This sounds simple and logical but requires a complex and combined planning. All resources 
like employees, machines, tools, materials and transport equipment involved in one order 
within the planning horizon have to be assigned to that order and considered when planning all 
the steps of another order that is competing for the same resources. This results in a 
considerable decrease in “priority” orders. Even rush orders are processed in the normal 
production cycle without the panic [1]. 
 
 
5. THE ADVANTAGES OF IMPLEMENTATION 
 

So far the implementations of APS functionality have been done in a wide circle of 
companies, employing from one hundred to one thousand employees. These are companies 
belong to such trades as engineering industry, equipment’s and tools’ production, electric 
industry, automotive industry, with type of unitary, serial and mass production. These 
experiences prove first of all that following advantages of APS application have been gained 
[7]: 

- plans possible to realization (simultaneous consideration of many resources); 
- intentional influence delivery on term, reserves, resources utilization (optimization); 
- quick confirmation of delivery date, greater competitive, reduction of planning costs 

(possibility of planning ad hoc, CTP); 
- high flexibility, planning close to the reality, complete approach (structures oriented 

on the process); 
- high transparency, shortening of delivery times, keeping the terms (consideration 

whole chain of value formation). 
The above-mentioned advantages can be practically gained only in fully integrated solutions. 
The considering solution, except full integration of all functional areas: sale, purchase, 
production, material management and finances, is equipped in addition in OLAP tool to 
multivariate analysis ad hoc - proALPHA Analyzer. It is useful for resources utilization 
analysis in particular (workstation, man, machine, tool) with division on days, weeks and also 
months (Fig. 5). 
The achievement of goals assumed during APS implementation requires many organizational 
and systemic changes in the company. To the organizational changes can include adaptation 
structure of data, business processes and very company organization. Particularly important is 
the improvement the quality of data collected in system, beginning from the e.g. time of new 
purchase, planning material parameters, being up-to-date of registered work orders status 
(arrears), as well as communication between departments during realization individual business 
processes. The system changes means first of all rising of qualifications (substantial, cultural) 
of management and employees and also enlargement of hardware medium and software 
(additional server optimization, components for visualization, communicational software). 
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Fig. 5. Resources management with the aid of proALPHA Analyzer (based on [4]) 

 
 
6. SUMMARY 
 

In many manufacturing companies, it is possible that employees have no overall view of 
the work orders to be manufactured and their demand-oriented and on-schedule finishing. For 
this reason, a system providing such overview is necessary. proALPHA® is an example of 
solution which gives a system that provides an overview for the work orders as well as for the 
available resource and capacities. In the process, it gives the planner all the options for the 
control. The presented solution shows the user where corresponding bottlenecks occur and puts 
the planner in a position to counteract accordingly. 
The advantages resulting from the use of the analyzed solution exist on condition of solving 
problems connected with the acceptance of results by users and also with data quality. 
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CHOSEN PROBLEMS OF MODELLING ENGINEERING 
DESIGN PROCESS  

 
Abstract  

An overview of the various models for engineering design process was presented. General 
Design Theory, Basic Model, Real Design Model were described. Type-2 fuzzy sets 
implementation on engineering design process was described.   

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Product development and design are directly connected with the enterprise strategy and the 
marketing research results. The designer is to create new products or to modify the old ones 
according to the marketing department’s demand. The product must fulfil the requested technical 
parameters, but also the demands concerning the economical production, quality and reliability 
[14].  

A company, to be competitive must continuously improve its products and processes. The 
development of company can be realized using its own human potential, or using transfer of 
technique. The transfer of technique can be realized using formal or informal methods (Fig. 1). 
The formal methods are for example:  purchase of licence, patents, use of consulting firm. The 
informal methods are: exchange of technical staff, conferences, trade, exhibition, professional 
training.  

An example of the direction of research and development work was presented on Fig. 2. 
Design process is a halfway between research process and routine organization procedure of 
production preparation.  

Development and research work is connected with uncertainty and risk. Risk is connected 
with internal and external factors. Internal factors include: human mistakes, information 
computing mistakes, machine failure. The external factors include change of law, atmospheric 
conditions.(Fig. 3). 
The goal of the article is to create mathematical framework for modeling by words engineering 
design process.  
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Fig. 1. Technical progress management 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Research and development trends 
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Fig. 3. Source of risk 
 

 
2. REVIEW OF CHOSEN MODELS FOR ENGINEERING DESIGN 
PROCESS  

 
Mathematical formalisms of design have been of great interest to many researchers over the 

years [16], [5], [6], [4], [9], [13]. General Design Theory formulated by Yoshikawa [20] is a well 
known one. General theory of design is based on topological model of human intelligence. 
Topological models use for modelling objects description definition, axiom and theorem. This 
approach is based on the idea that design is set of entities and consequent definitions. From that 
definition it is possible to state axioms [16]. The following three axioms are presented in GDT as 
the basic properties of these concepts: axiom of recognition (any entity can be recognized or 
described by the attributes), axiom of correspondence (the entity set S’ and the set of concept of 
entity S 15 have one to one correspondence), axiom of operation (the set of abstract concept16 is a 
topology of the set of entity concept17).  

In GDT, there are two kinds of knowledge for design: the ideal knowledge and the real 
knowledge. The three axioms are valid only on the ideal knowledge. The ideal knowledge is 
represented by two topological spaces: the functional and the attribute space and a map between 
these topologies. Design is basically an activity, which connects design specification (denoted by 
functional concept set) and design solution (denoted by attribute set) [13].  

                                                 
15 The entity set S is e set which includes all entities in it as elements. By all entities, we mean entities 
which existed in the past, are existing presently and will exist in future. This set is denoted by S’[9]. 
16 The set of abstract concepts is derived by the classification of concepts of entity according to the 
meaning or the value of entity [9]. 
17 Concept of entity is concept which one has formed according to the actual experience of an entity [9] 
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Design solution is obtained immediately after the specification is described without design 
process in the ideal knowledge. Design is not necessary under the ideal knowledge. This situation 
is called by Kikichi i Nagasaka [9] a paradox of GDT.  

Braha and Reich [4] based on [1], [2], [3], [7], [19] developed basic model for design process. 
The basic model formulates design as a process that starts from abstract specification such as 
customer needs or functional requirements in the function space. The designer matches partial 
structural information in the structural space, with the current refined specification [4]. The 
process continues until the solution is obtained.(fi is the current tentative specification list and fi+1 
is a proximal refined specification list). A design process is obtained by selecting at each 
refinement stage a single generating element out of many possible ones. The basic model has 
many limitations and some aspects of real design do not captured by the model, i.e. multifold 
mappings between the functional and structure space, feedback loops. Because of those limitation 
Braha and Reich [4] developed more realistic model called real design model. This model 
captures the interplay between design descriptions, each of which is represented by a pair of 
functional and structural descriptions <f,d> [4]. The designer starts with the initial design 
description <fo, do> (fo - means initial specification, do - means initial context descriptions). 
During creation of a new design description both functional fi and structural di description can be 
refined (Fig. 4).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 4. Design process (developed based on [4]) 

 
 

3. APPLICATION OF ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK FOR 
DETERMINATION TIME CONSUMPTION IN DESIGN  

 
Design process required more detailed analysis of process then it was described in previous 

part of the article.  
Methods described above are connected with topological structures for engineering process 

design. The design process is connected with time and labour consumption (Fig. 5). Next part of 
article describes how to determine time consumption of design process.  
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Fig. 5. Design process  
 
We can received the time consumption data using neural network.  
Artificial neural network are electrical analogue of the biological neurons system. A typical 

artificial neuron is mathematically represented by two modules: a linear activation and non-
linearity that limits the signal levels within a finite band. Neurons in an artificial neural net are 
connected in different topological configuration. Two most common type of configurations are 
feed-forward and feedback topology. Usually, a feed-forward network contains a number of 
layers, each layer consisting of a number of neurons. Signal propagation in such networks 
usually take place in the forward direction only, signals from the I-th layer can be propagated 
to any layer following the – th layer, for i ≥ 1. In the recurrent neural network, there exists 
feedback from one or more neurons to other.  

Informally “encoding” or “learning” refers to adaptation of weights in a neural net. Thus 
until the weights converge to a steady state value, the process of encoding is continued. 
Adaptation of weights can be accomplished in a neural net by for different ways: 

• supervised learning – employs a trainer, who provides the input-output training 
instances of given neural net.  

• unsupervised learning – unlike supervised learning, an unsupervised learning requires 
no teacher. Consequently, there is no target outputs. During the training phase, the 
neural net categorizes the received input patterns into different classes.  

• competitive learning – competitive learning process are usually represented as 
artificial neural systems with self-existing recurrent connections.   

• reinforcement learning – weights are reinforced for properly performed actions and 
penalized for poorly performed actions.  

There are about 30 different NN architectures, which are being employed in research at present 
(Suthomaya, Tannock, 2005). Each NN architecture and training algorithm combination is 
suitable for different situation, depending on what kind of work the network is expected to do. 
The network adopted in the case study below was the multi-layered perceptron (Fig.6).  
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Fig. 6. Neural network 

 
The SPHINX packet including NEURONIX module, which is the simulator of the neural 

network, was used in the example. 
 
 

4. IMPLEMENTATION FUZZY SETS IN ENGINEERING DESIGN 
PROCESS  

 
Fuzzy sets have been around for nearly 40 years and have found many applications [11]. 
Membership functions of type-1 fuzzy sets are two-dimensional, whereas membership 

functions of type-2 fuzzy sets are three-dimensional. A type-2 fuzzy set provides additional 
degrees of freedom that make it possible to directly model uncertainties.  

A type-2 fuzzy set [10] is characterized by a type-2 membership function µA(x,u) where x∈X 
and u∈Jx ⊆[0,1].  

}]1,0[,)),(),,{(( ⊆∈∀∈∀= xA JuXxuxuxA µ   (1) 

where 0 < µA(x,u) < 1.  
 

In real design it is necessary to distinguish intermediate stages which are required to make the 
decision whether to continue the design process or not.  
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Engineering design process requires dividing analysis into stages. After each stage the 
probability of continuing the design process is going to be analysed. It will be analysed 
linguistically - in words. For modelling this process fuzzy set type II can be used. (Fig. 7).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 7. Example of a type-2 membership function  

 
 

4. CONCLUSION  
 
Development and research work is connected with uncertainty and risk. Many models for 

engineering design process are described in literature but it is necessary develop a new one 
which uncertainty involved. A new methodology should base on linguistic variable. That 
methodology should give answer for following questions: how long the design process to stay 
and haw mach it will cost? And also it should help in optimization of design process. In those 
article was presented chosen tools like neural network and fuzzy sets, which can be used for 
develop e new method of modeling engineering design process.    
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SYSTEM OF COOPERATION DESIGN 
 
 
Abstract:  

The problem of system aiding of inter-enterprise cooperation process designing 
is presented in the article. Development of enterprises’ productivity requires 
making the start, creation, and extending of cooperative links among enterprises 
easier. Development of methods and ways of data exchange in cooperation 
enables creation of aiding computer systems of production cooperation. 

 
 
1. CONDITIONINGS OF PRODUCTION COOPERATION 
 
1.1. Tendencies in production 
 

Production enterprises are forced to search for ways of increased productivity and 
decreasing the cost of production, as well as introducing even shorter cycles of development 
for products and processes of their production by means of minimization of the stock and well 
organized logistics, and thanks to effective and innovative realization concepts In production, 
such as: LP (Lean Production) – rational production, JIT (Just in Time) controlling supply 
according to the principle just in time, TQM (Total Quality Management) -, VF (Virtual 
Factory) - (understood as temporary network of co operational links of different enterprises 
with a common aim of realizing a production task).  
Next conditionings of production include globalization of links in production.  It is 
accompanied by virtualization of link organization. Cooperational outsourcing relates to the 
effective methods of designing, production, using and maintaining of one’s products; here both 
the environment of one’s enterprise and the external environment of competitive companies are 
taken into account.  
 
Externalization as a kind of enterprises’ strategy 

Externalization- outsourcing- is a way of strategic action which means sending production 
processes and sub-processes including manufacturing of sub-assemblies by sub- suppliers, 
maintenance processes and failure repairing, storing, logistics, buildings security, computer 
service, researches, training, providing services etc. outside the enterprise. If an enterprise 
renounces one part of added value, then mark-up, flexibility, concentration of attention, and 
financial outlays on the processes, which provide competitive advantage, will increase. 
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1.2. The phenomenon of synergy in cooperation    
 

Many enterprises create such value of cooperation which enables them to gain bigger 
effects of synergy. The phenomenon of synergy, known in the past well, means “a state where 
the whole is bigger than the total sum of its elements” [5]. The base for synergy is creative role 
of a human which can be seen in looking for optimal combination of elements of 
organizational processes.  
A synergic effect as an outcome of cooperation of many factors:  

- Appears in an organized structure (e.g. in an enterprise, in workers’ teams),  
- Appears in rational undertakings and complex structures and in processes taking place 

in them, 
- Is an indicator of the influence and mutual conditionings of elements of complex tasks, 
- Is qualified and evaluated by means of physical, economic or agreed criteria of 

evaluation, 
- constitutes a linking effect and may be separated into the effects of organizational 

components.  
The main area where synergy effect appears is organizational structure and its rules of 
cooperation by labor division in the organization. 
 
1.3. Structure in production cooperation   
 

Enterprises in a global market function in a very differentiated and dispersed organizational 
structure, and their production is an outcome of tight cooperation with many cooperators.  

 
Fig. 1. Changes in co-operational structures of the production process – flattening of the 

hierarchy of links between enterprises  
 

The changes which are taking place make it necessary to create a new model of organization of 
links between enterprises working together, especially functioning on the global market.  
Changes in the structures of the whole groups of cooperating enterprises undergo the same 
tendencies as enterprises themselves – it is presented on Fig. 1 and 2. 

  Customer – cooperation receiver 

Sub - supplier 

Supplier 

 
Enterprises: 
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The BASIC features of changes in the model of links between enterprises working together are 
the following:  

 Flattening of cooperation structures; the hierarchy of links and stages of cooperation 
change,  

 The model of network organization – still new, faster and more often made alliances 
and strategic relations through borders of countries, industries, markets and zones of 
activities. Global companies are constantly looking for new constellations and 
alliances in their search for taking control over markets or gaining access to resources 
(including supply, sub-contractors etc.). 

 Making smaller the organizational entities, which create the network, and focus only 
core competencies which give in a given configuration competitive advantage. All 
activities of operation and activities which may be performed better and cheaper 
wherever in the world are "pushed out" of the organization – externalization 
(outsourcing).  

Openness of an organization – activities open for new ideas for products and ways of 
working, open for information from outsider, actively scanning the surrounding looking for 
"weak signals" which are a sign of unknown threats and opportunities, open for information 
created within the organization. 

 
 Fig. 2. Networks in co operational structures of the production process 

 
The conditionings of enterprises working together cause that their structures are built 
horizontally around the processes, whose "owners" are complexes of various composition and 
quite amorphic structure – organizations described as modular are created– Fig.3. within the 
enterprises themselves is creates [2]: 

 

 
Fig. 3. Modular organizations in co operational structures of the production process 
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- a requirement of multi-task attitude and principally changes a contract between the 

employer and the employee;  
- that there is a lack of guarantee for employment on a particular position for a longer 

period of time;  
- that workers become ‘nomads wandering around networks of linked organizations’ 

[2], increasing their skills and offering their higher qualifications to constantly 
changing teams;  

- that it is more and more difficult for exempt oneself from the compulsion of enterprise 
in relation to oneself; 

- that the place of climbing the hierarchy ladder is replaced by a number of short, ‘flat’ 
careers.  

A model of functioning of computer integrated co operational enterprise is created (see 
Fig. 4), which is structurally similar to the newest form of organization aiming at creation of 
functionally dispersed enterprises, also called virtual enterprises [8]. 

 

 
 Fig. 4. Virtual enterprise in different sample kinds of structures  

 

VE IV – virtual enterprise is created by separated entities of enterprises without the 
coordinating leader 
 

VE I – virtual reality is created by 
enterprises with one as a leader  

VE III –virtual enterprise id created by 
separated entities with external 
organization as the leader 

VE II – virtual enterprise is created by the leader enterprise with separatek 
entities of other enterpeises  
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A model of functioning of computer integrated cooperative enterprise, which would be 
similar to the most modern organizational form, is being created. This modern form is to create 
functionally spread enterprises called virtual enterprises [3]. In the article there are accepted the 
facts that the organization in voluntarily created and its members are connected with one 
another in many ways for the sake of the realization of a mutual aim [2,3]. Membership in the 
organization does not require any civil - law agreements. The time of the relationship is 
established by each member.    
 
1.3.  Computer environment of cooperation process 
 

Organization of cooperation run is strictly connected with computer technology which is 
used in the enterprise. The complex computer systems in enterprises, which are being 
developed currently, are systems of ERP class (Enterprise Resource Planning) defined as sets 
of strongly integrated software packages which can offer coherent information flow in the 
enterprise. In the area of production there work CAD, PDM, CAM, DNC systems which are 
integrated with them. Other systems are the ones which work in the Internet environment and 
other tele-computer nets like WAN. Easy access to the Net resulted in B2C trade with mass 
customer systems development (Business to Customer) and systems which aid B2B inter- 
enterprises (Business to Business). 
The next systems, which are being developed nowadays, are the systems of Supply Chain 
Management (SCM) and of Customer Relationship Management (CRM). These systems 
integrate the activities among business partners on the strategic, tactic and operational levels 
and function in integrated chains within the frames of one enterprise on the account of lack of 
adaptation to changes in chains consisting of independent partners.  
 
 
2. DESIGNING MODEL OF PRODUCTION COOPERATION 
PROCESS 
 
2.1. Exchange of data by cooperation 
 

Tendencies of development of global enterprises, of creating new cooperative links are 
visible also in the dynamism of the need to exchange information – cooperative data. The 
number of linked subjects in production cooperation is growing. Fig. 5 presents data exchange 
in cooperation with one leading enterprise – the leader. In this situation there is a need to 
determine the shape of information transmitted in the initial stage of cooperation initiation, 
which is safe for the know-how of an enterprise. 

Different types of norms were created are being implemented, like norms of  ISO 9000 
series related to quality control,  ISO 14000 series related to ecological production and  ISO 
10303 norm, commonly called the  STEP norm (Standard for the Exchange of Product Model 
Data). This norm standardizes product modelling and design of the processes of its production, 
with the view of formats of data exchange and integration of multifunctional computer 
systems, aiding the design and production.  
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Fig. 5. Data exchange in production process cooperation  
 

In many places works are being carried out on such a standard of product model record, 
which would include complete data about this product and the process of its production. 

It has to be underlined that ISO 10303 - STEP norm is in the initial stage of 
implementation eden in automobile industry enterprises, where the most modern technologies 
are introduced.  
The STEP standard determines the rules of creation of a product model in a way, which allows 
for reworking and storing information about a product and the processes of its manufacturing. 
The product model and data model arising out of it include: [1], [7]:  

- information and definitions of description of drawings  
- basic data of technical drawings in the form of annotations and attributes, with general 

information abort a product and adequate descriptions, 
- special annotations relating to dimensions, tolerance and measurement units included 

in the drawing in the form of a complex data model.  
Implementation of the STEP standard requires fulfilling a set of conditions:  

- using the standard CAx software, allowing for building an open CIM system,  
- using models and structures of data based on neutral forms of data record and standard 

protocols of their transmission,  
- aiming at a coherent description of model and structure of a product, allowing for full 

data exchange in geometric, technological and organizational models. 
  

2.2. General model of production cooperation designing process 
 

 Having assumed that the most future promising form of enterprises cooperation is virtual 
enterprise, the main problem becomes defining of composition and number of cooperating 
units which are geographically spread. The process of selection of cooperation partners is 
strictly connected with an order which determines the criteria of selection and analysis process. 
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Well carried process of selection is the key to match co-operators with  such resources, 
material possibilities,  appropriate technologies and well trained staff in the comparison with 
order-design that  can guarantee gaining synergic effect and product’s position  on the market. 
Cooperation designing process in the presented aspect can be viewed in four phases as it is 
presented in Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6. Phases of designing stage of production process cooperation  

 
The discussed problem of cooperation designing requires production designing and its flow to 
be broaden through the issue of marking and optimization of organizational structures of labour 
run for enterprises set. Determining of the optimum production process in cooperation requires 
multi-criterion marking for the variant of cooperation process- production process route in the 
subset of enterprises. The result of the issue is regarded as NP problem- difficult, requiring 
inclining expenditures of calculations in problem size function. 
To make the problem more general, it is reduced to certain answers to the given questions: 

- do the enterprises which can compete in realization of a certain project exist?, 
- which of these enterprises are able to create the nets  which would have free resources 

for order’s realization?, 
- which of these nets of co-operators are able to create optimum production process?, 
- how to organize and control the cooperative run of production in the net? 

The solution of the problem will specify which subset of enterprises- corresponding with its 
PW which abilities guarantee keeping term-price-quality appointments with the client. 
 
2.3. A standard of data exchange in cooperation initiation  
 

Development of cooperation requires data flow according to a standard of data exchange of 
a product model for cooperation in the moment of its creation. Standardization should include: 

• a need of determination the information form in the initial phases of cooperation, 
secure for the know-how of an enterprise  – Fig. 7 - phases I - II - III, 

• modelling of a product and processes of its manufacturing, taking into account the 
formats of data exchange and integration of multi-functional computer systems aiding 
the production designing – Fig. 6 - phase II. 
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Fig. 7. Flow and standard of data in initiating and carrying out cooperation  

  
The phases I, II and III of cooperation take place the most often in two situations – when an 
enterprise is looking for an cooperator for: 

- new parts of already produced goods,  
- new parts of new products. 

Phase IV is developed by producers, an example of which is software appearing on the market 
for modelling and simulation of business processes, and issues of cooperation process 
management of small companies with firms working on the global market, e.g. the 3CP 
Programme – a global system of common information accessible for engineers and suppliers of 
Ford company all over the world. The main element of C3P is a set of tools called FPDS (Ford 
Product Development System), aiding the planning, designing, development and production 
processes.   
Using the STEP standard in this phase makes it possible to record all data about a product 
needed in the production process in a normalized form: from the specification of the order, 
PDM documents flow management, through data from PPC and CAD/CAM systems to 
feedback information from the production department about the manufacture and usage of a 
product. Thanks to STEP we obtain a normalized record of geometrical, material, 
constructional, technological and graphical specification of a product. This record reaches the 
lowest level of graphic presentation in CAx systems, which means the level of the so called 
graphic primitives [1].  
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Graphic primitives defined in CAD systems agree with the specification of the Graphical 
Kernel System, which is the basis of programmes for input – output handling for systems and 
graphic devices, the so called drivers. 
Feature Modelling is a kind of newer, widely used method of modelling usually 3D blocks, 
which have some specific constructional and technological features. Elementary objects – 
constructional objects and technological ones with semantic record project the constructional and 
technological models of a product.  

After the first phase the producer transmits data about a product to the potential 
supplier. Using fully standard recommendations of the STEP norm, implemented in all 
cooperating CAx systems facilitates the full exchange of data between the producer and the 
supplier after phase III.  
In the designed object we can distinguish three groups of variables Xp:  

- -constructional features  (Π) – the collection of variables explicitly describing constructions:  
   -geometric features – dimensions and their values, parameters of the shape and location, 

parameters of surface geometry (within the above notion we distinguish a notion of 
constructional form – a record of  shape without determining the dimensions), 

   - material features – sorts and kinds of materials,  
   - initial settings, parameters of assembly let-ups, initial tensions, 

- (Λ) - minimal collection of variables determining the features of the designed object in 
respect of the environment, e.g. constructional qualities (durability, effectively, weight, 
dimensions, dimensions of assembly holes); qualities connected to the manufacturing 
process (costs of production, labour consumption), usage features (time of reaching, 
reliability of work, time and frequency of service activities). 

- technological variables (Γ) – minimal collection of variables which characterize processes 
and phenomena taking place in technological processes.   

 This means respectively:  
 Πk ;  k = 1, ..., k 
 Λw ;  w = 1, ..., w (1) 

 Γs ;  s = 1, ..., s 
 
Information transmitted by an enterprise to a supplier in the phase of initiating cooperation 
constitute data about a product (1) e.g. these are variable Πk  and Λw – Fig. 8.  
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Fig . 8. Data exchange and its analysis by initiating of cooperation  

 
This data is stored in the constructional documentation - the CAD files. The information 
transmitted to the producer by a potential supplier in the phase of cooperation initiation which 
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chooses the best supplier more detailed data to the former characteristics – answers for 
questions of criteria of choosing a supplier. These are data about:  

1) quality – accuracy, quality systems’ certificates, 
2) competitiveness – price, 
3) innovativeness – used technologies and possibilities, 
4) service –  time of delivery, long-term cooperation,  
5) flexibility – possibility of changing the sizes of deliveries, production capacity.  

 
2.4. Tendencies in production cooperation process designing 

 
Shortening of production process designing thanks to cooperation aiding system together 

with cooperation process formulating (Simultaneous Engineering – SE) is presented in Fig. 9. 
  

 
Fig. 9. Application of cooperation aiding system to shorten the time of production designing 

 
As given in pictures 1 and 3 lack of earlier information, reaction to coming information, its 
receiving, elaboration of the correct answer takes time and as a result the total sum of these 
delays gives information delays in cooperative production process. 
The proposed solutions of this problem allow for putting forward the thesis that the 
implementation of such changes in organization which can change system’s paralysis is 
necessary. To make the information circulation in cooperative system – customer- producer- 
supplier faster, usage of  database computer system to aid the searching and choosing of 
cooperator phases is needed. 
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The proposal of the system which makes information circulation faster is the implementation to 
the system of additional information which is realized in real time. It makes estimation of 
system answers and choosing of the co-operator possible. 

 
 
3. SYSTEM OF COOPERATION DESIGN 
 
3.1. Phase I – looking for co-operators 
 
Data form for cooperation aiding system 

Development of cooperation requires data flow according to the elaborated standard of data 
exchange model of the product for cooperation at the exact time of its coming into being. 
Standardization should also take the need of information form determination into account, 
especially in the initial phases of cooperation, which is safe for know-how of the enterprise – 
phases I-II-III - Fig. 10.    
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Fig. 10. Cooperation aiding system – cooperation start initiation phase – data standard and flow  
 

The characteristic which describes the potential co-operator is information about the enterprise 
which is limited by the security of know-how of the enterprise. The fundamental features are 
needed in this phase are pieces of easy available information about the enterprise: 

- information which identifies the enterprise, 
- enterprise’s products, 
- used technologies, 
- technological and innovative level, 
- broadly described quality - quality certificates, 
- production ability- size of resources. 

The accepted assumptions concerning the requirements of the designed production specify 
customer’s requirements and define minimal abilities of potential cooperative manufacturing 
system. Having implemented all the requirements, set by the designed production, the proposed 
system enables to find enterprises which can take part in production process.  
 
 
Assumptions of cooperation aiding system 
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The answer to the question: Who can cooperate in production order realization?- requires 
knowledge about enterprises which exist on the market. Defining of possible co-operators set 
leads to the conclusion that there is a need to create a database about these enterprises where 
potential co-operators will be selected – Fig. 11. 
 

 
Fig. 11. Searching of would-be cooperators in production  

 
The problem requires supplier- producer model creation which would describe the standard of 
requirements for the virtual enterprise. The proposed solution is based on creation of a base for 
enterprises defined with fundamental information needed in this phase of virtual enterprise 
designing, in combining with the system of base searching by the use of classifier, basing on 
the criterions which are specified for the designed production.  
 
3.2. Phase II – defining of possible co-operators’ nets  

  
Among potential cooperators in the next phase of virtual enterprise (VP) design there 

exists a need of finding solutions having free resources which would guarantee realization 
of an order in the assumed time, according to the assumed cost and accepted level of 
quality. Generally, the problem of resources’ engagement can be proved by:  

- the applied in practice simple correspondence with an answer about a possibility of 
order realization – the need to administer specialized technology and resources and 
with setting price conditions. After this the asked person analyses the order after 
having prepared and sent back the answer. Then potential variants of nets are 
created, which are composed of resources of the chosen sub-composition of 
enterprises. The basic disadvantage of the traditional procedure is high time 
consumption of the activities; 

- using the method based on the computer system of browsing the space of potential 
solutions, taking into account possibilities of access to production capability 
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limited in time. The method requires knowledge of the state of resources 
engagement of potential cooperators in the whole planning period.  

The advantage of using the procedures of browsing with computer aid is instant analysis 
outcome. Using the method of browsing of initial solutions (coming from phase I) consists 
in balancing the requirements of order realization – the design with possibilities of the 
analyzed enterprise.  What are analyzed are maps of resource accessibility in time in 
comparison to production specifications of an order – Fig. 12. 

 

 
 Fig. 12. Searching for possible production schedule in cooperation 

 
A sample method of determination of accepted nets of cooperating enterprises was 
presented in this work [11], was based on two strategies of heuristic browsing of possible 
solutions’ composition: 

- nets with the highest value of top limitation – reserves of time for realising the 
order,  

- nets with the lowest values of top limitation, 
The work [11] proposes using of four heuristics of resources’ allocation for the order 
operation: 

- the smallest lengths of accessibility time, 
- the largest lengths of accessibility time, 
- the lowest average costs of resource use,  
- the highest average costs of resource use, 

The method allows for proposing a solution which would be the most advantageous when it 
comes to time or cost of order realization. What is left is the problem of the choice of the 
best one and of defining the notion of the best cooperational solution for the production.  
  We need such a method which would allow for carrying out a multi-criterion 
optimization with respect to time, cost and quality of order realization, as well as taking into 
account the estimated risk of failure to fulfil the requirements by a given variant of the net 
of cooperating enterprises.  
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3.3. Phase III – Choice of the optimal cooperation run 
 

The method which links the evaluation with different criteria in one is the analysis of 
utility of projects of the course of production cooperation process. The evaluation of utility 
should take place continuously in the course of designing after phase II, which was finalized 
by setting the nets variants of the course of cooperation process (production process of VE).  

In respect to the basic criteria of quality, cost and time, the model of the course net of 
production process cooperation is subject to the proposed optimization activity, whose 
structure is described by the graph (Fig. 13): 

 
          GN =  VN, LN               (2) 
 where: 
  VN = {vi; i = 0, 1, ..., N} – collection of summits, 
  LN = {lij; i = 0, 1, ..., N-1; j = 1, 2, ..., N} – collection of graph’s arches. 
 
Each summit of the graph may be associated with an event which begins or ends a task of 
production process cooperation, and the arch represents the task itself.  
 

 
 

 Fig. 13. A graph of the production cooperation process (self elaboration) 
 

The presented organization causes that the graph oriented from the summit "i" to "j" to become 
a directed graph – a digraph. The summits which are not connected with an arch can be linked 
by a mock activity that is with an arch, for which the describing functions possess zero values.  
Each task may be attributed with:  

- tij – time of  realization of task  i, j  
- kij(tij) – function interpreted as the cost of activity realization  lij with time of 

realization tij. 
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Assuming that: {0 ≤ aij ≤ tij  ≤ bij }, where bij may be called normal time, and aij  - 
emergency time, which means that realization with shorter time may cause wrong designing of 
the process. What is more, tij may take only values of integer numbers.  
Each activity is connected with the value qij, explicitly presenting the gained quality, usually 
gained accuracy class, the number of shortages and even more parameters – a vector of quality.  
 
Event which begin or end the tasks of production process, which are summits of the graph vn 
may be analyzed similarly like in [10] and developing them adequately (according to their 
numeration) we can attribute them with collections of functions (see Fig. 14):  
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Fig. 14. Functions of the graph summit vn  of the process (self elaboration) 
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of the cooperational production process, which is described by the sub-graph  Gn creating the 
required quality determined by the admissibility condition. 
The choice of the variant of the course of production cooperation process may be solved by 
estimating the utility function which links the basic criteria of cost, time and quality. In a case 
when one of the factors appears to be a stronger limiting one, we can introduce α, β , γ to the 
utility function. 
Taking into account the probability wn of breaking the realization of the sub-graph Gn, the 
utility function was formulated as follows:   
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where:  α + β + γ  =  Ω , and  Ω  is a constant value, for n = 0 function U0 = 0. 
For the criterion of quality optimized by the admissibility condition (see: [10]) such defined 
utility function may be reduced to this form:  
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 In the reduced form without taking into account the probability of breaking the designing wn, 
the form of the function is similar to the function of utility of investment projects presented in 
w [4], which optimizes the course of investment only in respect of two factors – the cost and 
time of investment.   
The admissible (N, sN) process realization, which fulfils the above assumption may be called 
the optimal  (N, sN) project realization. As underlined in the introduction, it brings together 
two approaches to tasks by the optimization of production process design according to the 
quality criterion (or admissibility condition):  

1) minimization of realization time with the assumed limit of production means,  
2) minimization of total cost of project realization without exceeding the assumed date of 

termination.  
 This function is somehow analogous to the –Douglas production function, and also to a similar 
CES - Constant Elasticity of Substitution [10] production function. It allows for controlling the 
parameters α and β depending on the preferences of the decision maker relating to the 
equivalent value of the cost factor and realization time of the production process.  
When the probability of breaking the cooperation wn is the same for the tasks, the parameter wn 
may be omitted. The sign of a sum results from the fact that in project practice there usually is 
a need to change or even to break the course of cooperation during the realization because of 
e.g.: lack of getting the required parameters during construction designing, conceptual 
assumptions or breaking the contract by the ordering person. Such a situation requires 
particular attention put on utility of previous bonds- which would probably be realized – it 
gives a sign of a sum, which causes adding of utility for preceding summits (additional 
considering previous summits). When there is sureness of carrying out the design according to 
the assumed structure up to the final summit, there exists a possibility to make the form of 
utility function simpler – with omitting the sign of a sum and probability wn  in the formula 
(6), that means taking into account only the parameters of the final summit. 
In the case when the values of variables attributed to particular tasks are known, it is possible 
to carry out activities aiming at analyzing and evaluation of solutions of cooperation process 
works by means of utility function. This method gives a deterministic evaluation of the given 
values of particular criteria.  
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3.4. Integration with aiding system of manufacturing planning  
 
Elaboration of classifiers which divide into groups according to similarity from the point of 

view of different criterions creates the basis for database structures creation – Fig. 15. 
 

 
 

Fig. 15. Integration with Aiding System of manufacturing Designing 
 

 
 

Fig. 16. Classifier – part II – classification according to group processing 
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Proposed system is integrated with Aiding System of manufacturing Designing – for example 
Sysklass. Main application of Classifier has 2 parts - classification according to the NACE (- 
European Actions Classification) and classification according to group processing - Fig. 15 and 
Fig. 16 
 
3.5. Example of Computer Aided Cooperation 
 
The prepared system aided of cooperation is example Computer Aided Cooperation on the 
website: www.intercooperate.com . Structure the first site of cooperation aiding system is 
presented in Fig. 17. 
Systems aiding cooperation give possibilities: 

- find the product, 
- find the company, 
- advanced search – find the product or company according to NACE.  
- check the technologies , 
- design manufacturing process on cooperators’ system and his resources (if you have 

passwords), 
- others. 

 

 
 

Fig. 17. Example of Computer Aided Cooperation - the first site of cooperation aiding system. 
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Systems of computer aiding cooperation create new possibilities from the enterprise’s 
perspective which uses this kind of system and for its business partners and customers as well. 
These are: 

- low costs – costs and subscribers’ fees account for only 10% of costs which the 
enterprise would pay for realization of similar tasks by its workers, 

- possibility of order creation at any time, 
- cooperation with ERP systems- on –line orders registration in ERP systems, 
- possibility of material management- order’s registration on the basis of current stock 

on hand is possible, 
- permanent control – monitoring of run and state of the ordered range of products 

among the business trade partners is possible , 
- current archiving of all the operations- all data about the realized and current orders 

are registered and made available to all the engaged enterprises. 
 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 

Development of productivity of the enterprises requires initiating, creating and deepening 
of cooperative connections among different enterprises, participants of the production process, 
through development of methods and forms of data exchange in cooperation. The 
implementation of mutual data exchange concerning current possibilities of cooperative 
production in cooperative system customer – supplier will decrease as soon as possible, in real 
time, the system paralysis by accelerating the information circulation in production process in 
conditions of cooperation. 
Active net cooperation will be modern and very effective form of complex aiding of production 
cooperation among system users in the future. Using the offered tools which the system 
provides requires setting a standard way of registration of data about the product, its production 
process and categorization of products and services. 

The development of methods and data exchange in cooperation will allow for development 
and creation of New information systems of production cooperation aiding, functionally and 
organizationally brings closer both  global enterprises and  their sub-suppliers by means of 
taking a common type of exchanged information, normalized standard of product modelling 
and production process design.   
A cooperation design process skilfully carried out through the three phases will allow for 
linking the co-operators with such possibilities relating to stock, material, possessed 
technologies and qualifications of staff that it will ensure the achievement of the synergic 
effect. In case when the values of variables ascribed to particular tasks are known, it is possible 
to curry out the activities. 
All the entities-enterprises introduced to the system- can be subjected to classification. It will 
enable to search for potential customers willing to buy certain products or services of the user 
and automatic matching of both entities. The presented technology can be an offer for the 
already existing producers, virtual enterprises and many new enterprises which will exist in the 
future and which will offer their products for e-business and make them available as 
outsourcing.  
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